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UPPER HOUSE

of the Proposed
Ratification
on
'Continue to Reach Del-

Echoes
Fight

egates to Conference,
PARLEY

BRANDED

"FAILURE"

AS

BY KING

Friends Said to Believe Wilson May in Some Way
Make His Position Known
Before Very Long,
(By The Associated Tress.)

Washington, Dec. 29 cby the Associated Press). The arms conference naval committee spent all of
today debating proposals to restrict
submarine warfare, bin got no further than a general understanding
to reaffirm existing principles of

international

I

GOES
GRANDMOTHER
TO WILLIAM JEWELL
COLLEGE WITH SONS

ROUGH SLEDDING

law.

over

A dispute
phraseology
blocked formal adoption of an
resolution, and the subfor consideraject was laid aside
tion by a special subcommittee on
committee itnaval
The
drafting.
self then began what promises to
be a prolonged debate over the
American proposal to prohibit use
of submarines
against merchant
vessels altogether.
Air Warfare Itcstrlotlons.
Meantime, the subcommittee on
aircraft decided to abandon any effort to limit the airplane strength
of the powers and to recommend
instead that an attempt be made
to agree on restrictions that would
make air warfare conform with
considerations of humanity.
Even such regulations, however,
were said to be considered by
members as difficult of

formulation.
All the other
naval and Far
Eastern discussions before the conference remained at a standstill today except for an intimation from
the Japanese that only mediation
by the United States and Great
Britain could save the Shantung
negotiations from deadlock. It was
declared both for the Japanese and
Chinese that their governments
had gone as far as possible towards
a compromise, and hope of a settlement was seen only in the possibility that some new element
could be injected into the conver-
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OF ILL

Liberty, Mo., Dec. 29. Mrs.
a grandA. Church,
Mary
mother, has entered William
Jewell College in Liberty arter
the flame of desire for a college education had burned with
for
unfaltering determination
more than 3 5 years, Mrs.
Church, whoi has five grown
children and' five grandchilwith her
dren, matriculated
two sons, G. A. Church, 18
M:
old
and Jamos
years
A
19.
grandchild,
Church,
Georgo W. Billings, fi, attends
school in Neosha, Wis.
Finishing high school in Dein 1SS5, Mrs.
Mich.,
troit,
Church, then a girl in her
teens, longed for further eduContinuous illness in
cation.
I
fnmlli, mirln It r.rnmill
for tho girl to help si
her family following
uation.
re
But It was not
ties
more important vesp
her tirae n?
girl
claimed
oh, a
marrying Dr. Frar
When
young Baptist ni Qv
3 young
the children c?
y caring
mother was
vo
in her
for them to
the college
efforts to '
education. '
and her two
The moth-- ,
sons entered collego here as
freshmen this year.
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Allegations of Embezzlement During His Term as
State Treasurer Stricken
From the Record, ,

DATE OF hTsTrIAL
STILL IS UNCERTAIN

her?

Indictments Alleged Misap
propriation of $500,000
In
Interest Money Be- -'
longing to the State,

lor.

(By The Associated Tress.)

Waukogan, 111., Dec. 29 (by the
Governor Len
Associated Press).
Small today was freed of every
charge against him except that of
conspiring with Lieutenant Gover
nor Fred E. Sterling and Vernon
the state of
Curtis to defraud
$2,000,000
during Mr. Sterling's
term as state treasurer.
All charges of embezzlement
ARE
during his own term as state treasurer were stricken from the record, purtly by Judge Claire A. Edwards and partly by tho state, and
court also quashed a charge of
DIVIDED the
operating a confidence game.
Tonight Governor Small issued a
statement declaring that "what occurred today in the circuit court of
ON OIL
Lake county will lay bare to the
public mind tho methods employed
and tho inspiration causing these
indictments."
The date of his trial on tho one
Operators
charge remaining still is uncertain.
on
Propose Varying Levies, Judge Edwards, in his decision
motion to quash the indictin the
American Operators
to
trial
ments ordered tho governor

PRODUCERS
WIDELY

DUTIES

Mid-Contin-

Mexico Oppose Levies.

January

8 on

an indictment

charg-

with embezzlement of
$')00,000 during the last six months
of his term as state treasurer.
States Attorney C. Fred Morti
mer and his' assistants staged a
vigorous fight to bring the governor to trial first on the conspiracy
charge, and failing in that nolled
tho embezzlement indictment rath
er than trv it first. James If. Wll
person, assistant attorney general
Illinois, fine of Mr. Mortimer's
aides, explained to the court the
state desired to try the conspiracy
case first because all tho books and
records needed in it "had been left
In tho treasurer's office and not
carried away."
Indictments
The embezzlement
besides charging tho governor with
of $500,000 in
misappropriation
state interest money, also alleged
he had destroyed or ca.rled away
many of tho records of tho treaa- iirnr'n office.
The next step in tho legal battle
between the governor and his pros
ecutors will bo staged here fsuur
Hnv. Jnniiarv 7. when the defense
expects to present a motion asking
for separate trials for the governor
nnd Mr. Curtis, who are doui ae
fondants under the conspiracycharge.
ing him

(By The Associated Press.)
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TO SPECIALISTS

Alienists

Testify

About

Wh

Press.)

Los Angeles, Calif.. Dee. 29. Arthur C. llurch on trial for
murder of J. Helton Kennedy, changed demeanor so greatly
today while alienists were testifying about his mental condition that
it was brought Into the court record and a bailiff kept close to hl
side during most of the proceedthe-alleg-

FORECAE ITS

ILL

MARGIN FOR THE

&tj

few

REPORTS
Got. Len Small.

AN INCREASE
IN

IN DRUNKENNESS

Tho stato of Illinois yesterday dismissed the embezzlement charge
against Gov. Len Small, and the only charge remaining against the
governor is that of conspiracy to defraud the state.

CHICAGO

(My The Assoclnted
Dec. 20.

Chicago,

OPERATIONS INCREASE
IN THE COAL MINES IN
LAS ANIMAS COUNTY
''

!lUIHI.i!;!l

increased hero last year. Tho report showed that 51.300 persons
were arraigned for intoxication In
1021, as against 32.303 in 1020.
The report followed the action
by the city council yesterday by
a vote of H2 to 6 that prohibition
had failed to prohibit and deand ,the
manded that congress
stato legislature
authorize the
manufacture, sale and distribution of "wholesome beers and
light wines."

STRIDES

RAPID

(Ily The Assoclnted Tress.)

Tress.)

Tho annual

report of the municipal courts of
submitted
today by
Chicago
James A. K earns, clerk of the
had
showed
drunkenness
court,

RIP

Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 21). The ef
fect of the recent announcement
that the Colorado Fuel and Iron
company steel works at Pueblo
would resume operations on January 2 on a greater scale is reflected in the increased operations of
the company mines In Las Animas
county. Local company officials
say that resumption of operations at
Pueblo will provide steady worn
for the miners In tho Trinidad

THIS YEAR

TO RESTORATION

Few Countries of Europe
Have Shown Greater Recuperative Power; Peas- KAT0NKAS PLACED IN
STATE PENITENTIARY
ants Are Hard At Work.

Company reports today Show all
of five mines In Las Animas county
fworklng with a total force of 1,388
PtCIAI OlAPAfCH 'O MOKNlNfl
jOUN AL
(Hj- The Associated Press.)
men, exceeding the hign estimate
.Santa Fo, Doc. 23. S. F.
29.
Dec.
Monastir,
of
DAIL average daily total
the period
wife, Alice Katonka,
have Vnavmandn u his
n Jirnnn-ltImmediately preceding the Inaugu- Few countries of Europe
in ( hn unritti-inration of the thirty per cent reduc- shown greater recuperative power
here
for
safe
keeping. They
tiary
tion In wages which precipitated
"u'a- and
ruv.,!;i ii.v were arrested in
years of war. famine and diseaso, hrounht to Aztec Pennsylvania
to answer to the
Ratifying Body Named in the strike November 17, last.
and suffering the loss of nearly chnrKe of murder for the alleged
the Pact Must Then Be FUTURE PLANS OF DEBS
of her male population,! jailing of Sam Groy and William
the country Is today rapidly ap-- 1 KpIIy
m Hlln Juan count last
Summoned to Pass Up- ARE HELD IN ABEYANCE preaching
complete restoration and' uirua
on Its Final Disposition.
oiuuiuiy.
Monastir, Nish
Terre Haute, Ind., Dee. 29. Back
Ijarpro cltlp3
lielgraue, where the enemy
three
almost
The
his
Aasorlnted
homo
at
after
Tress.)
By
Dublin, Dec. 29 (by the Associatyears in prison because of his anti- wrought the greatest havoc in GRAIN
ed Press.)
Althought no compro- war speech in 10 IS, Kugono V. property destruction, are now like
mise between the opponents and Debs, the socialist, spent today in cities resurrected nnd reincarnated.
houses,
advocates of the Anglo-Iris- h
treaty quiet, broken only by visits of Everywhere dwelling
and schools have
In the dail eircann, has yet been friends.
He announced
tonight arisen buildings
from
ruins ot
the
crumbled
attained, future plans designed to that all plans for his future activi- their former
foundations. To the
Hi IU I I1UUUULNU
avoid wrecking the agreement are ties would be held in abelyance for
It Is generally some time. Friends said he would foreign visitor the eight Is truly
being considered.
recognized now that Iamonn de make a lecture tour next year, amazing.
lint it Is not in reconstruction
Valera was right in stating that probably under the auspices of the
work alono that the country has
the dall has no power to ratify the socialist party.
L
wonderful strides.
Most of the socialist party lead made such
treaty. The treaty itself prescribes
tho
the mode of ratification to be by the ers who had gathered here to wel- Throughout
kingdom the
members elected to sit In the house come Debs back, visited him today thrifty peasantry have been hard Form a Committee to Conat work on the farms, in the vineof commons of sotitherni Ireland, and then left for their homes.
which was constituted under the
yards, in the mills, tanneries and
sider, in an Informal
forests. And the product of their
home rule act of 1920, but which
seven
across
toil
has
the
ex
met
sent
been
never
and
which,
Manner, Complaints That
actually
seas, and Serbia has received in
cept for the purpose of ratifying GEORGE GUTS
May Arise in Marketing.
the
the treaty, probably never will
currency or
merchandise of other nations.
meet.
Its membership Is nearly,
(Ily The Associated Tress.)
but not quite, the same as that of
While, like most other European
the dail.
imports exceed
Chicago, Dec. 29. Representacountries,
TO
SOLD
IS
her exports by a considerable mar- tives of farm organizations and
The dall Includes some members
from northern Ireland, and ex- gin, It Is believed that hy 1922 the grain exchanges meeting here today
eludes four elected to the southern
will have reached a
organized a joint committee repretrade balance.
parliament from Trinity college.
At present the nation s trade Is senting the producers and the exThe general opinion is that after
changes interested In the market- the dall approves of the treaty,
inning to countries which have
of train to consider, in un in
which it is expected to do by commore favorable exchange, mainly
corn plaints that
to Austria, Germany, Italy and formal manner,
paratively small majorities, the ratAssoclnted
Tress.)
The
(Bjr
muy
In
arise concerning the handling
the treaty
Czechoslovakia. The United States
ifying body named
Detroit, Mich., Dec. 29. Georgo is pushing her trade with effect. of grain.
shall be summoned. The dall mem
U'r.e organization resulted from a
bers who are dissatisfied with the Cutshaw, Pittsburgh National sec- and has almost noumed it durin
tho last year. If it were not for;SUIigestiuu ottered at the conier-th- e
treaty need not attend this gather- ond baseman, has been purchased
President
encu
Detroit
the
of grain producers and the
Is
Tigers,
out
Amer-1
their
and
by
ing, it
thus,
pointed
high value of the dollar,
am handlers, held here recently
lea probably would be among
colleagues, plus the Trinity mem- Frank Navin announced tonight.
cash
bers, might ratify the document Navin said it was a purely
leaders In her exports to this king under thu auspices of tho department of agrieuture.
but withheld the dom.
Tho dall would still transaction
unanimously.
The commUtee will receive sugfunction as Ireland's only recog- amount Involved.
One of the obstacles to tho desecThe purchase of the Pirate
nized elected parliamentary assem
of tils country's com gestions concerning such subjects
velopment
in
with
the merce has been the lack of nde Horn producers, shippers, elevator
lino
ond baseman is
bly.
policy of the Tiger management
It is "I'eruiura, iiuiier.i, uisinuuiors anu
nuate railroad transport.
to fortify the Infield, it was stated. short of locomotives and freight
CASt'ALTIES IV IRKIAND.
exchanges, a statement said,
have no authority to bind
It is planned to .start the season cars But a largo loan recently ljllt
Belfast, Dec. 29. Official figures made public here today show with "Pep" Young at second base, raised within the country for the cither the farm organizations or the
event
in
was
the
110
it
it represents, reporting
added,
that during the year
persons. but,
Improvement of transport facilities exchanges th(,:iB
8
represented any
Including 11 policemen were killed Young fails to perform up to ex- probably will havo a
recommendations upon which the
In disorders and that 540 had been pectations, Cutshaw will replace effect
members
of
the
committee agree,
him.
wounded by bullets or bombs.
Friends of Jugoslavia are confl- exchanges of Chicago,
dent that in timo these unfavorable 'St. 'i'he Bluln
Kansas
Doiiis,
City, Omaha, Mln- that
overcome
and
bo
elements will
'tho triune kingdom will achieve a 'apulus Duluth, Milwaukee a as their r ephave
selected
(foremost place In the industry nnd'l'commerce of southeastern Europe. rosentaUves: h. K Gates, of L:hicago; F. H. Wells, of Minneapolis,
O.
W. Lonsdale, of Kansas City,
and
The
The Journal wishes to move tho previous nnfstlon.
and tho agricultural organizations
REQUEST $18,000 TO
Indictment of .1. M. Huynolds and Guy Koger9 of the First National
at the recent conference
present
AVIATION
about (rolns to Arizona and
PAY
FOR
with tire representative of. the deHunk, and what they Intend to do tinder
The
discussion.
effort
was
the
the
question
music,
of agriculture have sefacing
BASE AT GALVESTON partment
to discuss, In a continued story, tho business affairs of the editor
J. Mehl, acting for Mr. C.
lected
and
distracting
of the Journal, is by way of changing tho subject
II. Gustarson, president of the Unitaccused.
(lljr The Assnelnteil TrVss.)
ed States Grain Growers, Inc., J. W.
public nttcntlon from the into
tt controversy with our contemporary
Washington, Dec. 29. An ap- Shorthill, of Omaha, Nob., secretary
Wc have not entered
to
for of the Farmers' National Grain
and do not anticipate doing so. rfe Is a faithful employe, doing propriation of $18,0001918 pay tho
hy
as a faithful employe should do. The the site acquired in
Dealers' association, and Clifford
exactly ns lie is told, Just
aviation
naval
a
for
he
what
him
for
government
can't help.
counsel for the
Thome, general
public should not blame
baso at Galveston, Tex., was re- American Farm Bureau federation.
The public is Interested In Mr. Itaynold's nnd Mr. Rogers
the
were
of
congrees
tho
indictments
by
said
that
of this commitlinvo
quested
today
Future
meetings
They
plans.
navy department, which plans, ac tee, to bo known as "the Joint conThen why not hasten to Arizona and prove their Innocence?
Assistant
from
a
to
bonds
nnd
letter
to
make
tlio
necessnry
ference committee on grain trade
cording
They have tlie financial hacking;
to Secretary Roosevelt to Speaker practices," representing producers
employ tho best available counsel. Why then do
Glllett, to sell the property at pub-- j and handlers of grain, will be held
go unless extradited?
in Chicago the second Thursday of
To rcfuso to face tho charges is a mistake. It puzzles tho Ho auction to the highest bidder.
vindicate
themselves.
Permanent improvement under- February, May, August and Novemare
to
men
Innocent
eager
usually
public.
on
the
the
not
government
ber.
is
taken
by
there
wrong,
go?
If
why
nothing
"The committee hopes to render
Ifnvo these gentlemen assurances thnt Ihey are so powerful Jslte and'costlng J 24S.O00 would be
to
the
a
if
title
total
service In ironing
property a constructive
loss,
politically that they can defeat extradition by persuading Governor
Mr.
ltoosevelt
was
not
out
to
live
differences
Do
on
und eliminating
to
to
refnso
acquired,
Mcchcm
they expert
give them up?
abuses in the grain industry, where
In this community in security while Arizona wants them on u said.
such results can bo accomplished
Such a position will prove untenable, If not
felony indictment?
MIXFS WH-f- i RKSI'ME.
by negotiation between the parties."
unendurable.
29.
Mines
Dec.
a statement tonight said. "It is
to
Butte,
their
these
Mont.,
no
Tho Journal has
objection
gentlemen proving
this may be of some value to
Innocence. Wo greatly desire thut they go to Arizona and do so. and reduction plants In the Butte,
We will help In every way wc con to afford them the opportunity. Great Falls and Anaconda districts the secretary of agriculture In the
an-It
was
16,
resume
will
j administration of the future tradJanuary
But, somehow, they seem to resent onr good offices. They seem
nounced today by nil the local min ing act."
to prefer to sit here under a cloud to going there and proving
Mr. Thrme was elected chairman
their Innwcnce.
starting January
ing companies.
Id, a horizontal wage decrease of and Mr. Gates secretary of the
"What's a feller goln' to do?"
CO cents a shift will go into effect. committee.
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thirty-fou-

American
manufacturers of
fertilizer, with tho potash syndicate
uf Germany, by which the former
bind themselves to pureha.se 75 per
cent of their potash requirements
from the latter, was read today in
tlio record of the tariff hearings of
the senate finance committee.
The contract was produced by S.
D. Crenshaw, vice president of the
Virginia-Carolin- a
Chemical company of Richmond, Va,, and In ordering it placed in the record, Senator timout, republican, Utah, taid
he wanted to show senators that it
not only evaded all
laws passed by congress, but also
all American anti-trulaws.
"If that contract can stand,"
Senator Smoot declared, "Germany
will see that the puta.'sh industry In
the V'nlted States will never bo developed."
Mr. Crenshaw, whose company
is one of those a p'uty to the contract, .'aid tho instrument was so
drawn that the American manufacturer could buy 25 per cent of
their supply from French or
sources. It developed, however, that the American firms
would get a lower rate per ton it
hev bought their entire supply
from the German syndicate than If
they bought only 75 per cent from
that source.

ings.

Doctors Charles L. Allen, Ernest
alt
H. Williams,
II. Hoag and-E- .
of Los Angeles, specialists In mental disorders, testified thw be- -lieved the defendant was suffetin
from mental deterioration which
took the form of egotism, flippa"
cy and conceit. While these statements were being made, Bureh
who had smiled almost continuously during previous sessions an-hnd swung around in his swivel
chair, apparently paying little attention to the testimony, grew attentive and grave, keeping his eyes
fixed on tho doctors, biting hia Hps
and swaying to and fro.
This attitude was most marked
when Dr. Willlnms spoke of Hurch
as being "a
llttlo Insignificant
considers
man, who apparently
himself something great."
Later District Attorney Wool-win- e
asked Dr. Williams if ho had
noticed "how serious Burch has
become today."
"Yes," "replied tho alienist, "and
I think I know the reason. We
have been tramping on his ego."
"Might it noT he because he Is
meditating on whether ho will be
hanged."
"I don't think so."
"Were you not here yesterday
while Dr. Allen was testifying and
Burch laughed outright?"
"Yes, but It seemed to me he
was serious much of the time."
Dr. Williams said he frequently
had observed Burch, both in in il
and in court and he had never
seen him show the least concern
over the charge against him.
"On tho occasion I first saw
Dr. Williams
testified.
him,"
"Burch had Just received
somo
wild ducks from a friend for his
dinner. Ho showed more concern
over the way they would be prepared than over the possibility of
his hanging."

RE

a Month
'o)l( 5o

r
U. S. Manufac
Bf COMMITTEE'
turers Agree to Purchase
Of Their Require
75
Well Recognized Principles
ments From Teutons.
Of International Law Will
(Sly The Associated Tress.)
to the Operation of
Apply
of
29.
A
Dec.
copy
Washington,
r
a contract entered into by
Submersibles,

His Mental Condition.
(IW The Assoclnted

HISc

Thirty-Fou-

busi-nef-

iour-puw-

t

IS 'DISMISSED

SMALL

OF CONSPIRACY Demeanor of Alleged Slayer
Of Kennedy Changes As

.

.

fl M F H I R IS N

AS HE LISTENS

Washington, Dec. 29. Varying
duties on crude oil wero proposed
before tho Bcnate finance committee today uy spokesmen for
producers ana all duties
were opposed by American producers operating in Mexico and representatives of the various classes
of oil consumers in this country.
Ilenewing the' fight for a tariff
levy which was lost In the house by
an overwhelming
vote, Senator
Oklahoma,
Harrold, republican,
with the
satisfied
was
said he
the ways
rates
by
proposed
original
and means committee, thirty-fiv- e e
sations.
cents a barrel on crude and twenty-fivcents a barrel on fuel.
Experts Far Apart.
There were indications that the A duty of one dollar a barrel was
naval experts of the various powers urged by Harry H. Smith, of Tulsa,
were far from an agreement on the Okla., secretary of the
and fa Hj"of.lation, wlw
"projlosai that Airplane, carriero.
said this would equalize the differlimited, and all the foreign delegainon
further
ence in cost of production in Mextions were waiting
fields.
structions as to the American pro- ico and in the
as the W. If. Gray, of Tulsa, representposal to establish 10,000 tons
maximum size for anj- auxiliary ing the National Association of InThere also was a halt dependent Oil Producers, urged that
warships.
on remaining details of the capital the president be empowered to asthe comship agreement itself, a proposeda sess a duty equivalent to levies
Imbined Import and export
meeting of experts to work out
and
Colombia
being postponed posed by Mexico,
replacementIn chart week.
the
Venezuela, frcm which the chief
until later
So far as the capital ship ques- American Imports come.
WORLD-WID- E
PARLEY
tion is concerned, all delegations
Spokesmen for the domestic proas set- ducers snid. and some members of ON UNEMPLOYMENT IS
appear to regard it as good
that the
tled, although no draft of a treaty the committee agreed,was
in a bad
industry
ADV0CATEDBY LA30R
embodying the agreement has beenj'
Mr. Smith
time.
condition at this
prepared.
could
wells
small
to
200.000
said
that
has
accepted, subject
France
(By The Associated Tress.)
presa reservation she has not yet fully not continue in operation at to
Geneva; Dec. ii. A recommend- be
tariff
discusa
and
ent
ought
considerable
en
prices
an international conferthat
ation
explained,
sion may take place before even enacted as a protection and a con- ience be called to consider reme
conmeasure.
of
the
work
of
servation
the
that part
dies for unemployment was ulopteu
Opponents of a duty on oil slid by the third international labor
ference is ready for final approval.
a tariff protection was not necesAnother Problem.
held here. The
conference
only to In- conference recently
In regard to another conference sary and would serve
also favored a further
consumers.
to
crease
They
the
new
price
tne
Tirooiem
consideration of the question of eswere signs to- laid particular stress upon what tablishing an eight-hou- r
treaty-loe- re
day for
on
the
effect
the
be
among they said would
farm labor and also of wider adopnight of revived discussion
the
marine,
merchant
the
or
me
farmers,
the delegates because
tion of the half holiday on Saturof Janan that some action navy, the consumers of manufact- days, known as the "English weak."
and industries
bo taken to clarify the scope of the ured gas, railroads and
Of the seven conventions adopted,
upon the three
agreement In its relation to tne using ell for fuel
dealt with farm labor. One
and
trucks
emusers
of
automobiles,
of the Japanese
of these provided that children un.major islands Shidehara
tractors.
of
the
Uaron
can be employed on farms
14
Jap
der
pire.
They also argued that higher
anese delegation, after discussing
outside of school hours. Anonly
cost
the
Increase
would
oil
priced'
the subject with Secretary Hughes,
other would give the farm hands
building and the
took the Japanese request to Ar- of and retnrd road and
right of organization enjoyedcon-by
since
that
Britof
operations
building
the
A third
head
Balfour
J.
industrial workers.
thur
constructin
aided
government
vention would extend to them rights
ish, and it was said afterwards that the the
to
have
would
pay
roads
it
some definite clarification scheme ing
to indemnities for accidents arising
of tho duty. This also was out of their employment, as enjoyed
might be brought forward formally part
true, they said, with respect to oil by other workers.
in the near future.
of used by the navy.
In view of the difference
Two of the conventions applied to
beseamen, cne forbidding the emopinion on the treaty's scope
tween President Harding and the
ployment in bunkers and stokeholds
American delegates, the Japanese
of boys less than 18 years old and
think there at least should be an
the other requiring a yearly examnotes
among
ination of every youth under 18 emexchange of formal
the four powers setting forth the
ployed on ship.
of the pact
beyond
Another convention adopted promeaning
vides for a minimum rest period of
dispute. They are said to desire
of
hours in all industrial
twenty-fou- r
that the main Japanese group
establishments every week, wherc-evislands be not included under the
the
possible on the same day.
treaty, but on the other hand, and
These were In addition to a conBritish desire that Australia
TO
Us
be
within
vention forbidding the use. of white
New Zealand shall
lead and sulphate of lead in Interscope.
as cabled at the
ior decoration,
ProsiKTts of A 1'ight.
time of its adoption. The conferAlthough the senate is not in Certain of the
Company's ence also adopted recommendationson
session, echoes of the proposed
women employed
to protect
Estate Is firms
Real
fight on ratification of the
Chicago
before and after child-birtagreement continue to reach
tohousing of farm
the delegates. In a statement
Disposed of For $16,- for the forproper
Instruction in scientific
democrat,
hands,
King,
day, Senator
Announcement
and application to
agriculture
Utah, referred to the treaty and
them of laws providing pensions
set forth a summary of what he
when they become ill or old.
(Bt The Assoclnted Tress.)
called the "monumental failures"
Chicago, Dec. 29. Sears, Roeof the Washington negotiations.
The ratification fight also was buck & Co. tonight reported the SOVIET ARMED FORCES
discussed today between Senator sale to Julius Rosenwald, president
a of the company, of certain of Its WILL NOT BE REDUCED
Idaho,
Borah,
republican,
forces Chicago real estate
leader of the
SAYS MINISTER OF WAR
P.
Tumulty, and the gift of 50,000 shares of
and
Joseph
former secretary to Woodrow Wil- stock from Mr. Rosenwald, "tothus
go
the company
Moscow. Dec. 29 (by tho Assoson, in a conference which gave permitting
Impetus to speculation as to what through this period of readjust- ciated Press.) The soviet army
ment with its capital unimpaired and navy, now totaling 1,595,000
'Continued on Page Two.)
and with A small surplus."
men must not be reduced but on
has the contrary must Increase trainRosenwald
Mr.
already
made the first payment of 25 per ing and be prepared for war next
on the real summer in the event that outside
cent or $4,000,000
estate in cash and Liberty bonds.
foes carry out their plans to attack
Mr. Rosenwald's gift to the com- soviet KuFsia, declared Soviet Minl'XMtECAST.
pany of 50,000 shares of its com- ister of War Trotzky in a fiery
Denver, Colo., Dec.. 29. New mon capital stock, having a par speech before the ninth
Mexico: Friday, fair; Saturday, un-- , value of $5,000,000 is on condition
congress) today.
Enthusiastic
nettled; little change In tempera-futur- that the shares be not sold for less
applause greeted
'
than par, and that he be given the Trotzky when he said
of
three years, were aiding tho white guard ag;( Arizona: Friday, partly cloudy; option, for a period
Saturday, unsettled; little change to purchase these shares from tho gression in the Far East and adv in temperature.
s
company at par, for cash,
ded:
A. H. boeb, vice president of the
"The impudent beasts of prey
.IX
LOCAIj REPORT.
must know that besides the four
company, Bald of the action:
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
"The price which Mr. Rosenwald powers which have just concluded
m hours ended at 6 p. Vn. yesterday,
nald for the property reflects the an agreement among themselves,
recorded by the university:
value as determined by on independ
there is still a fifth soviet Russia
6S
,
Highest temperature
ent appraisal, wmcn, by reason of and the Red army."
'
Lowest
38 appreciation over many years. Is
No
20 far in excess of. book value.
Range
DECLINE TO CONFFH.
Mean
41 expense in the transaction was InPittsburgh. Pa.. Deo. 29. The
69 curred .by the company for bonus. Pittsburgh Coal Producers associa'Humidity at 6 a. m. . J.
40 commission
or brokerage.
The tion has declined to meet repreHumidity at 6 p. m. ...
None company will have the use and oc- sentatives of the United Mine
Precipitation
S2 cupancy of the property for twenMaximum wind velocity
Workorg of America here January
Direction of wind
.North ty years and, no doubt, for as much 6, to negotiate a new agreement, It
character of day . . . .Partly cloudy longer as it may desire."
was officially announced tonight.
four-pow-
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SUBMITTED"?? BOARD
FOR CERTAIN CHANGES

Second Root Proposal To
Make It Impossible To
Use Divers as Commerce
Destroyers, Discussed.
(By The Associated Tress.)

Washington, Dec. 29. The first
of the Hoot resolutions on the use
of submarines providing for their
operation under certain well recog
nized principles of International law
was adopted In principle by the full
naval committee ot the Washing
ton conference late today and sub
mitted; to a drafting committee for
certain changes in minor detail.
The second Itoot resolution which
would recognize the impossibility
of using submarines as commerce
destroyers and would invite all, nations to give their aRsent thereto,
was taken up but discussion was
not completed and went over until
tomorrow.
In discussing the second resolu
tion, however, the British declared
they would accept It only with the
that It should be
understanding
come Immediately effective upon Its
as
between
the five powadoption
ers represented in the naval con
ference In env war as between
themselves
without waiting for
other nations to give their assent.
Delia ted All Day.
The naval
committee of the
conference
debated
Washington
the Boot resolutions all day before
to turn
its
decision
at
arriving
article one of the resolutions over
to a committee with Instructions to
draft Its language without modifications of the principles stated in
the original
proposal.
Secretary
Hughes Invited the discussion imthe
convening of
mediately upon
the naval committee and Mr. Balfour, for the British
group, declared that providing article one
did in fact "really embody the existing rules of warfare" he personthat
ally believed it desirable
"these should be reaffirmed in
their relation to submarine warfare."
.Reiterating thnt he spoke only
for himself, Mr. Balfour said he
a "formal and authoritative
statement that submarines had no
license to break the rules by which
other ships ot war were bound
could do nothing but good."
Shares Ilnlfour's Views.
Admiral do Bon, of the French
group, 'said he shared wholly Mr.
Balfour's
views and that the
French delegation gave "in principle our general adhesion" to the
statement that submarines "should,
of necessity, be bound by the rule
of international law."
"But as this law is of a very
special nature," Admiral de Bon
said, "It seems to us that the most
practical solution would be to refer
the consideration of the text submitted by Mr. Boot to a commUtee
of jurists which would advise us as
to Its opinion In regard to the
wording to be adopted."
Senator Sch. nzer said the Italian
delegation had already given "our
full adhesion to the aim to which
Mr. Root's
tends," but
proposal
added the Italians thought formulation of the rules of war for submarines should be examined by a
committee of Jurists. Tho text of
the Boot resolutions, he said, had
been cabled to Rome.
Apxar to Conflict.
Senator Schanzer pointed out
that article one and article two of
the Koot proposals appeared to conflict, Inasmuch ns article one admitted with certain reservations of
the destruction of merchant craft
bv submarines while article two
sub"definitely prohibits" use of mermarines for destruction of
chant h!ps.
"I should wish, therefore," he
said "to know In what way the
second resolution tallies with the;
first."
He also sugsested that "a clear
definition of merchant craft" might
throw light on the question involved. He invited an explanation
from Mr. Itoot.
Borden Speaks for Canada.
Sir Robert Borden, for Canada,
said he understood Mr. Root to
have set forth "existing rules
which had been or - should have
been, the general practice in the
of napast to govern the action
tions in time of war," nnd had no
were
correctly,
doubt these rules
stated and should have been followed by belligerent vessels during
the recent war, although In fact
they had been "wantonly violated."
But Mr. Root's proposal went
much further, he added, and the
signatory powers were asked to
to recognize,
pledge themselves
of
"tho practical impossibility
using submarines as commerce deacstroyers." without violating the
cepted laws of war and to declare
their assent to prohibition of thu
use of submarines
against merchant craft and Invite adherence
of other powers to this declaration.
The speaker said he thought it
"wise and indeed essential In the
interests of humanity that this
proposal should be accepted," but
that the exact wording might be
considered by an expert body,
"provided this should not prevent
Sir
action by this conference."
Robert also declared himself in fa- vor of Mr. Root's third suggested
submarine
holding
declaration,
commanders personally responsible
and subject to penalty for acts of
piracy or any violation of th
rules, whether by order ot thelj
governments or not.
Jnpaneso in Accord.
The Japanese delegation was In
accord "with the substance of article one" of the Root resolution.
Mr. Haniharl said, but he added
he believed the question should be
referred to experts for drafting.
Replying to Senator Schanzer's
Inquiry, Mr. Root said it was obvK
ous article two could not be consistent with article one, since It .
(Continued on Page Two.)
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of merchant vessels and innocent
lives, those of women, children and
.

Vndcrwood Concurs.

Senator Underwood expressed
MES1LLA
"hearty concurrence" with Mr,
THREATENED
Root's views.
3
we
international
now have reached
"I believe
proposed a change in
at this table," ho said, "tha dividlaw.
to what the conof
tho
ways
ing
a
"Article one," he said, "is
'GO-OP- '"
WILL GET
STORES
ference stands for. Are we to
of existing law; article claim that we are still tied to prostatement
the
$t
w
two if adopted, would constitute dead body of the war that ia past,
a change from existing law and or that the civilized nations of the
1
Hw
thereiore It is Impossible to say world desire to attain and accom- "You Will Soon Have Some
Farmers' Combinations Uit is not inconsistent."
plish new ideals of peace, that we
Action,"
As to Senator Schanzer'i sug- intend to put war behind
Says Senator
and
ltimately Will Get the Upbe de- peace ahead?
that
merchant
ships
gestion
in
Bursum
Condia Letter to H.
Unless
Hand
in
the
fined
per
proponed
"If we are only met here for a
i1
H. Brook, Las Cruces.
declaration, Mr. Hoot said:
armistice, if we are only,
temporary
tions Change, Is Claim.
Tho Merchant Ship.
temporarily tired of war, with our
"Nothing is more cleany or bet- treasuries exhausted If we asreo (Special Correapondence to Tha Journal.)
(By The Ansnclntcd Pres..)
we
understood
the
ter
than
subject
to fly the white flag for a few
Iis Cruces, N. M.. Dec. 29. "It
Dec. 29.
Pa.,
Pittsburgh,
call merchant ship. Ths mercnant years
until wo grow strong for seems to me that the
atmosphere
Townspeople and farmers must put
ship, its treatment, its rights, its war again, let us adjourn now and is
are let the horrors of tho next war
clearing up," says United States
protection and its immunities nathemselves In an attltudo of makof
base
of
law
H.
Senator
O. Bursum in a letter
at the
the
teach statesmen the lesson which
ing concessions or as an alternations."
is necessary, that civilisation may dated December 22 to H. H. Brook,
stores established
tive,
Mr. progress toward the ideal of perhad hoped yesterday,
He
president of the Elephant Butte
by combinations of farmers will
Root continued, that the delega- manent peace.
Irrigation district, transmitting a
tions would seek expert legal
met
ultimately drive local merchants
to
are
save
we
here
"If
only
out of the business, John M. Gilopinion on his proposals over dollars or francs or shillings for a communication from Charles G.
lette, of the University of North
night and that "we would have had
few years, wo had better adjourn." Lobdell, farm loan commissioner,
the
of
Uakota told tha members
here today the results of that InSenator Schanzer said a misun- "and." he adds, "you will soon
American Sociological society at its
quiry."
derstanding as to Italy's position have some action."
annual meeting here today.
"I would like to say," he con- appeared
to have risen which he
The letters from Senator Bur"That organization of farmers
tinued, "that i am entitled to know would not "for one instant allow" sum and Mr, Lobdell refer to farm
has intensified tho strife betweea
whether any delegation questions to continue.
must not be loans in the Mesilla valley. Contt
this statement of existing interna- thought that the Italian delegation tinuing, Senator Bursum says In
city and country is generally recognized by students of tho subject,"
tional law. Vou are all in favor was "opposed to, any measure tend- hlsJetter to Mr. Brook:
continued Ur. Gillette. "Too often
of the principle of the resolution if ing to render war less Inhumane,"
"There are some other matters
the blame is attached exclusively
it is correct. Does this, or ttom he said, adding:
with reference to the organization
to the I'.fPmers as if they have no
it not state the law of nations as
not the Italian dele- of the (farm loan) board, which
is
"It
surely
It is not
it exists'.' If it does, you are all in gation that one could reproach for pertain to administration, which I
lights of
9 favor of it. What, then, hinders any hesitation In supporting
always perceived that the business
any- am going to take up some time
1
elements of cities have been organUs adoption?"
thing which can make us progress this week with a view to obtaining
class for
ized as a
lieiuls Brief principles'.
a hiclier civilization."
toward
a more friendly policy than has
a long time and that the tendency
Mr. Koot read again tne brief
Italian Purpose.
been adopted toward our New Mexis for all these elements to present
principles of his article one and
The Italian purpose had been, ico farmers."
a united front when ameliorative
naked if there was any ques- ho said,
again
to
out
such
In his letter to Senator Bursum
merely
bring
tion as to the correctness.
agricultural legislation Is proposed
explanations of the wording of the under date of December 20, Mr.
or when farmers attempt
to
"Mr.
he
Malkin,"
said, turning
Root resolution as those) "Mr. Root Lobdell says:
I
one of the British legal advisers, "is hase been kind
Ufrg
enterprises.
"In reply to your letter of Deenough to give."
"If the farmers are right In
there any doubt about that?"
Italy, Tie said, would not press the cember 15, enclosing a letter from
Mr. Malkin replied that "in prin- suggestion
their contentions that they re- Douglas Fairbanks JrH from a porfor reference to a com- Mr. Brook, herewith returned, perceived an unduly small proportion
there was no doubt at all."
mittee of Jurists if the naval com- mit me to state:
trait by (J. Bennett Linder, now ciple
of the proceeds from their prodMr. Koot then took up his reso- mittee thought It could
"The president of the several
exhibition.
accomplish
on
orlution proposing strict application its purpose by further debate.
uce, then they have a right to
federal land banks were in conof the rules ho had set forth for
ganize both economically and po
Is
ference
chin
Doucrlas
Jr.
a
Fairbanks
during the past week, and
w
submarines as well as other naval
litically to protect their interests.
Houston
Messrs. Gossett' of the
the 'd bjocK, fordinpj to re. rsifr
But be it remembered that their
STREET CAR
(Tex.) bank, and Lascter of the
Boys school,
"The public opinion of the world
efforts evoke about porta from
bank
discussed with us in
Wichita,
H
FARE IS PERMITTED
mllrh hnsrilltv nn An triple nn. Rhode Island, where he is a stu- - says," he said, "that the submarine
detail the situation pf the Elephant
ex- 'la
Fairbanks
has
circumstances
not
under
dent.
been
any
Young
liticnl attempts.
BY COURT DECISION Butte irrigation district. The first
"There are many directions for awarded the silver loving cup as empt from the rules above stated,
wa
settled,
Important question
athlete in the Tna' is a negation of the assertion
farmers and townsmen to take in the best
that is, that they are both now
war mat u a
rmmy
(By The A'socliilfd Preaa.)
their teamwork together. Good school. He is a handsome blond
assoto
loan
farm
organize
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 29. The ready
?.'':
roads are mutually desirable. Both fellow and looks more like his l"timarl"d .CulLnt
ciations in that district and serve
United States circuit court of
Hides have a common interest In mother, who was Beth Sully, than
them as rapidly as they can in hareatabU8nt,d ruies, the rule must fail
today confirmed the order ot
Thcv
promoting local industries.
uues line uia luuiuus anu illimi- and the submarine
was entitled to District Judse Lewis of Denver, mony with the general demands in
make nearby markets for certain lie
their
respective districts.
make the capture. The public granting the Denver Tramway "I think
kinds of farm produce and serve table actor father.
hey are agreed and the
opinion of the civilized world has company an Injunction against the board approves
as the basis of diversified farming.
and
the thirty-thre- e
denied this and has rendered its city and county of Denver nnrl per
"Since it i9 chiefly over matters
Joan, although with
won
in
action
that
the
to
tne
company
judgment
esiaonsn
of trado that country and town
mitting
statements
of
(n
largo
me war. It was tho revolt of hu- an
maximum tare instead otprpflt9repeated
nre arrayed against each other, tho ROUGH SLEDDING
from tnl8
pe of land ,he
fare. .
a rpv.
manity against the position of Ger' FACES
whv the
question arises as to how they can
v.
,
.
, l i
de- hoard Is linnhiB to . sea
led
to
that
Germany's
many
not be
The
..uuipn.iv it, ,i. u e nn.iua ui nicer navments
composo their differences.
mleht
tent.
a
court
a
held that
receiver. The
PACIFIC TREATY
local merchant insists that farmsafely undertaken
Life.
Heal
With
which
franchise
Dealing
ordinance,
city
ers and other consumers should
"The bank presidents end the
"My lrleiids and colleagues, this provides for a maximum
with the
patronize home industries and
Continued from Page One.)
is real lile we are dealing with here. fare, was not in the form of a con board are quite in accord
grow quite bitter over buying from
jHecond
suggestion of Mr. Brook's
is no perfunctory business for tract, and if there were a contract
be no
can
mall order houses. The farmer. In attitude may bo taken by the for- This
viz:
there
that
letter,
a committee of lawyers. It is a it would be void because of lack of general basis for
turn, Insists that local prices of mer president.
per acre valuastatement of action and of undis- mutuality.
inan
is
the thinss he buys are too high
each
farm
tion, and that
Thus far, no Intimation of Mr. puted principles universally known
and for things he sells, too low.
dividual proposition which must be
of tho treaty or and not open to discussion, but in
Wilson's
opinion
"If both sides will be sensible other conference issues has figured such form that it may crystallize the RIVER COMMISSION
Beyond this
appraised by itself.
and fair, there is a basis of com- in
the appraisal will have to be a matconference circles. Some of his public opinion or the world, that
of
townsmen
the
ter
of
the judgment
appraiser
and farmpromise; but
MEETS IN JANUARY
are said to believe he may there may be no doubt in any future
ers must put themselves in the at- friends
who passes upon the applicatlon,-guidein some way make his position war whether tha kind of action
the
of
the
titude of malting concessions. The known
report
by
levery long. Neither that sent down the Lusltanla is
Washington, Dec. 29. The first
who investigated and apfarmers should not be expected to Senator before
liorah nor Mr. Tumulty gitimate war or piracy.
meeting of the Colorado river proved the project,
exsome
to
and
sacrifice all of their gains from
the former
"We cannot justify ourselves in commission will be held In Wash- tent differentiate between different
would say whether
buying from mall order houses, president's
dissome declaration ington the latter part of January,
were
without
purposes
separtting
localities in it.
for example; nor should they ex- -' cussed
tothat will g:ve voice to the human
today.
Secretary Hoover announced
"The farm loan act specially propect email merchants to meet the
of the world upon this subThe commission Inter wlil vides
opinion
day.
Submarine
Regulation
that the productive value
of
such huge and efficient
prices
most
the
was
which
the
vital,
Mr.
Hoover
meet
the
in
southwest,
The debate over submarine regu- ject,
shall be the principal test. The
establishments.
The merchant lation
most
most
the
and
hold
heartfelt,
stirring
ressaid,
centers
hearings
about
public
the
today
value can safely be taken
should be willing to cut prices and
the sonsclence and to tho feetling upon the definite problems con sellingconsideration
as a maximum
farmers to pay a margin for local olutions presented yesterday dele-by to
of the people of all our countries ol nected with tho Improvement of into
Elihu Root, of the American
that is. no loan should
for
a
convenience.
'loan,
the
occurred
that
resources
during
of
the
Colorado
the
General approval of the anything
over be made in excess of 50 per
"The alternative would appear gation.
river.
first of these resolutions, express- late war.
cent of the amount that the land
to be the development of
t "I shuuld bo ashamed to go on
commission
said
the
Mr.
Hoover
to
adherence
of
the
ing
principles
stores by farmers that will
may reasonably be expected to sell
ami seizure as already es- with this conference, without some would hold Its next meeting here for at any time,
but inflated
ultimately drive local merchants search
some
pronouncement
declaration,
20
26
or
to
on
all
January
study
out of business. The latter would tablished in international law, was for the crystallization of the opinmarket values during boom periods
in
available
the
data
all
tha
cannot be accepted. Applying the
powers.
become managers and salesmen in expressed by
in the establish- and discuss the generalWashington
outline of test ot productive value, it will be
There was an effort during tho ion of ofmankind
such undertakings. This would re- debate
make
will
which
a
rule
ment
the problems confronting it. No noted that these lands carry a
to refer tlio whole subject
move trio reason for strife."
that no tentative
date has yet been set, h3 maintenance cost of about $3 an
to a commission of jurists, but the it Dlaln to all the world
Americans and Ilritish took a de . ,n5an can commit such an act (as added, for the meeting in the acre, per annum, and a constructne
of
jusitaniaj agun
southwest.
( Vims INSTALLED.
tcrmined stand for definite action the sinking
cost of $4.40,
tion and drainage
piChicago, Dec. 29. A. J. R. Cur- at tho present conference. A far without being stigmatized as a
mking an aggregate annual charge
rate."
tis, of Chicago, was Installed as different situation developed when
of $7.40 an acre exclusive of muHAS THE SUN SET
Rejected By League.
president of the American Society the second Hoot resolution, pro
nicipal tax and the payments which
the
renearsed
iioot
Mr.
briefly
of Agricultural Engineers at the posing that submarines be prohib
the borrower must make on his
JIM
of
ON
the
THORPE'S
the
assembly
by
fifteenth annual meeting of the so- ited lrom attacking commerce in rejectionof nations of the
mortgage.
proposal
league
or not
ATHLETIC CAREER? "In determining whether the
ciety here today. David Weeks, any circumstances, was brought of
tho advisory committee of Justice
apof Mitchell, e. D., was elected sec- up. Such a propositon would in assembled
a given loan can be made,
council
the
of
the
by
ond vice president.
volve a change from the present
praiser must of necessity take into
"conference for the
a
that
league
account the total annual charge an
understandings of International advancement of International law,
law and there was a lively discus
acre, and determine whether or not
created.
a
sion over how such a change could be "The
given farm in the hands of an
door was closed," he ald.
bo made eo It would be accepted
average farmer, raising the crops
? Is this not to
we
do
stand
"Where
SAYS CALOMEL
wr. Balfour sug be a world
ordinarily raised on such land, in
riy an nations,
regulated by law?"
that vicinity, will meet these
gested an amendment to make the
no
was
there
said
The speaker
effective
prohibition immediately
charges and the comfortable living
to
submarines,
law
govern
as between the five powers, and adequate
expenses of a borrower. Of course,
or poison
gases and
craft
air
this is only one very general stanMr. Koot acceded to the proposal
move." His reso
must
'
"somebody
SALIVATES AND The
dard.
meeting then adjourned.
to
restate
he
said, proposed
lution,
"We have no doubt that botn ol
Not Prepared to Ait.
of war that have been
"rules
the
the banks involved will be as libera'
It was said tonight that the
under foot, flaunted and
as sound business principles win
French, Italians and Japanese all trampled
disregarded."
be unprepared to act final
admit, and we are sure you would
there a delegation here," he
"Is
LOOSENS TEETH would
no more."
on
ask
the second resolution until continued, "that can afford to go
ly
they had further communicated back to its own people and say to
with their governments, but there them 'upon the
sleepingTsickness'
proposal being prewas apparent a tendency among sented to us we
referred It to
The Very Next Dose of this ine Italians
to favor, and the committee of lawyrrs and adjourndiscovered in
French to oppose tho plan. Pomr ed?"
Treacherous Drug may
s
germany, is claim
French deleu-ateseemed to regard
am not golnir to be burled untne suggestion as a renewal in an- der"Ia committee
Start Trouble
of lawyers myself,
(Br The Assoclnted FreM.)
other form of tho British request and these rules cannot be buried
Chester, Eng., Dec. 29. A euro
You know what calomel is. It's for abolition of underwater craft under them. Either we speak
for sleeping sickness has been disot
mercury; quicksilver. Calomel is altogether.
clearly and intelligently the voiceano
covered in Germany, according to
I'recdoin of llio Ren
us
sent
which
there,
dangerous. It crashes into sour In some
humanity
Professor Newstead, of the Liver
quarters it was suggested to which we must report, or that
bile like dynamite, cramping and
pool university, who related how a
might accede to the voice will speak for itself and,
Bickenlng you. Calomel attacks the the French
man who had spent years in Africa
bones and should never be put into plan, on condition that the confer- speaking without us, will be our
went to Liverpool university where
ence take a positive stand for free- condemnation."
your system.
he was found to be suffering from
of the sea, a proposal which
If you feel bilious, headachy, dom
Alts For a Vote.
did not seem likely to find favor
aleening sickness.
Mr. Root said he opposed referconstipated and all knocked out, among
The man, along with a younr
other delegations. Among ence of the solution "to a commitjust go to your druggist and get the Italians
medical student, was sent to Gerappeared to be a tee of lawyers or to eny other coma bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone for disposition tothere
believe acceptance of mittee.
many and, said the professor,
a few cents which is a harmless
,
"with more credit to the Germans,
proposal might be to Italy's
ask for a vote upon It here,
"I
vegetable substitute for dangerous tne
he came home within a month
of the large he said.
benefit, because
calomel. Take a Bpoonful and if it amount
of
completely cured."
supplies which she must
for New
Sir John Salmond,
doean't start your liver and straigh
The Germans, he said, bad distrade Zealand, also opposed reference to
bring over
ten 3ou Up better and quicker than routes
in the Mediterranean.
covered a new drug, which had
but warned
a
legal
committee,
Jim
naety calomel and without making
Thorpe.
For the
of
it was declared
proved valuable In the cure
haste. He pointed out that
'
you sick, you just go back and get that even British,
if tho amended Root against
sickness.
three
sleeping
"read
paragraph
literally"
In
wonder
money.
Jim
athlete
your
.Thorpe,
was adopted, and sub- of article one would mean that
proposition
Don't take calomel!
It makes marines
from attacking even a merchant ship which re- his day, announced prior to a reyou sick the next day; it loses you merchantprohibited
Great Britain fused to stop when signalled by n cent professional football game in
ships.
Dodson's
Liver
Tone
a day's worl..
would continue to organize her submarine
could not be attacked the east that his appearance in
and
you
up
you
right
straightens
OUITTOBflCCO
trawlers
possible submarine until her passengers and crew had that game would end his football
feel great. No salts necessary. onslaughts.against
The British, it was been
days. Does that mean his entire
placed in safety.
Give it to the children because it said by one of their
He also said article two had not athletic career, too? Thorpe some
Jg perfectly harmless and can not would not regard such spokesmen,
a proposiits relation as & pro- time ago (rave up the hope that he
salivate.
tion as tantamount to abolition of disclosed
eventual substitute for arti- could be a wonder at baseball after
the submarine, because they would posed
one
until Mr. Root had ex- trials with the New York Giants So Easy to Drop Cigarette,
feel that in time of stress an cle
Its purpose.
nd other clubs. Thorpe broke into
enemy might disregard the rules plained
Cigar, or Chewing Habit
,
Sunnorts Koot's Arirament.
as an athlete for the first
as Germany did in the world war.
"sim fame
declared
Senator
Lodge
IF?,
1901
in
Carlisle
Indian
The
time
at
aircrafts
has helped thousand'
m which practically completed Its re- plicity of statement'' was the first school. Ha was then 16.
to break the costly,
in reaffirming the rules of
port today, was said to regard the aim
tobacco habit. Whenever you
warfare, and that the Root resoluquestion of regulating elr warfare tions
have a longing for a smoke or a
accomplithed that object. He E. P. & S. V. COMPANY
ns quite as troublesome
as the
Just place a harmless
chew.
Root's
problem of drafting submarine re- supported Mr.reference toargument
Breakfast
tablet in your mouth Instead.
a legal
AUTHORIZED
strictions.
The report Is said to and opposed
BUY
TO
All desire stops.- Shortly the habti
there were In
recommend,
however, that some committee, saying
Sets $6.90
STOCK OF A. & N. M. Is completely broken, and you arf
delegations those able to put
step in that direction be taken by the
better off mentally, physically, fito
as
submarine
the statement
the Washington conference.
It's so easy, so simple
nancially.
rules in proper form.
(By The Associated FreM.)
Get a box of
and if it
"What I should like to see done
Washington, Dec. 2 9. The El
An expert restorer of ancient
Breakfast
doesn't
release you from all cravdocuments in Washington is able by the conference," he said, "Is Paso and Southwestern
company
for
in
tobacco
can
ing'
decide
on
to
was authorized today by the InterWi
any form, youi
a pol'cy.
to split a thlp sheet of paper sepI
Room
commission
t.) druggist will refund your money
arating the writing on the two easily take care of ' amendments state .Commerce
without
question.
all
suggested,
and
stock
Insert
a
purchase
sides.
middle layer of paoutstanding;
Suits
'This policy has been presented bonds of the Arizona and New
per and cover the entire Hhcet with
a thin sink gauze. This enables and will not down. The world to- Mexico railway and to consolidate
$33.50
the document to stand consider- day wants an unequivocal declara Its I8 mile line from Hachlta, N.
II
tion against the sinking or tne lu M., to Clifton, Ariz., with the presable handling.
sltanla. 1 know the opinion ot ray ent system of the Southwestern.
Smoking
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DENVER HOSPITALS
ARE CROWDED WITH
DISABLED SOLDIERS

FARMERS IN THE

ILEI

(Continued from pass One.)

Ofll

hospitals at

Colo.,

the

present

time, C. J. Harris, director of ser
vice of the American legion said
today upon his return from an investigation of the hospital situation in the west.
The situation in the Den rer hospitals, Mr. Harris said, had practically got beyond the control o'
the Denver authorities and they
have asked the legion to raise $54
600 for use In establishing
relief measure. This must
be done,' he said, but where the
money is to come from has not
been determined.

live-pow- er

Tl

profit-gettin-

THREE

(Br the Associated Presa.)
lnd., Dec. 29.
Indianapolis,
There are 7,000 exsoldlers from
other states afflicted with tuberInto Denver.
crowded
culosis
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Turkish Towels, 3

fr

A full size, heavy Turkish Towel,
worth 50c, for Friday only, 3 for

J&r

Imxatfva

$i.oa'
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-
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tDl.UU

Beacon Blankets, a! $3.98
60x76, grey and tan, Beacon Blankets,
regular $4.75 value, Friday Special. . .

$3.98

g

Ladies' Union Suits, at $1.35
Ladies' Fleece Lined, medium weight Union Suits,
in all styles, sizes 36 to 44. Regular
QQf?
$1.75. Friday Special, per suit.
-

i.uO

The first and original Cold and Grip
Tablet, the merit of which Is recognized by all civilized nations.

Be sure you get
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"The Growing Store"

The genuine bears this signature

Phone 283

,
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FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL. OPFICE

C. H. CARNES

Price SOc,

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
Phone 1057--

Skill and Learning are In demand.
Awkwardness and Ignorance command nothing in the way of
earning power.
This
School
has
SKILLFUL
SPECIALIZED
EXPERIENCED,
TEACHERS.
The courses
are
thorough, modem and complete.
Our students are in demand and
are being placed as fast as they
complete our courses.
ARRANGE FOR A COURSE IN
OUR WINTER TERM. It doesn't
cost much.

fwind Shield
I

J.

m

Glass-Lumb-

TUTOR

Western School for Private Secretaries

NEW TERM JANUARY 8, 1022.
Day,' Half-DaEvening and Special Sessions.'
Telephone
Tijeras Avenue at Eighth Street.

:M'MIIKR
HAI.DKIIK1K
CO.
South First Street.
l'hune 402.

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.

j
'

LUMBER

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT. PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

ALBUQUERQUE

and We I (Jem.
Tel. 1947--

428 NORTH K1KST STREET.

tlOO South Becond St.
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Stands

CARBUNCLES

$1.95
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BOILENE

Piles Cured in
Druggists refund
OINTMENT falls
Blind, Bleeding
Piles. Instantly
Piles. 60c,
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.$ 895
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Five Passenger Touring

.

,

935

Three Passenger Coupe

.

,

1295

Three Passenger Roadster

1385

.."... 1395

Five Passenger Sedan
22-.ix.-

Five Passenger Touring

1395

22Six-4- 9

Seven Passenger Touring

$1585

.

,

S

Three Passenger Coupe ....... ...... ;ti
Four Passenger Coupe . . ... ...
Five Passenger Sedan
Seven Passenger Sedan

1885

.......2075

1.

...... 2165
.... .2375
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All Prices P. O. B. Flint, Mich.

BUICK MOTOR COMPANY, FLINT, MICHIGAN
Division of General Motors Corporation
MOTOR CARS
Branches In all Principal
itlei Dealers Everywhere

riOXEER BUILDERS OF

v

0 to 14 Pays.
15 Day Bicycle gnl,
money if PA".0
e
itoclc of
I.aret
Blcyclee
to cure Itching, ever
hnwn In Albuquerque, at reduced
or Protruding prlcea.
relieves
Itching
BROAD BICYCLE
TRADING CO.,
x

U1C k

Two Passenger Roadster

-

The purchase price Is given as
14,600,000, of which $1, 000,000 Is
to be paid in cash, and the balance
in two year 6 per cent notes of the
purchasing corporation.

m

a

v

ce

country.
we
What will he alternative
We
fall to reach this decision?
shall leave the door of uncertainty
open to the typo of man commandD I.I, Piles. Plmplef, etc.,, quickly r
ing the submarine which sank the
Lusltanla open to the people who
Utvfid hy
wish to wage war in that way.
"I hone and pray
that
the
world may hear the voioe of
or your money back. 0c at drugglata or
this conference speaking clearly
hy mall pnsipmd.
THE S01I.ISNE CO., Albuquerque, N. M. against the continuance of the use

--
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Effective January 1st, 1922
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PRIVATE

A

UNDER

Ton Could not Receive as Complete or a More Personal Training Than With V
SECRETARIAL, STENOGRAPHIC, HIGHER
ACCOUNTAN CY, SALESMANSHIP,
ADVERTISING COURSES
Onr students' success Is duo to Individual Attention, Small
classes, elimination of impractical work, and systematic, Intensive study. Our training enables yon to meet the supreme
test in tlie Business World.
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When Better Automobiles are Built Buick Will Build Them

high-grad-
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SO,

LAY DOWN RULES

1922 WILL EXCLUDE CEHHHAR

WORLD'S LARGEST PASSENGER SHIP
SOON TO ENTER ATLANTIC SERVICE

OF MANY FAI10US

ft'1"

OF SUBMARINES

.

Pri.)

(By The Aaaocintcd
Dec. 29 (by the AsA resolution by
sociated Press.)

' Washington,
Root,

reaffirming

Vrulcs of naval warfare

existing
for surface

craft and strict application of this
t
submarines
cotlo
operating
j against merchant craft was accept
ed in principle today by the naval
committee of the ai ms conference.
Mr. lloot'a second proposal that
a new rule of International law bo
Initiated , outlawing entirely submarine operations against
was still under discussion when the committee adfor
the day. It had been
journed

A

urged in addresses by each member of the American delegation and
approved formally for the British
The
group by Arthur J. Balfour.
other delegations' still are to be
heard on this subject.
,
Rules of Visit and Soawli.
In the form in which the first
proposal was approved In principle and sent to a
for final drafting, the Root proposal sets out anew rules of visit
craft
search
belligerent
and
observe in dealing with commercial vessels and couples with this
the declaration that, mibmarlnes
must be governed by these rules.
At the suggestion of Mr. Balfour
.the original preamble was amend ed in arrangement to read as lolows:
"The signatory powers desiring
to make effective the rules adopted
by civilized nations for the protection of the lives of neutrals and
at sea In time of
war invito the adherence of all
other civilized powers to the following statement of established
law, to the end that there may bo
a clear publlo understanding
throughout the world of the standards of conduct by which the public opinion of the world Is to pass
judgment upon future belligerents."
Commtttril.
In comltting the resolution to a
headed by Mr. Root
for
final
Secretary
drafting.
said
he
hoped it would
Hughes
"not be overlaid with lawyers'
No
niceties when It
one, ho said, could write anything
which lawyers could not Improve,
but when It came to "the expression of vague fears, to which lawyers so like to give expression," he
added, he hoped "that such verbal
criticisms would receive scant at-

tention."
It would have seemed "extraordinary indeed," Mr. Hughes declared, If the conference had not
voiced 'a most emphatic condemnation" of the "abhorrent practices" in submarine warfare indulged in during the recent war.
as was
But such a declaration

planned, he added, was timely
and necessary also because the
conference had failed to reach an
agreement either to ban submarines entirely or to limit each nation's tonnage in these craft.
Should IV Observed.
"Such a declaration ns the one
proposed In the first (Root) resolution," he added, "will go to the
whole world as an Indication that,
while the committee
could not
agree on such limitation, there was
no disagreement on the question
that submarines should never be
used contrary to the principles of
the law governing war. The aflop
tion of the resolution might, fur
thermore, avoid misunderstanding
on the part of those who were
looking to the conference with
hope."
great
. Mr.
Hughes also declared the
resolution was of value because the
signatory powers must remember,
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ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX
AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW

(SPECIAL DISPATCH TO MOUSING! JOURNAL)
Kew Tork, Dec. 29. The year Henry F. Umant, the founder Of
about to begin will include the cen Wellesley college, and Orange Judd,
distinguished agricultural scientist
tenary anniversaries of the birth of and
of agricultural paa large number of men end women pers. publisher
Also entitled to a place In
who added lustre to the reputation the list is Dion Boucicault, one of
of their respective countries and the most eminent players and playwon distinction for themselves by wrights of his day, whose fame is
their achievements in various lines most closely connected with the
stage in America,
although he
of high endeavor.
The year should have a special himself was of Irish birth.
1822
gave the
To Canada the year
interest for the students of Ameri
can history, marking, as It docs, eminent statesman. Sir Alexander
the one hundredth anniversary of Campbell, and the equally distinthe birth of two presidents of the guished Alexander Mackenzie, libUnited States Ulysses S. Grant eral leader and premier.
The list of England's notables
and Rutherford B. Hayes, both of
whom had distinguished themselves born a century ago Is headed es-by
as commanders in the civil war be- Mathew Arnold, the poet and
fore being called to the presidency. sayist. Others on the roll are Mrs.
Lynn Linton, popular
Foremost in the list of American Elizabeth
writers born in the year 1822 is that author; Alfred R. Russell, naturalman end truly pictur- ist, and the Earl of Mayo, governmany-side- d
of India.
esque figure, Edward Everett Hale. or-general
Scotland can celebrate the 'cenAnd there was that rugged and
son,
original
figure, Donald Grant tury of the birth of her famouswhile
Mitchell (Ik Marvel), philosopher James Grant, the novelist, memto
the
tribute
can
Ireland
pay
"Reveries
as well as writer, whose
of a Bachelor" endeared him to the ory of Frances Power Cobbe, Illusreaders of two continents. An- trious reformer and author.
France is already preparing for
other whose memory is held dear
T. an appropriate observance of the
by old and young is William
of the
Adams, the prolific writer of whole- one hoimdredth anniversary
some books for boys under the pen birth of Rosa Rongeur, the famous
notable
Another
animal
painter.
name of "Oliver Optic." Thomas
n
centenary cf the year in France will
Buchanan Read and Richard
the great
Johnston were other American be that of the birth ofthe
discovwho first saw scientist Louis Pasteur,
literary celebrities
cure for
as
inoculation
of
erer
1822.
the light In the year
Other names on the bead roll of hydrophobia. Two other French
famous Americans born a century celebrties born in 1822 were who
de Gonrourt, the writer
ago include those of two noted solAmericans
diers, Generals John Pope and Fritz made a prophecy that
the
John Porter; Anson Jitirungame, would conquer the werld, andLouis
of
King
who distinguished himself in the Due d'Aumale, son
field of diplomacy; Henry Hartyn Philippe.
In Germany the century will be
FlpM. thn clerevman member of
the
the famous New England family; noted of Hcinrlch Schllemann,
his exwho, like his archaeologist, famous forHlssarlilt.
Thomas Gallaudet,
at
excavations
life
tensive
father before him, devoted his
to the education of deaf mutes; the supposed site of ancient Troy.

Root's Resolution to Protect
Merchant Craft Is Accepted In Principle By the
Naval Committee.
i
f
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An airplane riew of the Majestic lyin- at the dock in New York.
Tha former ereat German steamshio Bismarck, the largest passen
ger ship afloat, is soon to enter the WhitewasStar Line's transatlantic
nearly completed whei
service as the Majestic The old Bismarck
ove
it was destroyed oy nre ana naa to ne reDuui, ii was mento mrueu
the allies.
to the British government as part of Germany's payment

Ed-mo-

-

should a difference arise between
any of them, "that the weapons
which they possessed were not as
in the past to bo used without reference to the lawa of God and

their assent to such prohibition
and invite all other nations to ad-

here thereto."- said that, as Mr.
Mr. Hughes
Root had explained, "this was a
proposition to change the law," as
the first resolution had attempted
to state "the law which had been
and which had been
ignored
which
but
trampled underfoot,
nevertheless, had been and still was
as International law.
regarded
asThe chairman added that he
sumed the purpose o the toresolu
make
tion to change the law was
this declaration of prohibitionmer-of
submarine warfare against
chant craft a substitute for tn?
first priposm when the powersthaiol
the wtrld all had concurred in con
bubstitulion.
I'ending such
currence, he explained, the fnS'
be the governing
would
proposal
law of nations on the subject oi
th
submarines as expressed by adconference and to which It asks eliherence o powers outside Its

man."
This would "greatly detract from
the value of a submarine fleet," he
added, as when nations counted
their weapons, they counted the
use to bo made of them as well as
their number.
Declaration of France,
M. Sarraut, for
the French
erour). made a formal declaration
of
of the acceptance
France of the
resolu
principles of the first Root
tion. France, he said, was anxious
mere
adopto go farther than the
tion of the resolution and bring
into effect agreement as to limitation of submarine warfare to established rules of naval warfare
through a "definite text which
would combine an the assents of
the powers represented in the comde.
mittee."
Agrees In Explanation.
The French delegate deprecated
Mr. Root agreed in this explanawhat he said was an apprehension
"universal
saying it requiredlaw
expressed by Mr. Balfour that cer- tion,
of naestablish a
tain countries might, "in spite of assent to
declarafirst
the
but
that
tions,"
to
the
temptation
everything, yield
nothing, merely certi
to misuse the weapons remaining tion "created
vru
In their hands." For his own part, fying to what existed,
na- called for an act by the unha added, he believed that "these secondwhich
,,,
nt
'
did
Uions
before
reflect
will
deeply
peo Pies
til assent ha d been
and
ating,.such- obligations.;
had any
(hat if the committee
that the five powers present
doubt of this, "debate would not be point'
agree among
could
'
committee
the
and
worth while,
submarine warfare against
would have but to leave this table." merchant vessels even before world
"One must not deduce from assent to such proposal was re- abuses by Germany," M. "V.. reived
Mr, Root accepted this
'
tnen
r,A Mr Tialfour
others would commit the BillllU proposed tn amend the Inst portion
as
so
abuses."
declaration
of the prohibitive

V"

Second Resolution

to read:

rtorlare their assent to
Tk
to
gllcn prohibition and they agree
e
jJB bound forthwith thereby as
tween themselves, and they toInvite
the
joll otncr nations to adhere

With the first Root proposal on
its way toward adoption, Secretary
Hughes laid before the committee
second resolution as follows:
"The signatory powers recognize
the practical impossibility of using prPS(pnt agreement."
submarines as commerce destroy-- 1 Tne discussion for the day ended
ers without violation of the re- - at tniS point, those asscciated with
to
quirements universally accepted by'jir Root In the
civilized nations for the protection jra'ft tne first declaration already
of the lives of neutrals and no:i- - ;nCPOpted in principle, being the
t
nnd to the end that
Hrltaln. Sir Auck- tho prohibition of such use shall, lanc Qeddes; Franco, Vice Admiral
he universally accepted" as a part',i
nnd M. Kammerer; Italy,TMeri!
of the law of nations, they declare
Japan. Mr. Hanlbe-th-

i.i.
pn

c.m.

hara,

$10.00 BINNER CORSETS, $4.95
A high grade Corset to close out in the

(Ity The

$2.50 CHIFFON TAFFETA
Splendid Quality Chiffon

Taffeta
In black only;

San Francisco,

trans-Pacifi-

trans-Pacif-

The San Francisco chamber on
commerce has endorsed the pian
Inand efforts are to be made to
terest all Pacific coast ports capital. The plan, it is declared,con-is
originally one of government
of
ception and has the approval
President Harding and Chairman
A D. Laskcr of the shipping board.

CROWDS SEIZE UPON
EVERY OPPORTUNITY

ACTION OF FRANCE IS
. niSflPPniNTMENT TO
THE PRESS IN ENGLAND

VnQPPTHFPRNCE

rrn.)
(By
London, Dec, 29. A dispatch to
Calcutta,
from
Times
the London
(By Th AsMwIated FreM.J
of
Dec. 29 (by the Assoreviewing the stay of the Prince has
London,
Wales in that city, says there
ciated Press.) News of Frances
disof
been an almost total absence
before tho Washington ars action
order, and that since the peaceful-nes- mament conference in refusing to
of the first day of the prince's accept an allotment of submarines
visit "gave the lie to stories of im- of less than 90,000 tons was printthe peo- ed in the London newspapers to-pending massacres," nnd into
the
nndor eantlons indicating dls- ple found It safe to gohave seized
otoot irrent crowds
nnnninlM.nt
Kultonai comment.,
unon every opportunity to see the..
scanty.
festivl"President Harding Is not like-tie- s.
prince and to share in the
..
.
lv to accept this rebuff and admit
The dispatch adds that tne city ,mseif beaten by one European
r,rmrrtsslvelv has erown more fes rtlasontient." adds the Gazette and
tive day by day: that the prince en-is referring to the report that Mr.
followed everywhere with great
Harding may seek another conferthusiasm and that all stories of ence: "In this he will have tho
Tne cordial
of Great Britain
mob violence are untrue.
of a and we support
believe ultimately of the
only fatality was the murder
found
was
who
single policeman,
great majority of European govdead on a quiet street corner of the ernments."
city,
Says the Dally Chronicle:
"It Is useless to try to find pretty names for the plain, ugly fact
3,500 ARRESTS MADE
that by the "French action the
IN CALCUTTA DURING
greater part of the world's hope
for limiting naval expenditures and
THE PAST SIX WEEKS the
dangers of competitive rivalry
i
is defeated."
London, Dec. 29. It was offithe
Imporcially stated today that
tation of disorderly elements into OPERATION OF THE
Calcutta December 23 to enforce
STOCKYARD ACT PUT
the "hartal" by terrorizing shop
OFF UNTIL JAN. 18
keepers, resulted in 650 arrests for
obstruction and other charges of
disorderly conduct. Arrests in Cal(Hr Tho AMorlnted Prtii.)
cutta for similar reasons the past
Chicago, Dec. 29. Operation of
acsix weeks have totaled 3,600
the packers and stockyards act
cording to the statement.
will not begin before January 18.
It was also stated that there A stay order effective until that
were no signs of the "hartal" on date was granted today by Federal
the 23rd throughout the greater Judge K. M.
after consulpart of the city and on subse- tation with Judges Evans and Fits
quent days of the prince of wales'
The
three
Judges sitting
henry.
visit the crowds were both, enor- en bane recently denied a petition
remous and enthusiastic, denoting for a permanent injunction
the absolute failure of the non straining the district attorney and
efforts to halt all the secretary of agriculture from
festivities. It was added that as a enforcing the act.
result of this failure Mahatma
The court granted the stay order
Gandhi and his followers
had pending an appeal to the United
been greatly discredited.
States supreme court which will
decide the test case Involved. The
law is based on the assumption
that the commission men conduct
an Interstate business, while the
commission men assert their business is local only.
The Amiocloled

. .

i'

Negotiations continued today in the
plan to form a $30,000,000 pool of
United States shipping board vesc
sels operating In the
trade. Herbert Flelshhacker. San
Francisco capitalist, who proposed
the combine, said it would abolish
competition detrimental to American commerce as now exist between
ports and would eliminate existing
trnde Jealousies.
board would be
The shipping
asked to alhrate fifteen big pasand
senger liners for passenger India
freight rate for the Far East,
according to the
and Australia,
would
plans. The combine, which
include all steamship firms operin
the
vessels
board
ating shipping
trade, would arrange
time
to buy the steamers on part

(By The Aorlnted Proii.)
Blsbee, Ariz., Dec. 29. Funeral
services for Charles F. Philbrook,
for seventeen years superintendent
of Bisbee schools, will be held Satthe local
urday afternoon from will
lie In
high school. The body
state from noon until 2:30 Saturday afternoon.
Philbrook died early
Professor
this morning as the result of a
stroke of paralysis suffered Saturday night.
The funeral will be conducted by
the grand commandery of the
Templar of Arizona, of
Knights
which Professor Philbrook was a
He was
past grand commander.
also past high priest of the Royal
Arch Masons of Arizona, past illustrious master of the Royal and
Select Masters of Arizona, a past
master in the Blue lodge and a
member of the Shrine.
Burial will be at Atascadero.
Calif, where Professor Philbrook
had planned to reside at the conclusion of the present school year,
when ho would have retired.

$2.5o DRESS SATINS, $1.49
Satin
Black

Sgv

36-i-

P

36-i- n.

Price

PrcM.)
Calif., Dec. J9.

Pre-Invento- ry

sale. Pink only; 24 to 30.

ry

POOLING OF SHIPPING
BOARD SHIPS PLANNED

PHILBROOK FUNERAL
WILL BE HELD NEXT
SATURDAYAT BISBEE

BUNGALOW APRONS
Good quality of Percales in light and
dark figures and stripes; all sizes; belt
and pocket trimmed; $1.25 values.
Price
79c

we'w

.$1.69

(Siwln! Correspondence to Tho Journal.)
Santa Fe, Dec. 29. Mrs.FeRuth
has
Laughlln F,arker of SantaGovernor
by
been
appointed
capl-tol
tho
Mechem as a member of

custodian board. The appoint-ment-o- f
Mrs. Farker was made to
fill the vacancy caused by the resof Juan Ortiz of Oa'.isteo.
bowels completely by morning and ignation
filed some time ago. It followed
that the board
you will feel splendid. "They work tho development
whilb you sleep." Cascarets never had not used the emergency apstir you up or gripe like Salts. propriation of ?,000 made by the
Pills, Calomel, or Oil and they lftst legislature for "additional Incost only ten cents a box. Children surance and repairs," but intended
used to
love Cascarets too.
bv the legislature to beadditional
tako out some $145,000
Ininsurance on tho capltol. The
surance was not written until

Liver

Bilious

"7ir, Constipated Bowels
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TWO MEN WANTED IN
NEW MEXICO UNDER
ARREST JN ARIZONA
(Sneclnl Correnpondenco to Tho Journal.)
Santa Fe, Dec. 29. Requisition

High Grade Brooms, each
Heavy Weight Night Gowns
gn uracie xretucoais. .
bigalow Aprons, extra quality.

Vadies' Shirt Waists

49c
.
.$1.00
.:.

,

.si.w

.'

$1.00
.$1.00
.$1.00

. ..
Ladies' Unions, extra values
.59c
Ladies' High Grade Mercerized Hose.
.25c
Boys' Heavy Ribbed Hose
Children's Winter Pajamas, or Sleepers. . . .$1.00
$1.00
High Grade Brasaiers, Silk
. .49c to 79c
High Quality Brassiers
98c
Baby Blankets
39c to 50c
Babys' Wool Bootees
Ladies' and Children's Trimmed Hats
$1.00
.5c
Shopping Bags
See Our Big 5c Counter of Special Bargains
Tooth Powder, Candy Toys, Toys, Dolls Just
worlds of 5c specials. Come in and take your
choice.
.5c
Children's Black Hose, pair.

.....

..............

ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
321 W. CENTRAL AVE.
PHONE 299

9

has been made by Governor
Mechem upon the Governor of AriMexico
zona for the return to
of two persons. One is for William
while servBrown, a negro, who,
the penlten.
ing a short term In the
privileges
tiary and accorded
made his escape.
ot a trusty,
Brown is now underarrest in Pima
county.
The other is for K. A. Pond, who
Is wanted in Bernalillo county on
fraudulently
a charge of having use
property
converted to hlfl own
of Margaret E. George of .the value
to
is
also
reported
Pond
of $400.
be under arrest in Tucson.

h

$1.25 BED PILLOWS, 89c
Guaranted to be pure and
sanitary; size 17x24; covered with fancy ticking.

0I2E-HAL-

MILLION'S

FO

PRICE

F

WOLFE LINDENFELD TO
RESIST EFFORTS TO

Every year regularly more than
a million stomach sufferers in the
United States, England and CanaRETURN HIM TO U. S. da take Pape's Dlapepsln, and rebut
alize not only immediate,
lasting relief. This harmless ant(Bj Tho Ao"rttfa
Assothe
29
acid
Deo.
(by
helps digest anything you eat
Warsaw,

rr.

Wolfe UnflMfeld,
ciated Press.)
also known as William Linde, who
m
when arrested hero recently
connection with the Wall street
bomb explosion and who begged
Silvester Cosgrove, an American
redepartment of Justice agent, to
turn him to the United States, has
changed his former attitude. to the
Lindenfeld now, according
local police, says he will fight any
effort to take him back to the
United States.

a

and overcomes

sour, gassy

or

stomach in five min
utes. If your meals don't fit com
or
what you eat .ics like
fortably,
a lump of lead in your stomach, or
If you have heartburn, that is a
er

sign of indigestion. Get from your
casetjf Pape's
druggist a sixty-ceDlapepsln, ... There will be no sour
risings, no belching of undigested
food mixed with acid, no gas or
heartburn, no fullness or heavy
feeling in the stomach, no nausea,
or Intestinal griping.
headache
MII.K PRICE REDUCED. re- Prove to yourself in five minutes
29.
A
Dec
is as good as
that
stomach
Salt Lake City.
your
duction in the retail price of milk
any that there is nothing really
anwrong. 8too this food lermenia
of two cents ft quart was
nounced by local dealers today. tion and begin eating what you
The price has been 23 cents a want without Iear o discomfort
.
or maigesuon,
...
quart -

CREDIT SYSTEM

nt

FARMERSJS

FOR
FAVORED

(By The Anoclatcd Press.)
29.
St. 'Paul. Minn., Deo.

A

credit system that would give relief
to the farmer with a small acreage
as well as the farmer with large
holdings of land, was urged by A
.1. Gronna of North Dakota, former
United States senator, in an ad
dress today before the joint con
greeelonal committee investigating

short time rural credits,

SPECIAL

EXTRA

35c PURE LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS, 4 for $1.00
Another shipment of pure
in
Linen Handkerchiefs,
Copenhagen,
pink, rose,
gold, canary, etc.

Eash $1

$1.75 Hugs

Beautiful Bath Room and Kitchen Rugs
in blue and white, tan and white, and
pink and white; size 24x50. Fringed ends

$3X0

TO

SHOE

$10.60

,

.

I'AUJES

Women's Brown Kid, Cuban Heel Boots
Women's Black Calf, Cuban Heel Boots

Women's Brown Calf, Cuban Heel Boots, and
Women's Brown Suede Satin Top, French Heel Boots
i

Pre-Invento-

(By Tha Ainorintcd Prru.)
Washington, Dec. 29 (by the As
sociated
Press). Mediation by
Secretary Hughes and Arthur J.
was
Balfour
suggested today as the
only feasible way of settling the
Shantung question which has entered the stage of deadlock through
the Intimation of Japanese" representatives that Japan has gone as
far as Bhe can In the way of

3.85

Price,

ry

COLORADO RANGERS IN
SUGGEST MEDIATION
WALSENBURG ZONE ARE
BALFOUR
BY HUGHES,
. BEING
MUSTERED OUT
OF SHANTUNG QUARREL
(By Tha Asuodnted Frraa.)

Walsenburg, Colo., Dec. 29. Military officials today began mustering out the Colorado rangers on
duty here since the strike of coal
miners in the southern fields began. Troop C members were being
mustered out this afternoon. It
was said nt military headquartera
that practically all of tho rangers
would be mustered out by January
5, when it Is expected martial law
The direct conversations between will be declared off.
the Chinese and Japanese dele
gates were broken off because efforts to agree on the manner of
restoration of tha Shantung railway had proved futile. ApparentWE ARE FILLING
ly neither party sees Its way clear
to ask for a resumption of the susORDERS FROM ALL
pended conversations while both
are putting forth the strength of
PARTS OF
nubile opinion in tnelr nomeianits
as legitimate Justification for the
NEW MEXICO FOR
Impossibility of further compro
mise.

Everything About
Cuticura Soap
Suggests Efficiency
8op.Ointmnt.T!eoni.i!5e.eerfwhTe.

Forwmplwi

id

COLUMNAR BOOKS

TOMMY O'CONNOR IS
CAPTURED, BUT HE'S
NOT THE R1CHJ MAN
(Br Th Amorlated FreM.)
Chicago, Dee. 29. The police tonight captured Thomas O'Connor,
but it was not "Lucky Tommy,"
who made his escape from the
Cook county Jail on the eve of the
date for his execution three weeks
ago. The police were notified
that "Lucky Tommy" was in hiding in a dry kiln in a lumber yard.
Tbcy found Thomas O'Connor, 45,
an employe of the lumber company, suffering from burns sustained when he touched a steam
pipe while sleeping in the kiln.

-- I

Wool and wool mixed garments, in
regular and extra sizes, long and
short sleeves, low and high necks.
At half the regular price.

$2.75 COMFORTS, $1.39
Single bed size; light and
dark colors.

I

STOMACH MISERY

(

.

MERODE
Underwear

25c UNBLEACHED
MUSLIN, 19c
Sea Island Cotton,
very fine weave ; for sheets,
cases, etc.

H

dresfes,
yards

5

$1.25 DRESSER SCARFS, 7c
Size 18x54; wide lace borders
Assorted patterns.

25c WOMEN'S VHITE HOSE, 12V2c
Women's fine Cotton Hose, in white
only. All sizes.

40-inc-

All-Sil- k

n.

Good weight for
skirts, etc. Limit
a customer.

a-- to

V

"

$1

a Customer

Mal-col-

"

VACANCY ON CAPITOL
IS
BOARD
CUSTOD'AN
FILLED BY GOVERNOR

to
"nicest cathartic-laxativ- e
physic your bowels when you have
Headache
Indigestion
Sour Stomach
Colds
Biliousness
Dizziness
Is candy-lik- e
Cascarets. One or
two tonight will
empty your

SPIRIT

$18.25
Armstrong
Electric Table
Stove and
Waffle Iron
$14.95
$14.00
American Beauty
Electric Grill
$11.95
$10.00
American Beauty
Electric Irons
$7.50
.

STAR

Nearly every business
house needs one or
more columnar books
in each year's accounting. We carry them
in all sizes from 2 to
30 columns.
Mail

orders

prices.

h,

have

j-

-

207 South First Street

prompt attention.

RAGS WANTED

MATSON'S
Central
Headquarters for Office Supplier

'V

the wide variety of cakes and
pastry that we bake fresh every
day. Our cakes and pastry represent the acme ot the baking;
art because we employ expert
bakers and use only the purest
For special occaingredients.
sions we will supply you with
to order at reasonable
cakes
of

Pioneer Bakery

W.

.

Take Your Choice'

We want good clean cotton
rags, good size, no small1
pieces. Bring them to the
JOURNAL

OFFICE.

j
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THAT'S WHY BROWNS BOUGHT SHORTEN

S. S

DECK

(By The Associated TrcM.)

h

1

one-fift-

'

Chick Shorten.

one-four-

r'

P

the Browns purchased Chick
Shorten from the Tigers at the
Shorten doesnt
price.
rank among the most brilliant
outfielders and he is weak in
fielding ground balls. But he is
a good pinch hitter and is a valuable asset to any club because
of his agreeable personality and
Shorten
his winning spirit
failed to get the opportunity he
expected at Detroit, but gave the
Cobb's
club the best he had.
wealth of outfielders caused him
to let Shorten go,

j

'
,

'

'

'

!

ten-ye-

II

ar

'
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Theaters Today

I

scenes in the Alice Calhoun pro
duction, "The Matrimonial Web'
which will be shown at Lyric thea
ter today and tomorrow.
The
story by C. Graham Baker has Its
in
a quaint fishing village,
locale
Miss Calhoun a entire supporting
company, Including Joseph Striker, her leading man, William Riley
Hatch, Charles Mackay, Armand
Cortes, Dick Lee and many others,
spent several weeks at Rockport,
Maine,
making scenes for this
quaint production,
Tho story Is one of unusual interest and presents the star la
many new phases of her emotional
ability, proving her to bo a player
not confined to any particular type
production. In "The Matrimonial
Web" ahe appears first as tho
daughter of a revenue agent, an
unsophisticated country girl. In order to save her father's position,
and unknown to him, she attempts
to round up a band of smugglers.
In seeking clues, the trail leads her
into some of the dives of the underworld.
She mixes with frequenters of these dives, and Is
picked up by a man who has a
double purpose In Inducing her to
spend the night upon an Island
where the smuggler is at work.
Here she meets the hero and an Interesting love story develops. The
picture is full of action and beau- tiful scenic backgrounds, a large
portion of the scenes being taken
one or cioors.
for the most part
the interiors are In tho shack of
the smuggler but there are never- tneiess several magnificent In
terinrs showing tho palatial homes
of the hero's, parents and the girl
who attempts to trick the hero into
marrying her.

"R" Theater I.eonce Ferret presents "The Money Maniac," distributed by the Pathe corporation;
also presenting a two-recomedy,
Monster," fea"Hetty's Green-eye- d
turing Muriel Ostrlche.
Lyric Tlirnler Alice Calhoun,
a popular film star on the Lyric
circuit, is at this theater today as
the leading star in "The Matrimonial Weh," a Vitntrraph picture;
"Just in Time," a laughable two-recomedy, featuring "Snooky,
FEDERAL RESERVE
the Humanzee."
I'astiino Theater
Repeating
BANKS' CONDITION
"Where the Lights Are Low," with
SesHue Haynhawa as the star; also
(I! j Tbe Amnclutrri I'r .)
repeating "The Toreador," in which
Washingtn, Dec. 29. Combined Clyde Cook is starring.
of
the
liabilities
and
resources
twelve federal reserve banks at the MOVTCY MANIACS riTtSTIT
28,
OF FOWTXK BASIS OF
close of business December
A THRILLING
ROMANCE
were reported tonight by the fedot
thousands
in
reserve
board
eral
With a cast of American princidollars as follows:
Itcsoiircon.
pals. Including Henry G. Sell, RobGold and gold certificates, $380.- - ert Elliott and Lucy Fox, Leonce
11.
Pcrret, the producer and director,
fund, T. B. sailed from New York on board the
Gold settlement
"Tho
"Franco" and
produced
board, $534,099.
Total gold held by banks, $915,-01- Money Maniac" in France, Eng
land and Spain
In England
he staged some
Gold with federal reserve agents,
scenes on the River Thames of the
$1,846,369.
Gold redemption fund, $108,221. famous houseboat colony, in spam
he chose a quaint and picturesque
Total gold reserves, $2,869,000.
Legal tender notes, silver, etc., village In the Pyrenees mountains,
closo to tho French border. In his
$122,600.
studio In Paris he staged the inTotal reserves, $2,992,200.
terior scenes.
Bills discounted:
by
Becuyrt
United Ptates government obligaAdapted by Mr. Perret from a
story by Loui.s Letang called
tions. $487,193.
T,a Divine," "The Money
All other, $692,640.
Bills bought in open market, Maniac," as shown today and to- NEW HA YAK A WA HIT IX
"WHERE LIGHTS ARK LOW,"
morrow at the "B" theater, un$114,240.
REPEATING AT PASTIME
folds two romances while it tells
Total bills on hand. $1,294,07$.
adventure
of
a
and
V. 8. bonds and notes, $59,472.
Intrigue
story
Seesue Hayakawa,
d
with sensational sur
the eminent
of indebtedU. S. Certificates
Japanese-America- n
ness: One year certificates (Pitt-ma- n prises.
film star, has
Vin. t ....
The leading figure in tne story never hppn eonn
act), $119,000.
.
. nnni.
.
,
is a man whosa greed for moneyi0
All other. $62,472.
" ' '7
;"
an
oil
When
his
soul.
has
$334.
warrants,
warped
Municipal
M here Lights Are LoW,
vehicle,
Total earning assets, $1,615,881.
gusher Is struck on a tract of land
by
Pictures corpora
in Texas lointlv owned by five
Bank premises, $35,015.
exhibited for the first
"
funds
cent
he is not satisfied with his
Five per
redemption
te,
nine ai ine 1'astime tneater yesagainst P. R. bank notes, $7,896. fifth share but seejta to secure the terday
and which is being repeated
entire rights.
Uncollected items, $569,766.
victoday.
the
But the plotter becomes
All other resources, $20,578.
Mr. Hayakawa has many notable
tim of his own trap and is foiled
.Total resources, $5,151,306.
In a thrilling and sensational cli- productions to his credit but none
Liabilities.
has
carried greater dramatic Intermax, that brings the story to a est or
Capital paid In, $103,186.
sheer entertainment value
finish that Is satisfactory ' to all than
Surplus, $213,824.
"Where Lights Are Low," the
franconcerned.
.Reserve for government
of
which was written by
In addition to Robert Elliot. story
chise tax, $57,444.
of RobOsborne, step-so- n
Henry G. Sell and Lucy Fox, the Lloyd
Deposits:
Span- ert Louis Stevenson.
cant Includes a
Government, $71,634.
Among the many engrossing epiMember bank, reserve, account, ish beauty, Marcya Capri, and Ivo sodes
in the production are several
Dawson and Euuene Breon.
$1,666,018.
very
Interesting scenes laid in San
All other, $28,872.
Francisco's famous Chinatown be"TnE MATRIMOVATj WEB"
Total deposits, $1,764,524.
fore fire laid it waste. Other epiIS A STORY WRITTEN' FOR,
P. R. notes In actual circulation,
sodes show how a Chinese prince
MISS ALICE CALHOUN
$2,443,497.
defies the Iron wall of tradition and
P. R. bank notes in circulation,
ho loves; how Chinese
One of tho oldest towns on the wins thglrl
liet liability, $84,548.
,
how a
girls are sold into
Deferred
availability items, Atlantic coast Is used for exterior mandarin's son sinksslavery;
in social posi$450,960.
tion until ho becomes a day laborer
All other liabilities, $25,32$.
in an American Chinatown; how a
MOST TALKED OF
Total liabilities, $5,151,306.
man hoards his savings for years
Ratio of total reserves to deposto buy back the girl he loves from
MINOR LEAGUER
it and P. R. note liabilities coma Chinese slave
and how he
bined, 71.1 per cent.
DUE TO ADVANCE proves that lovedealer
is the greatest
Ratio of gold reserves to F. R.
force In the world.
notes in circulation after setting
. "Where
Lights Are Low" unreels
aside 35 per cent against depoBit
a vivid story of adventure with the
liabilities, 97.2 per cent.
thread of action carrying all the
way from far off China to the secret
FOOTBAMi PliAYEU DIES.
haunts of San Francisco's ChinaDanville, III., Dec. 29. Floyd
town.
Ernest Garlln, 17, fullback of the
Colin Campbell, one of the foreWestville, 111., high school football
most screen directors of the day,
the1
died
last
as
result
team,
and under whose direction "The
night
of injuries received in a game on
First Born" was filmed directed
October 26.
"Where Lights Are Low" and has
been credited by film critics with
, The lighthouse on Heligoland Is
having achieved a notable piece of
said to possess the most powerful
i ?
of
work. The screen
f,
version
in the world 40,000,000
"Whore Lights Are tow," which
light
was adapted from the novel "East
candlepower.
is East," Is by Jack Cunningham
and the art direction was In the
capable hands ct Robert Ellis, who
won great praise for the unusual
merit of his work In "The First
Born."
63
S3
el

,

0.

"Ro-land-

thrill-packe-

...

,

."V

R-- C

prize-winni-

Kiddie
Koops

1

$31.50
$55.00

Hamilton
Beach

Electric
Vacuum
Cleaner
$49.00

-

STAR

riNTIs

(By The Aasorlated Frees.)

LIQUOR DRIRKERS ABOUT 1S2S

REM

1921

SCOO

Cleveland. O., Assistant City Chemist Sees
Good Business Ahead for the Undertakers,

y,

While talk of bigger deala was
flying around the meetings of the
big league owners in New York

ten-ye- ar

Large Size

SCYTHE FOR HARVEST OF PRO

CHEER

7

ar

$37.50

PROPOSAL TO SLASH
FARM CROP ACREAGE

Resulting From Poison Taken Into the
tem When Drinking Moonshine Booze.

Dec. 29. Winter
Washington,
wheat was sown this fall on a Small
rea by half a million acres than a
year ai;o, the department of agriculture's report today showed. The
condition of the crop on December
1 also was considerably below what
it was a year ago and below the
ten-yeaverage condition by 13
points.
h
The area sown to rye Is
larger this year than a year
ago and the condition of the crop
better than on December 1 last
year and also better than the
average.
. Kansas,
largest grower of wheat,
the country's total
with
area, has 300,000 acres less than a
year ago, while the condition of the
.crop in that state is only 54 pera
cent of normal, compared with
condition of 8S per cent a year ago.
The area sown to winter wheat
this fall is 44,293,000 acres, which
is 1.2 per cent less than the
estimated area sown In the
fall of 1920, which was 44,847,000
acres, the department of agriculture
The condition of winannounced.
ter wheat on December 1 was 76
of
a normal, compared
cent
per
two
with 87.9 a year ago and 85.2averyears ago and 89 the
age.
The area sown to rye Is 6,184,-00- 0
acres, which is 22.6 per cent
more than tne revised ramni
area sown in the fall of 1920, which
The condiwas 4,228,000 acres.
tion of rye on December 1, was
92.2 per cent of a normal compared
with 90.5 a year ago, 89.8 two years
average.
go and 90.8 the
The winter wheat area and con1
dition on December
by Important
producing states follow:
acres;
1,405,000
Pennsylvania,
condition 95.
93.
and
2,327.000
Ohio,
92.
Indiana, 2,053.000 and 93.
Illinois, 2,775,000 and
92.
and
Michigan, 923,000
Missouri, 3.058.000 and 87.
Nebraska, 3, 954,000 and 80.
Kansas, 11,569.000 and 60.
Oklahoma, 3,550.000 and 54.
Washington, 1.292,000 and 79.
Oregon. 894,000 and 92.

-

IAS

OPPOSES WALLACE'S

GRIM REAPER IS WHETTIRG 111$

TAKE

New Tork, Dee. 29. "The curtailment of the acreage devoted to
staple farm products, suggested by
L
the secretary' of agriculture, would
be evidence that our civilization
has gone to smash," Benjamin C.
director of the
Marsh, managing
Correspondence to The Joornal.)
$73,000 Has Been Raised (Special
farmers' national council, declared
Raton, N. M., Sept. 29. Twenty
In
a
statement today.
In Renewed Campaign eight Raton Rotarians and their
Sys"Millions of people are starving;
motored down to Springer
in the world and millions are un$77,000 More Will Mee ladles
Monday night, bearing gifts and
derfed In the United States," ha
Christmas cheer to the lads at the
$350,000 Required.
said. "We must immediately have
state reform school. This Is the
ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
THE
the
(BY
government
guarantee the
More than $73,000 has been second Christmas visit paid the
Cleveland, O., Dec. 29. Under to bootleggers in Kansas City, wheat grower the cost of produc
Is
in
will
be
what
boys
expected
raised In the renewed drive for the come an
takers will have a prosperous New Tork, Chicago, Detroit and tion, and control wheat
annual event.
through to the city bakers."
Albuquerque hotel. ApproximateA gift from each
Rotarian to year about 1926 In the opinion of other cities.
ly 177.000 more are needed to each boy In the school was supple analytlo and consulting chemists
ot
reach the total requirement
mented this year by three base here, because,
4,
they claim, the
1350,000, which is figured as the balls, a bat and a sweater from
minimum amount to erect a suit Dimick Baldwin of the Raton Kl Grim Reaper Is whetting his
able structure.
wanis club. The sweater was for scythe for a harvest ot prohlbl
tion liquor drinkers.
Many of the subscriptions yet the lad who does duty outside.
became
were
it
when
made
Hundreds of persons are
Blake and the
Superintendent
terday
known to prospects that the
but surely asphyxiating them
boys greeted the visitors warmly. A
subscription was not neces delightful two hours was epent in selves,
according to J. M.
could be singing by the Rotarians and the
sarlly a cash one, but 1922.
assistant city chemist, by
The lads separately and together, in
paid at any time during
payment for the subscriptions can speeches by President Fisher of unsuspectingly
assimilating the
be arranged to suit the conven the club, Rotarian Ruth of the ffblsons
found in almost every
ience of the subscriber at various boys' work
committee, Rotarian
of what was believed to
intervals during the year and the Carson and Rotarian White, presi sample
deferred payments do not draw dent of the reform school board, be "pure bonded" liquor. Hun- which science says you muat have to enable you to transform the food yon
interest.
and In the enjoyment of a fine dreds of samples are brought to eat from lifeless matter into living cells which produce firm fleah (not fat).
Twelve additional workers made eight-ree- l
Wallace Reld film which Kovachy each month for anal ...
energy ana endurance, cxaminr
the showing yesterday possible. Mr. White had brought down for ysis, he said, and all thus- far tions made by doctors show why thousands vt
a
contained
have
since
analyzed
high
the
are
all
sat
the
Afterwards
subscriptions
Although
purpose.
people
always weak, nervous and
in
Christmas have not been as largo down to a table luncheon which percentage of fusel oil in the raw.
spite of everything they do.
as was hoped by Sidney Weil, cam had been spread by the school In large quantities, consumed by
"The most remarkable miracle of life is the
paign manager, he was still hope management and which was great steady drinking, fusel oil changes
power
to m
ful last night that the amount ly enjoyed. Mrs. Parish, a mem the blood from oxyheml-globl- n
yuur uuuy to iransrorm ordinary lood into living
might be completed by the new ber of the board, and Mrs. Josle methemiglobln, he Insists.
uunu
teas
iuiu
nesn,
oone,
and
rmjscie
tissue.
In Other words, Kovachy says,
T.ockard, principal of one of the
year.
removes
More workers are needed to Raton schools, spoke at the lunch fusel oil
the oxygen Every minute and every second this miracle
isubscrlp-tion- s eon.
from
for
the blood, causes the Hps change takes place within you. No matter
drive
the
complete
with a reasonable time. Half
Great Improvement was shown and body to turn blue and has what you eat or how much you eat, if one
wa
wi
rr j w mi
is iff jfrj e.1
thing is lacking in your blood it is ab- ser
of the additional amount needed In Uie management of the school the same effect as asphyxiation.
for
to
Impossible
when the renewed campaign start- since last year and in the building
solutely
'Illicit peddlers of whisky use
your body
ed haS been subscribed during the and its equipment.
A real home ethlylacetate
for flavoring pur change food intp living cells
nast two weeks. At the present atmosphere has supplanted the poses in soma cases, and this is ana tissue.
rate, it will require fifteen more Institutional atmosphere which has very injurious if taken in any Therefore, thin wonderful precioni
days to completo the amount, but marked the place for many years. quantity, acting as a heart de lubstance might well be called the
at the luncheon of workers yester Entertainment of wholesome char pressant,
the chemist declared. connecting link between lirelen.
M. B. Curtis, proprietor of the Inert food matter and life itself ,Th ia
day, it was decided to go through acter Is being provided and excel
with the drive if it takes all win lent educational opportunities are Chemical
advises marvelous wonder workinu
Laboratories,
ter. However, It is believed that not lacking. The boys are fortu the present day drinker to "ana- Iron ii a itronge unuiual kind of
which telence hai named Orwith fifty workers today and to nate In being under the control of lyze vtell before using." Traces
in minute
morrow, the drive can be finished Superintendent
Blake, who deals of adulteration that clip year aft ganic Iron. inThli ia foundlentils
and
quantities
fpinach,
in those two days.
with them humanely, iuetly and er year from a life have been
la an entirely different
It
applet.
a
even
who
aim
best
booster
has
of developing the
with the
Every
found in almost every bottle of thine from metallic iron which ia
few minutes which he can give to in them, to ther end that they may alleged "bonded" liquor he has uaed in manufac- iron la supplied s multitude of dangerous
th drive totUy and Saturday Is become assets to the stato rather analyzed, he asserted.
turtns and which
symptoms disappear.
urged to notli.' the committee at than liabilities.
la true a portion of the is the kind of iron
It
For centuries scientists tried In vain to make
orChamber
in
the
of Commerce,
contents ef most bottles is pure people usually take.
At last the problem was solved,
organiciron.
der that team mates may be ar- ITALIAN FINANCIAL
bonded whisky. That gives It the Science has shown
so that yoa may now obtain pure organic iron
ranged for and a list of live prosand taste," Curtis that without organic
flavor
color,
like
Iron
the
in your blood from any
pects obtained.
CIRCLES STIRRED AS
added.
"But the good liquor Is iron, your blood candruggist under the name of "Nuxated Iron",
not take up oxygen
mixed
with
are
that
ingredients
wnicn is ready for
BANK CLOSES DOORS harmful to the human
system from your lungs and
immediate absorp
and the question uppermost in the carry it to your dition and assimilation
organs.
gestive
(By Tha Aaanclntcd Prena.)
me
to
come
of
minds
those who
the blood the mo
The food youeat con- Impovtrisheii Hood by
Rome, Dec. 29 (bv the Associated for analysis
ment it enters the
of their liquor is tain,
carbon. Asyour
Press.) The closing of the doors how to remove the Ingredients
Unlike me-- I
highly
system.
corpuscles
digested food is abof the Banca Italiana dl Sconto to- and leave the bonded stuff."
tallic Iron, organic
magnified
sorbed intotheblood.
created considerable of e stir
IN indayItalian
Iron does
Nuxated
"bonded" whisky is be the carbon in your food comet In contact with
financial circles. The ingThatgrossly
not Injure or blacken
misrepresented
the oxygen carried by the organic iron in your
by
of
followed
suspension
the teeth nor upset
payments
an announcement bv the govern bootleggers was revealed recently blood. Tbe carbon and oxygen Unite and by tha stomach.
ment of a modified moratorium when a raid of a printing shop In so doing they give off tremendous energy, If you want to In- Healthy Hood for--,
GJUWE5 pendfng the withholding ot pay- the downtown section by federal thereby giving yon great force, strength and crease
your physical
and alto resulting in the producpusclet highly
ments by certain corporations. The and police officials uncovered a endurance,
tion of material which becomes active living and mental vigor,
magnified
bank Is one of the largest in Italy. plant which Is said to have been cells
and tissue. Without organic Iron, your strength, and endurmanuto
devoted
the
exclusively
I
The Stefan agency says that the
blood carries no oxygen and without oxygen ance you should take Nuxated Iron. It Ii
Br The Amnrlatril rre.
of
and
labels
facture
counterfeit
Italian
has
taken
government
steps
often most surprising what a tremendous
. New
d
York, Dec. 29. The Na- to guarantee
revenue stamps. there ia nothing to unite with the carbon in amount
the creditors of the
of "pep," vigor, force and energy
food, so what you eat does you no good.
tional Collegiate Athletic associa- bank
The labels were similar to those your
losses
and
little more oxygenated organic iron will give
agnlnst
is
It
like
coal
stove
Are.
eventually
intoa
without
putting
tion today definitely declined the to
on
used
distillers
by
You cannot get any beat out of it unless the a person whose blood ia deficient in this
Invitation of the American Olympic ableplace the bank In a more favor- popular prominent
brands of intoxicating coal unites with
substance. Over four million people
the Are. Therefore, if you magic-likposition.
association to Join with It In future
liquors previous to the becoming want plenty of good firm flesh (not fat) pep are using Nuxated Iron annually, theirexper-ienc- e
of
effective
participation In Olympic games.
the
amend
eighteenth
and energy, If you want strong nerves that
London, Dec. 29. A dispatch
proving that it increases the strength
The vote was 48 to 0 against
ment. ,
a
radiate magnetic force and power, If you and endurance of weak, nervous,
Rome to the Central New
such affiliation in the present form from
counter
Ten
thousand
want
in many cases. In two weeks' time. If
keen
alleged
brain
thinks
the
n
banks
that
people,
ef
gency
says
thoughts
syndicate
of Olympic association's
there has collected 180,000.000 lire feit revenue stamps were confis that win, you must be able to utilise and get yoa want that virile force, that stamina and
secret
cated.
out
and
nourishmeut
service
food.
of your
to restore the Banca Italiana dl
Federal
op strength
strength so necessary to success and power in
The collegiate association
also Oconto. The
declare that statements If you were to see an actual blood test made every walk of life, you owe It to yourself to
dispatch adds that El eratives
went on record as favoring "the Epochs announces
all people who are ill, weak, thin, nervous commence taklngNuxatedlron today. It Is sold
that an agree- made by some of the six persons en
Idea of an organization of a na- ment has been renorted
you would probably
to you with the distinct understandlnr that
generally
with the arrested In connection with the and
be
astonished at the exceedingly large it will give you greater power, energy and
tional athletic federation," pro- current creditors of the bank.
greatly
had
indicate
raid
that
$60,000
posed by Secretary of War Weeks.
been "cleared" during the past number who lack iron and whose troubles are endurance within two weeks' time or we
A resolution to this effect said In
Journal Want Ads bring results. year through sales ot the labels due solely to this lack of iron. The moment win refund your money. Soul by ail druggist.
part "that the question of tht ex- n
tent and manner of the partloJpa-tloof this organization In Nie
SUl'SV ISf
fcijiaussasstiui
gs
tpwtsiByiai
proposed national athletic federalili urtil rt j SI il
a
tl n
tion ba left to the deputy committee of the N. C. A. A., or the board
of directors if there Is one, for discussion and report one year hence."
SEMI-ANNUA- L
The collegiate association adopt
ed certain recommendations made
by the newly formed Football
Coaches association as presented by
Mai. Charles Haley of West Point.
The most Interesting of these
was the suggestion that tne football rules committee prepare an
addendum to the football playing
rules to provide for the playing of
the game by boys of 15 years of
Suggestions for
age and under.
these proposed rules provided for
following the first boys system or
heeling the catch of every punt and
ceasing to tackle and piling on
whenever the hoy called "held."
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Condition of Crop Dec. 1
, Below That of Last Year
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Smaller Area Was Sown
By Half a Million Acres;
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Will Start Tomorrow, Saturday, December 31

NATIONAL TOUR TO BE
MADE BY GENE DEBS

EVERYTHING

IN THE HOUSE WILL

BE

GREATLY

REDUCED

(By The Ansorlnted Trent.)

Chicago', Dec. 29. Eugene V.
Debs will make a national tour
of the socialist
under auspices
party, It was announced here today at national socialist headquarters. O. C. Wilson, state secretary for Illinois said that members of the party's national ex
ecutive committee expected to
meet with Mr. Debs within a few
days to work out details of his
future work with the party.
Mr. Debs is expected to visit
socialist headquarters and make
an address In Chicago in the next
three or four weeks.

Extra Specials
Leather Palm
Canvas Gloves.

OQ
... . uOt

35c Lisle Hose,
all colors

19c

men of Macon, Ga.

SStM

v

W6

i II mom
Dr. Jauiid baa absolute proof that tU'
berculoele can ba healed In all cltmatea
Reaulti
by THE INHALANT METHOD.
ara nation-widFor further particular!
addreaa THE INHALANT METHOD CO..
60
Union Learua Bids., Key No.
Hull
12, Loa Angelea, Calif.

$25.00 values, now.

UlenV Union Suits

.... .....$19.39

$30.00 values, now.!...
$35.00 values, now.....

.....

.$23.39
$26.39

now..

.v.... $29.39

$45.00 values, now.
$50.00 values, now.
$55.00 values, now. .

... .$38.39

$40.00 values,

,

MrS. Pharln
rnltnn VrnA fa
the first woman to be elected to
membersnip on the board of alder-

Suits and Overcoats

$4.50 Coopers, now. . .$3.29
$5.50 Coopers, now. . .$4.19

$42.39

.v.-..;- .

25 Per Cent OFF
On

AH vMackinaws,

Pant

and Bop' Clothing.

Men's Shoes
$4.50 values, now.... $3.69
$6.50 values, now.... $4.89
$9.00 values, now. ...$6.89
$10.50 values, now... $7.89
$12.00 values, now.,. .$9.29
$15 Nettletons, now. .$11.69

1

Men's Shirts

$1.50 values, now.:

.

$5.00 values,

t-

.Ui.. .$1.09

........ .$1.79

$2.50Nvalues, now.
$3.50 values, now...,
$4.00 values, now

...... .$2.59

now....,

$6.50 values, now.,...

r

Men's White Hand- kerchiefs, good value . . O C
Men's Black Wool
QO
Hose, 50c values. . . . OLi C

.$34.39

$1.75 values, now. ... .$1.39
$2.25 Coopers, now. . .$1.79
$2.75 Coopers, now. . .$2.19
$4.00 Coopers, now... $2.89

Extra Specials

.$2.89
,

.,.$3.79
$4.89

Flannel

- i
:

A-- ?3!

116 West

I

oi

'"...,

Central

Pajamas

now....
values, now....

$2.00 values,

$1.39

$2.25

$1.59

$2.50 values, now.;..., $1.89
$3.00 values, now.
$2.50

one-piec-

e,

.. .$2.29

now. . $1.79

Men's Sweaters
$5.00 values, now. . . .$3.59
$6.50 values, now.,.. $4.89
$9.00 values, now.... $6.89
$10.00 values,

now... $7.39

$12.00 ,..lues now. ....$8.69

,

Long-owne- r,

Aw

m tv,it t&Mk'i

CLAPHAM WINS MATCn.
Honolulu, T. H., Dec. 29. Sara
, NOTICE OP PROBATE.
Clapham of England, light heavyNo.
defeated Bull
weight wrestler,
In
the
Probate Court,- State of New
Montana of Los Angeles, in two
of Bernalillo.
Mexico,
falls
here
County
last night.
straight
Clapham took the first fall In &S In the Matter of the Last will and
Testament of Nicholas M. Cuda
minutes and the second in 60 minbac, Deceased.
utes, 17 and 5 seconds.
To Cora E. Cudabae. Alfred Cuda
NOTICE
bae, Hiram
Cudabae, and To
AH Whom It Mny Concern:
After this date I will not be reare
You
sponsible for any bills contracthereby notified that a
ed by my wife.
Jack Ben tier.
paper purporting to be the last
will and testament of Nicholas M.
E. D. KIPP.
Jack Bentley, star pitcher of tnj
Cudabae, deceased, has this day
TO
STOP COUGHING AT NIGHT. been filed In the Bernalillo Probate
famous Baltimore
Oriole
team
When
and that said court has set
is
from
Court,
anyone
which walked away with the Intersuffering
affliction or has a cough the same for hearing at the court
national League race last year, ill bronchial
at house In Old Albuquerque, New
booked to pbiy in the majors next ihat lingers on and grows worse to
Mexico, at the hour of 10 o'clock a.
sc. n. Bentlay has announced ba night, the loss of sleep tends
m. on the 19th day of January,
will not play another year with th m0re serious the
1922, at which time and place any
longer it Is
team. .Jack Dunn, Oriol lected. Mrs. M. Suter,
647
person Interested may appear and
has refused big offers for .hrook Ave., Stratford, Conn., writes: show cause why the said will
Bentley, preferring to keep him as "Foley's Honey and Tar has given shujild not be admitted to probate.
severe
Witness my hand and the seal of
one of his aRgTepation of blir m ' Kreat reIle' fro
the said court on this 16th day of
It is believed now that tack of bronchitU." No medicine
the
higher throughout
December, 1921.
l
U will accept a bie purss for
as a family remedy for colds, (Seal)
FRED CKOLLOTT,
i,tIon
I
ri"g."&
coughs and croup. Bold everywhere.
Clerk.

fJ

Have You Enough of This
Wonder Working Sub
stance in Your Blood

M. Mandell, Clothiers ,lnc.

r
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December
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'Oman s Da ily
FANCY BLOUSE WITH SUIT SKIRT
MAKES SMART FASHION COSTUME

Maga ztne Page

Shoes! Shoes! Shoes!

BEAUTY CHATS

Social Calendar

By Edna Kent Forbca.

J

Friday,
ridge party at Alpha Chi
Omega house at 2:30 p. m.
Mrs. C. K. Carey will entertain
Woman's club chorus at 2:30 p. m.
Tea dance for rm itu at woman's club from 4 to 7 p. m.
Paul Faw will fclve dance at the
Country club at 8:30 p. m.

iSS STEARNS
15 MARRIED TO

BEN

f;

A:

H.v

iA

VIA

The business woman, and particularly the woman who tTaveli,
of the costume blouse. This season the suit blouse
knows
has been developed to the utmost and lovely blouses in eorgeoui colors
which blend or contrast with milady's suit disclose real costume creations when the suit coat is removed. Georgette fashions this model
pictured here. French blue and henna is the color combination. Net
and embroidered georgette form the front panel.
the-valu-e

THE BE ft GENERATION
By JAXE PHELrS

V

.

Off

Children's
Chairs

Off

25
42-Pie-

ce

Dinner
Sets, $8.25
. mm njQrwn

cot

HI
1 V

I;

317-32- 1

Co-Operat-

North Second

SILVER CITY.
President James F. Chambernorlain, of the New Mexico state vacamal school, spent the holiuay
Calif.
In
Pasadena,
tion visiting
Dr. and Mrs. E. A. Duncan, of El
Paso, 'spent Christmas week here,
guests of Mrs. Duncan's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Hann.
fiom iro M IBhOm nd tWO
sons, of Winchester, Mass., una iui&s
Ruth Lerch, of Scranton, pa.,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
M. Sully, or isarita ma, paremu ui
Mrs. Leghorn. Kenneth M. Sully, a
son, elso is visiting his parents,
making the trip from Gallup, where
he is chief engineer for the Gallup
American Fuel company.
Grant county boys wno spem mo
holiday vacation at home from the
New Mexico Military Institute at
Ralph Peters,
Roswell, Included
Abe Berenstein, Burton Cosgrove,
Herman Uhli, Walter Parks and
Frank Carrier,
Miss Helen Carrier, student at
the University of California, came
home from Berkeley to spend the
her par
ri.mnB inp(itfnn F. with
N. Carrier, of
ents, Dr. and Mrs,
Santa Rita,
L. H. Weir, of Community Service. Inc., with headquarters in New
York, Is here while making a tour
of the southwest.
Silver City Is much Interested in
the success being scored in filmland by King Gates, son of Mr. and
. Gates, until recently
Mrs. Frank
child was
residents here, where the
i
hA 1a hiit three
Km
years old, is appearing in the film
oy iwui
version of "penroa,
which Is being pro- Tarkington,
i ... .1.. sinyAwvn fnmnrntlon
UUUttU
r
Uy
at Culver City, a Los Angeles sub
urb.
Announcement Is made that the
m. T7imM THTinor r.nmnanv at
Gila, will resume operations at its
um ui
milling plant soon Isaiier mo
one of Grant
the year. This
infant Industries, which
bids fair to make a success. The
mill manuafctures two grades of
flour and several varieties or rarai
from wheat and corn grown in the
Gila valley, which products find a
readv home market.
Alllngham-Goldi- n
post of the
Inirlraa lofflnn Rllvnr CttV. has
the
officers
for
ensuing year
elected
as follows: utis k. wneeier, pui
commander; Benjamin H. Cooley,
rr--

,,t'.

wish.
It will stimulate the skin
and make it healthier and thus do
away with a tendency toward excessive perspiration.
It would be
harmful to stop the natural
amount of perspiration, so I never
advise the patent formulae that
come for this.

EXCESSIVE PERSPIRATIOX.
Several women have written to
asking why they
recently
should suffer from excessive persweather. In most
cold
in
piration
cases, I can see from the letters
that the cause Is nothing but nervousness.
Very few people know that
nerves have this curious effect upon the pores of the skin though,
of course, it Is common knowledge
that a nervous shock or a long
nervous strain will bring out a
cold and clammy moisture over the
face and hands. I know one woman of slightly emotional temperament who cannot wear gloves during a concert or an -- opera because
her hands get hot and wringing
wet. This Is simply due to a nervous reaction on her part, and It
Is quite common. People who have
very nervous
temperaments are
always bothered with perspiration
of the hands or under the arms.
I know of one excellent formula which will lessen excessive perspiration and which will neutralize any disagreeable odors. It la
perfectly simple and harmless and
is mado as follows:
3 oz.
Epsom Salts
2
Wheat Bran
pint
4 pints
Water
Mix this and let It stand over
night, then utraln and add four
ounces of the best quality bay rum.
You can use this as often as you
mo

liUMssJtkWsllI
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Sale of Ladies' and Misses' Shoes, Pumps
and Oxfords for
Pre-Invenlo-

3. H. H. : If you are 4 ft. 10 In.
high and weigh 120 pounds you
are, at least, 15 pounds overweight.
Your flesh Is soft because you have
too much of It on your body. The
best thing for you to do Is to diet
and to exercise as much as possible
until you have reduced. Then Instead of too much soft flesh you
will have firm muscle and you will
feel very much better.
Jane I..: If your complexion is
bad, taking two cakes of yeast a
day for a week will not show very
much Improvement. You will have
to keep on with this or any other
treatment for several weeks and
then you will have to go on for
several weeks after that before the
complexion Is perfect.
It is Impossible to make right In a short
time any condition that has been
going wrong for a long time.
The fine lines under the eyes
are
called
usually
laughing
wrinkles and do not necessarily
mean old age. Sometimes even
children have them. If you will
massage them with a flesh building cold cream you will be able to
make them seem less prominent.

ry

Saturday, Tuesday
and Wednesday

Includes all our high grade and latest style footwear, irt
all sizes and widths from AAA to E.
LOT

1

Broken lots of Misses'
Values up to $4.00.
i .
Your choice for
--

LOT 2

Kid

and

... . r. ........

LOT 3

SEE.EEPIKG

LOT 4

By LAURA A. KIRRMAN.

I.IKE

ly, rubbing

Dairy Ass'n
Phone 351

QO

tpJLsIO
-.

Ladies' Black and Erown Shoes, Pumps, and Oxfords. This
lot includes shoes valued up to $8.98.
3q QO
-.

...

vOsiO

14

Ladies' Shoes, in black and brown kid, and calf leathers;
high or military heel. Pumps and Oxfords, in black and
brown kid. Values up to $12.98.
Your choice

on

LOT 5

Includes Ladies' Shoes, Pumps and Oxfords, In black and
brown kid, high and military heels. Values
QQ
up to $16.00. Your choice. .

'4

tJJtl.iO

.'

ATTENTION: The above shoes cannot be purchased
from the manufacturers at above prices.

14

,

the drier, mix equal small amounts a waxed floor, It Is best simply to
of the oil and turpentine, add a apply the oil and turpentine (with
little drier nnd try out the mix- the Japan drier as above mentionture on a few Inches of floo." ed), not putting any wax on the
space as a test). This mixture floor. The oil and turpentine gives
Is
brings out the grain of the wood a soft, velvety finish which
and prevents subsequent grease more highly admired
by some
spots from showing on the floor ' housekeepers than a polished wax
as they would If wax were applied surface.
without previous oiling.
j
Now and then a Reader writes
me that she has put oil and tur- pentine on her floors and that it
has left a sticky surface; but when
I come to investigate I find that
she has put It over an old waxed
Burface and of course the wax
prevents the oil from being absorbed by the wood. It may be ap
plied, however, If the wax is almost entirely worn oft the floor,
The next step, after putting on
the two coats of oil and turpentine
(drying well after each application)
is to apply a good grade of wax
polish in the following manner:
Cover the entire floor with it, put- ting It on not too thickly with a
cloth and leaving It in this way
The next
overnight to harden.
morning apply a second coat of the
wax, again leaving it a while to
harden but this time only for n
few hours. All good wax polishes
have turpentine in them (usually
they are composed of beeswax,
paraffine and turpentine) and the
turpentine dissolves the surplus
wax, thus rendering the coating
uniform. After the second" coat of
wax has dried for a while, the
first polishing is begun. Do this
with ,a weighted brush, rubbing
with the grain of the wood snd
finishing with a woolen cloth tied
over the weighted brush.
After
this first waxing, your floor will
not need another coat until almoi-- t
a year, except an occasional rubbing with the weighted brush to
keep up the polish.
At the end of the year, apply
a second coat of wax just ss you
applied the first rleavlng It on
overnight to dry anp spread even- -

220

WEST CENTRAL AVE.
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Listen to Reason
ITH the

wis'dom of a sage, Poor Richar'd said: "If
you will not hear Reason, she will surely rap your,

knuckles."

J

GIRL MAYOR OF
OHIO VILLAGE 19
BOOTLEGGER FOE

- The advertising you find in this paper is 100 per cent
reason. Ignore its messages, and you neglect opportunity,
overlook vital information and put yourself in a way to
get your knuckles severely rapped. Heed them, and you
cannot fail to profit
"

Sfc

i

P

Sometimes, the advertisements keep you from making
an unwise purchase by pointing out the reasons why one
article suits you better, than another.

rria

OF AN UNBORN BABY
BY MEANS OF
X-R-

(Br th Alocltf d Press.)
New Haven. Conn.. Dec. 29. It
Is possible to determine the sex of
on tinhorn infant by observation
of
of . stage
......
. of the development
IT. the
inn V
lis Dones Dy means oi it..
Dr. J, W, Pryor, of the University
of Kentucky, v told the American
Association of Anatomists here to
day. He explained that the hones
Dr. Amy Kankonen.
of the female ossify quicker than
those of the male.
Dr. Amy Kankonen, twenty,
Dr. Pryor said no one yet had three, Is
preparing to assume ber
made a special study of the sub
office as mayor of the village of
had
own
observations
his
but
ject
Fairport, 0. She is believed to be
revealed to him a difference between the sexes as early as ten the younpest woman mayor in the
weeks before birth.
M

Shoes.

$4.98

a little more the
next morning, then polishing with
VARNISH FLOORS.
the weighted brush.
Several of my Readers have
If certain portions of your floor
written to say that they don't receive more wear than others and
want a varnished surface on their lose their wax polish, apply a little
hard wood floors, and would ap- warm wax to these worn down
parts through out the year as folpreciate an article on a wax treat- lows: Set your can of wax :n a
ment.
pan of boiling water until the wax
Assuming that the floor Is new, is slightly melted then rub a little
or has been recently scraped down of this warm wax on the worn
so that no finish of any fio.t re- spots of the floor with a soft cloth,
mains on It, or at least that it has polishing Immediately.
no varnish or wax upon it, proceed
Wax floors which have been
'
as follows:.
whitened
by water should be
First apply two coals of a mix- polished with a woolen cloth which
ture of equal parts of linseed oil has been warmed In the oven.
and turpentine with enough Japan
In homes where there are childrier In It to make It harden over dren or elderly people who might
night (to got the 'right amount of receive accidents from slipping on
YOTJ TOX'T

Metal

"

.-

Your choice

IF

Gun

Includes High Shoes, Pumps, and Oxfords, in brown and
black Kid, high or military heels.
QO AO
.
tPAsWO
Values up to $5.98. Your choice, .

j

And always they identify for you goods of unquestioned value. When a store or manufacturing concern puts
its name on goods and tells you about them, you may be
sure that they are worth consideration. It does not pay to
advertise merchandise that is not good.

-

The high standard of quality we have established
for our products will absolutely be maintained
through the coming year. ' Our aim is to raise our
quality and serve you better.'
We thank you for your patronage and
olicit a continuance of tame.

Albuquerque

The marriage of Miss Lois Miles
Stearns, daughtepof Mi--, and Mrs.
Charles H. Stearns of this city, and
Benjamin Rupert Kennedy of Canton, S. D., took place yesterday
noon at the Stearns home at 600
North Eleventh street. The wedding ceremony was performed by
the Rev. W. A. Guy, pastor of the
Christian church.
The ceremony which was performed before a large Christmas
tree In the rooms gay with holiday
decorations was witnessed by about
friends of the
thirty relatives and
young couple. A number of
gu'ests were present for
the wedding. An elaborate luncheon was served after the ceremony.
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy left Immediately for Chicago where their
romance began three years ago
while they were both students ai
After
Northwestern university.
nnnrilnir two wepks In Chicago
where
to
Canton
they
they will go
will make their home. Mrs. u. a.
Kennedy, mother of the bridegroom, who came west for the
wedding, Will return later.
Mrs. Kennedy is a New Mexico
charm and
girl of considerable
ability as a dramatlo reader. She
nttonrtoH thn Htnta unlversitv In
Albuquerque and was graduated
from the Northwestern school of
oratory In 1920. She is a member
of Phi Mu and Zeta Phi Eta soShe has been teaching
rorities.
school In Albuquerque for the past
year and a nair. Nr. Kenneayuni-is
a graduate of Northwestern
versity and a member of Sigma
Alpha Epsllon fraternity. He belongs to one of the prominent
families of South Dakota.

and
adjutant and finance officer, The
Dr. O. 3 Westlake, historian.
which
post has a large membership,
It is planned to increase materially
In the next several weeks.
Silver City chapter No. !, Royal
Arch Masons, has elected the fol- nr tViA
i
nii!ntr
lUWIIlg I'l'iic".
yearr Melvln H. Porterfleld, high
priest; Henry Giets, King; rrans
CUT THIS OFT. TT IS WORTH Vesely,
scribe; J. W. Carter, treasSIOXEY
Charles W. Holson, secretary;
urer;
Cut out this slip, enclose with Be A. n. Morrow, sentinel. The new
and mail it to Foley & Co., 2835 Lofflcers were duly Installed this
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writ- week.
Prinianf nptnl ftVfmtfl Of thO
ing your name and address clearly.
You will receive In return a trial holiday i'son in Silver City were
package containing Foley's Honey tka nniinl hall nf Sliver Cltr chap
and Tar Compound for coughs, ter No. 3, Order of the Eastern Star,
colds and croup;
Foley Kidney on Monday night, followed New
Pills for pains in sides and back; Year's eve by the annual charity
rheumatism, backache, kidney and ball of the Silver city woman s
bladder ailments; and- Foley
club.
Tablets, a wholesome and
thoroughly cleansing cathartic for MAY DETERMINE SEX
headbiliousness,
constipation,
aches, and sluggish bowels. Sold
everywhere.

.

KENNEDY

PERSONAL NOTES
OF THE STATE

"The dear! The little dear," she
MARGARET SEES JOAX ATOP
THE BIS,
said softly to herself as sne resumed her walk. "I wonder what
Chapter 62.
fihe would have said had she seen
home
In
her
had been
Mr;aret
me? That was a sweet looking
so
was
but
already
only three days
girl with her, nice and sensible
In love with It that she had conlooking. I'm simply dying to know
sidered selling her home before the all
her friends, and to see her, but
had asked for haJ I won't
year's grace she would
give In to the feeling."
to
want
she
Never
expired.
she told Janet that It
return to the colorless life she had Afterward
had been one of the hardest things
led for so many years.
ever did to restrain herself
She was strolling down Fifth she
running after that bus.
Avenue when she decided to so from
"You sec, Janet, I must get used
write the people who had rented It to my freedom
before Joan knows.
and were bo anxious to purchase. If I don't nhe will make me feel
She was pleasantly conscious that foolish and- - silly and old again.
people as they passed looked at But, if I have time to let the deher; that some of them turned for licious senso of freedom soak In I
a second look. She was wearing a shall
be proof against even her
mart tailored suit fur trimmed
disgust because her mother wants
She
Fall.
was
it
early
although
wore one deep pink rose tucked In to be young and have a good
the front of her coat and a small time."
"I can see where Joan gets at
toque with wing of the same shade. least
a bit of her originality. Who
She looked exceedingly smart
but
you would ever have thought
and knew it.
as you have done beof
cerdoing
Why shouldn't sheT She
Most people
for her cause of a child.
tainly had paid enoughwhen
she would have done as they pleased
costume, she thought
sure
am
I would.
aw the approving glances of the regardless. J
women who passed; tlie admiring I'd like to see myself acting In
ones of the men. It was nice to that manner toward Ted."
"You forget that Joan's bringing
be correctly gowned, hatted and
booted. It gave one confidence.
up has bean different."
woman!"
she
a
"I wonder If yofl ever regret giv"What stunning
heard one of two women say M ing her the complete freedom you
And the un- have, Margaret; if you would do
they passed her
grudging admiration in the voice differently If you- had your life
own
sex made her with her to live over?"
one
of
her
of
"No I don't think so, Janet. I
happy. It Is an axtom that women seldom give expression to real still feel that every human being
Admiration of another woman,
should
be given the right of
Am Xforfrarnt
Amprpnil frnm nnfl
It is one reason I am
of the shops a bus passed. There willing to face Joan's displeasure,
was something familiar about one That I have not done this before
of the occupants of the front seat has been in part owing to my
atop. She looked again, then ns
In her, my desire that
she told Janet, "ducked into the she should have all I missed. In
Not donlg this, and In my love for and
store again." It was Joan.
yet was Margaret ready to let her interest in her, I overlooked the
daughter know she was' In town. fact that I too was a human beBut from tTis snelter of the door- ing and so entitled also to live my
way she watched the bus until it own life Instead
of one which
was out of sight, a longing to run
reflected my motherhood.
after It and clasp Joan In her arms simply
No, I don't regret anything I have
causing her eyes to mist, her heart done in regard to Joan unless it
to beat more quickly.
may be the attitude toward me
my own actlonB have allowed her
to take. It really Isn't her fault
that she considers me old, too old
to enjoy the things that young
people enjoy, i allowed her to
take that attitude by dressing and
acting old. That I did it because
df lack of Interest In everything
save ner, excuses ncr. but not me.
I wronged myself. I see it now."
"You want to get on your knees
25
ana tnank uoa you saw It before
It was too late," Janet Walters
said gaily, yet Margaret knew she
meant It.
"I have," was Margaret' serious
response.
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to the president.
If adopted in its essential detail
It is believed it will effect a saving to the federal
treasury of about $1,000,000 a day and at the same
time result in Increased efficiency.
So far as the
scope of the scheme has been announced there are
three chief recommendations to be made:
Creation of a department of defense by consolidation of all the activities of the army and navy
This will mean a new cabinet post ta
departments.
be headed by a secretary of defense,, assisted by undersecretaries representing the army and navy.
Creation of a department of public welfare, to
administer public health, soldier relief, welfare and
education.
Elimination of alt duplication by transference of
varoua bureaus doing the same work under the same
head.
Consolidation of the war and navy departments
at once suggests itself as a logical step since both
are designed for the same purpose, protection of the
Interests of the United States. The name suggested,
department of defense, is also in harmony with the
Armies and navies are to be
modern thought.
maintained only for defense, if the laudable hope
of the world is to be realized.
When completed the plan will undergo the
scrutiny of the president and cabinet and then will
be submitted to congress. It may be subjected to
alterations but the primary purpose, elimination or
duplication and the promotion of business management in government, should be sufficient to obtain
its enactment. That it is ready for congress so
soon is early fulfillment of the pledge of economy
and introduction of business methods made by the
president. It is evidence that promises are binding,
In the view of the administration.
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The longer Germany puts off the Installment
collector of the war indemnity the more It will boost
her contention that she must sell goods abroad to
raise money.
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Chicago's chief of police says he will make the
town so dry that It will squeak. He should start with
a dry cleaning for the police department.

THE REORGANIZATION,
When President Harding declared
for "mere
business in government" he selected Walter F.
Brown of Toledo to work out a plan of
departments In order to eliminate overlapping
functions.
It has been well knwn that various bureaus duplicated work and that this resulted in a
lack of economical management.
After months of
investigation Mr. Brown has prepared a plan for
reorganization which Is about ready to be submitted
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were strong as a result of Russian
relief purchases and the reduction
of the government crop estimate.
Oats advanced in response mainly
to the government report.
Sharp declines in the hog market
weakened provisions,
Closing prices:
Wheat
May,
$1.17; July,

(Br The Aanoclated Freia.)
New York, Dec. 29 Resumption
the selling movement to establish income tax losses and weakness $1.06.
Corn May, 55c; July, B6c.
among specialties) whose position
Oats May, 39 c; July, 40 c.
has long been a matter of conjecLard Jan., $8.70; May, $9.10. J,
ture, provoked considerable irregRibs
Jan., $7.90; May, $8.05,
ularity in today's stock market.
Another adverse development of
'
NEW
YORK COTTON.
considerable significance, since it
Involved a local institution, was
New York, Dec. 29. Cotton futhe suspension of the Banca Itali-an- a
di Sconto of Rome, which op- tures closed steady. Jan., 18.81;
numerous
erated
branches through- March, 18.75; May, 18.31; tuly,
17.80; Oct.. 16.90.
out Europe and South America,
Other foreign contributions to
LIBERTY BONDS. '
the day's budget of financial incidents included the weekly report
New York. Dec. 29. Liberty
of the Bank of England Rhowing a
bomis closed:
$94.20; firg 4s,
strengthening of liabilities, the
French bank statement, which re- $97,10 bid; second 4s $96.60; first
$97.06; second
$96.1;
ported large expansions In note cir
$97.46:
fourth 414sJ
culation and discounts, and Berlin third
another enor-- l $97.16; ictory
advices indicating
$100.06; Vic
s, jiuu.us
mous Increase in the issue of paper.
I
marks.
The money market Imposed no
NEW YORK MONEY.
restraints upon constructive ef- New York. Dec. 29. Call money
forts. Call money opened at 5 per
cent and held at that rate through
Firm. High, low, ruling rate and
out the session, while time funds last loan, 5 per cent; closing bid,
for the shorter dates were plcnti 4 to 5 per cent.
Time loans Firm. Sixty and 90
ful.
Ralls were strengthened by the days and six months, 5 to 5
per
extra 8 per cent dividend on Dela cent; prime mercantile paper, 5 to
cent.
ware, Lackawanna & Western ana 5
per
publication of numerous November
statements of earnings, some of
FOREIGN EXCHANGE,
which offered ground for encourNew York, Dec. 29. Foreign ex.
agement.
Among equipments, steels, oils, change irregular. Great Britain
motors and miscellaneous shares, demand, $4.19;
cables. $4.20.
the movement became more unset- France demand, 8.01;
cables,
tled with the progress of the ses- 8.01. Italy demand, 4.18; cable.
sion. Pressure was most effective 4.28. Belgium demand,
7.66;
Motors, coppers cables. 7.66. Germany demand,
against General
and
.'cables.
metals
Holland
and other
specialties, .64;
de.
such as Columbia
Graphaphone maud, 36.66; cables, 36.71. Nor0 way demand,
15.90.
Sweden depreferred. Bales amounted to
shares.
mand, 24.95. Denmark
demand,
' The
Italian bank failure caused 19.80. Switzerland demand. 19.50.
a sharp decline in the local quota- ispain demand, 14.92. Greece de
tion for lire, but much of the loss mand, 4.20. Argentine
demand,!
was recovered later. French and S3.R0. RrH7.il rtevnnnrt 18(V TWnr,-in
eased
also
real.
Belgian exchanges
sympathy, but sterling and Dutch
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
bills were firm.
Victory notes were strongest of
Liberties
war
domestic
the
Chicago, Dec. 29. Potatoes'
Issues,
easing for the most part. Railroad Market firm. Receipts 27 cars.
bonds continued to strengthen, Total IT. S. shipments, 367. Northespecially the various convertible ern white, sacked, $2.002.20 cwt.;
United Kingdom of Red rivers, sacked, $1.8001.85
offerings.
reacted to the news or cwt.; Idaho Russets sacked, $2.40
Italy
the financial crisis in Home, roiai- cwt.; Minnesota, $2.00 cwt.
sales, par value, aggregated $18,KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
775.000.
Closing nriceB:
Kansas City, Dec. 18. Eggs- American Beet Sugar......, Z
33
Market 2c lower. Firsts, $9c; sec
American Can
44
&
Ref
American Smelting
onds, 30c.
g..
Butter Market unchanged.
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 33
114
American Tel. & Tel
Poultry Firm. No chango in
13
American Zinc
prices.
49
Anaconda Copper
91
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
Atchison
34
Baltimore & Ohio
1
57
Bethlehem Steel "B"
Chicago Livestock.
22
Butte & Superior
Chicago, Dec. 29. Cattle
48
Good to best steers),
12,000.
California Petroleum
120
medium
Canadian Pacific
grades slow to
steady;
301
d
steers, $9.25;
Central Leather
lower;
55
heifers firm;
steers
&
and
Ohio
yearling
Chesapeake
18
some
&
St.
Mil.
steer
Paul
neld above
yearlings
Chicago.
27
bulk fceef steer, $8.75
$10.00:
Chino Copper
25
8.10; she stock and stoukws steady;
Colorado Fuel & Iron
65
bulls 15e to 25c hitl er; veal calves
Crucible Steel
7
,
25c higher.
Cuba Cane Sugar
10'4
Hogs Receipts 59,000. Market
Erie
75
25c
35c
lower than yesto
Great Northern pfd
unevenly
40
terday's average to shippers and
Inspiration Copper
64
butchers off
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
traders;
heavy
yard
26
most. Top, $8.10 for underweights;
Kennecott Copper
150
...108
&
Nashvlll
to
Louisville
kinds, $8.00:
113
bulk 180 to
Mexican Petroleum
average,
27
$7.60
7.90; bulk 220 to
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
JJ1
hogs. $7.15ia7.50; pigs mostly 26o
Montana Power
lower, top $8.25.
7414
New York Central
Sheep Receipts 15,000. MarKet
78Vi generally
Northern Pacific
steady. Fat lambs to
packers early, $11.2511.65; sevPennsylvania .
15
Consolidated
loads
held higher; good
Rav
eral
Copper....
fat ewe
yearlings, $10.25;
Reading
fj
61
ReDubllc Iron & Steel
top early, $5.35; no choice lights
21
&
Sinclair Oil
Refining
sold; good comeback feeder lambs
'
Southern Pacific
early, $10.60.
18
Southern Railway
81
Kansas City Livestock.
Studebakcr Corporation
j
Kansas City. Dec. 29. Cattle-Rec- eipts
Texas Company.
2
Beef steers steady
Tobacco Products
4,800.
125
to 15o lower, some off 26o. Top
Union Pacific
3
heavies $8.25; early sales, $5.85'
United States Steel
62
Utah Copper
7.90; bulls mostly 10c to 15o hlgh- -.
er; bulk, $3.50 4.00; some heavy
CHICAGO BOARD OP TnADE. butchers, 84.50; other classes uneven but mostly steady; cows, $3.75
29. Assertions
Chicago, Dec.
4.50; best cows, $4.755.00;
that n liberal amount of wheat cutters, $2.252.60; most cutters,
would be bought for Russian relief $3.00 3.50; practical top on veal-er- s,
did a good deal today to strengthen
$4.50; medium to choice stock
the wheat market. Closing prices
steers, $5.25(96.50.
c to
Market
nlthnueh unsettled, were
7,000.
Hogs Receipts
net higher with May $1.17
uneven but generally 25e higher;
to
1.17
t
and July $1.06
took all of the best 150 to
c off to shippers
Corn finished
hogs at $7.807.85;
$1.06.
c ad bulk of sales. $7.25 7.60; packer
c to
c to
(Sin un. oats
to
vance and provisions unchanged
ton $7.35; packing sows, $5.60,..
12c lower.
5.76; pigs 25c lower, top $7.60.
TTntnrna tn the VftlUft of Wheat
Sheep Receipts s.uuo. lulling,
were preceded by a brief display of classes generally
steady. Ewes,
of
weakness due to bearish aspects
$4,250)4.50;
light fed yearling;
on
tne
the government report
wethers, $9.50; fed western lambs,
rrnn. Rallies, however, ensued $11.25.
owing largely to generally accepted
Denver Livestock.
opinions that tne governmentwould
todav on the 1922 crop
Denver, Dec. 29. Cattle RenrnvA hulltah. Later a report was ceipts 600. Market strong, higher.
circulated that 15,000,000 to 18,- - Beef steers, $6.00 7.25; cows and
000.000 bushels of wheat would ne heifers. $4.506.00;
calves, $7.00
9.00; bulls, $2.50(9 3.50; stockers
acquired for Russia. It was at this
the
of
day
that
prices
top
and
feeders, $4.506.00.
juncture
were reached, and denials ' that
2.000.
Market
Hogs Receipts
more than 6.000,000 bushels would 15a to 25c lower. Top, $7.60; bulk,
much
cause
to
failed
be bought
$6.90587.35.
reaction in the final dealings. The
Sheep Receipts 2,100. Market
government report on winter wheat opened 15c lower. Lambs, $7.75
and
close
was received after' the
feeder
10.15; ewes, $3.50 4.25;
was construed by some authorities lambs, $8.609.00.
as bearish because it showed a
slightly better condition than, ex- HAD KIDNEY TROUBLE TEN
YEARS.
pected and a larger acreage.
In the corn marKet jjecemuer
Don't give up hope If you art
delivery was under pressure from suffering from backache, rheuhedging sales, but May and July matic pains, stiff swollen Joints,
always tired feeling, pains in groin
and muscles or other symptoms of
laughed! The Fox slunk off home kidney trouble. J. T. Osborn, R. F.
his
tall
between
with his
legs.
D. No. 1, Lucasville, 0 writes; "I
And if the automobile doesn't had kidney trouble for 10 years. I
Jump over the lamp post when tried all kinds of kidney remedies
the policeman wants it to stop at but
did me no good. I took one
the corner drug store for a drink bottletheyof Fnlev KMrlnev pni
nfl
of water, I'll tell you next about i they helped me so much I am well
Uncle Wlgglly's surprise.
now." Sold everywhere.
of

The Journal has Insisted for two years that there
in New Mexico, more
Is an Invisible Government
powerful than the duly constituted state. The control of this group has been so complete that it has
been able, most of the time, to prevent any serious
f
agitation on the surface. Everything has been made
to appear serene, while this group has worked its
will.
The
prince of Germany is said to be
The Taxpayers' Association and the Journal did unhappy in exile. It is hoped so.
succeed in stirring the water somewhat on the mine
"
tax question and a little progress toward the
A
sertlng of authority by the state was made.
physical appraisal of the mines is now in progress
In spite of every effort of the Invisible Government
THE CRY OF THE WASTE.
to prevent it. It was an awful row for such small There is no cry to me like the silent cry of the
accomplishment, but the significance of it lay in the
of infinite
fact that the Invisible Government was compelled It speaks of infinite calm; It breathes
haste;
to make concessions to popular opinion.
of
the things
It tells of things that are gone; It tells
Our fight on the Land Office has borne some!
to be
of
last lone
the
of
flush
at
Of
world
the
dawn,
the
Invisible
Government has kept
fruit. For years the
twilight sea.
$1,000,000 of funds In the hands of the land commissioner to be handed out as "pap" to the banks It haunts me wher'er I go, bustle of road or mart,
Thus many of the banks were In the purple huah of the night I hear it sing in
without Interest.
my heart.
held In line. The land commissioner has turned
the earth's first cry, and lo, it shall be the
over $800,000 to the state treasurer since Oct. 1. It was last.
The When the pulseless orb shall plunge back to the
in his possession.
He still holds $203,000
ees
Bile,
It Is only
$800,000 now bears $ per cent interest.
plumbless vast.
New Tork Herald,
a little progress but it shows again some concession
to popular demand.
But the control of that invisible inner group is
The governor of the state secmi
still profound.
wholly incapable of breaking away from its dominTHOSE BRIGHT BUILDING INSPECTORS.
ation. On the face of the record there Is no doubt
New York's building department can tell a dethat the state treasurer has been guilty of a felony fective structure the instant It collapses. Wall
in connection with the failure of the Santa Fe Bank, Street Journal,
yet the governor refuses to call a special session of
r
OH, SAY CAN YOU SZET
the legislature to Impeach him. Why? Invisible
Dr. Sze, of China, has asked me arms conference
He's still there!" mewed
away!
hands restrain him.
to end the Boxer payments. A formal protest is exKittle.
At the State Insane Hospital at Las Vegas Is a pected from Mr. Dempsey. Life.
"So he is!" said Uncle Wiggily.
"I saw him myself that tlmo. 1
situation which appears to "stink to heaven."
HOW ABOUT YOUR EXEMPTION?
wonder how I can make him go
Weeks ago a committee appointed by the governor
WALT
MASON.
Next year, a man who has an income of $8,500
Bj
away?"
to Investigate, made a private report to the governa year will not have to pay an income tax provided
"Maybe I could play a trie!: on
or. Where is the report? What did it contain? It he has ten small children. Houston Post.
him," mewed the pussy girl.
O O O
THE CRITICS.
in
In
Is the business of the people, presumedly, yet not
or
"How?" asked Uncle Wiggily.
sawing
singing I do the
WITH HIS POCKETS TURNED OUT.
best I can. No matter what you're
"Well," went on Kittie, "have
a word Is given out nor any step taken, so far ai
An excellent figurehead for battleships would be
The
critics
the critics will upstand,
gather round me
you a head of cabbage in the bunwe can learn, to correct the evil. Does the Invisible a formal design of a weeping taxpayer.
Kingston when I would play my harp, at- doing and beshrewing,
to say you galow?" Uncle Wiggily had plenty
Government of the Kingdom of San Miguel stay the Whig.
canned.
If you are of them, and brought one for the
tempting to confound me with should befences
hand of the governor?
they'll say your pussy girl. "I'm going to make a
caustio words and sharp; they do painting
PEROXIDE AN EARLY DISCOVERY.
taste in paint would shock our sort of scarecrow, or image, that
Evidences accummulate that the hand of the
Syn not like the manner in which I seven
Synthetic gold ought to come eventually.
senses, and make an artist will look a little like one of us,"
Invisible Government reaches into the office of tha thetlo goldon hair was old in Horace's time.
hold my lyre; I smite it with a faint. And they will rate you said Kittle, "I'll make it look like
Travelling Auditor and controls the reports of that Chicago News.
spanner, and that stirs up their soundly if you are frying grease, you, I guess, Uncle Wiggily. Then
ire.
"Your pomes are punk and and the will roast you roundly if when I have it made I'll open the
official.
IT MAY RE. BUT JIM ISN'T.
the busy critics say; you are herding geese. There al- front door and toss it out. The
Support by the Invisible Government has made
When a thing Is "unspeakable" to Senator Reed hollow,"
you try to follow ways are the knockers who watch Fox will think it is real, he'll make
"why
the First National Bank of Albuquerque so rich and he proceeds to let loose a flood of language. Toledo where don't
Homer led the way?" And you while you toll, repairing cane-sea jump for it and I can slip out
rough-sho- d
over
all
Blade.
ride
officials
once they used to peeve me, but
powerful that its
or harrowing the the Pack door and run home,
rockers,
O o o
ons
now
of
care
An
no
cannot
Indictment
I
who refuse to bend the knee.
whoop; they
soil; but if you keep on doing the
"A good trick, Kittle!" laughed
TRUTH.
AN AGE-OLvex or grieve me, or place me in best that youj know how,
their Uncle Wiggily.
of its officials in New Mexico would be as impossible
You have to be an old man before you believe a the
evermore
I'm
For
ceaseless
soup.
So
should
Kittle took the head of cab
as to make the sun stand still. When they crossed fellow ought to work and sate while young.
clinging to one
plan: never cloud your brow.
bage and then faking the "eyes'
the Arizona line they got somewhat beyond the In- Fltchburg Sentinel. O O O
fluence of the Invisible Government.
DISREPUTABLE AND DISCREDITED.
But he ran after her and Kittle
The present ruffling of the surface in New MexGermany says she cannot pay the reparation, but
raced on ahead, her little heart
Arizona
the trouble is that a liar isn't believed even when ho
ico Is due to the hooking of big fish by an
beating very fast.
An explanation must be given. Bo a tells the truth. Shoe Oand Leather Reporter.
On she leaped through the
grandjury.
O O
woods
until suddenly she saw, Just
terrific assault is started against the Journal. By
WAY TO PROHIBIT.
THE
ahead of her, fthe hollow stump
some unknown and unseen method we controlled
Violators of the prohibition law in Chicago are
B.
Howard
Carta
bungalow of Uncle Wiggily.
By
being haled into court at the rate of several hundred
Judge and district attorney and grar.djury and
"Oh, Uncle Wiggily!
Uncle
a
to
This
of
way
prohibit
helping
day.
It
prohibition
a fictitious indictment of these officials.
Wiggily! Please let me In Quick
is such a good one that it seems strange that the
Copyright, 1821, by McClure
or
Fox
Is all very absurd. We had nothing to do with It. police haven t
the
will
me!"
mewed
get
Newspaper Syndicate.
thought of it before. Springfield
Kitty Kat, scratching on the door
These officials merely covered too much territory Republican.
GovWIGCILY AND KITTIE'S with her claws. '
UNCLE
Invisible
of
the
influence
the
and got beyond
THICK.
Uncle Wiggily opened the door,
ernment.
in bounced Kittie and she slammed
Dust is now being kicked up to fill the eyes of
Kittle Kat, the little pussy girl, the door shut so quickly that she
was on her way home from the almost pinched the bunny's
the people while the Invisible Government persuades
pink
hollow stump school where she nose.
THE CONCERT OF THE AMERICAS.
its governor not to allow these men to be delivered
had recited to the lady mouse
Cincinnati
the
(From
Enquirer.)
"What's
Mr.
asked
your
forced
is
The
hurry?"
Journal
authorities.
to the Arizona
Challenging the interested attention of superior teacher almost the last lesson of Longears.
to bear the brunt of this effort. This paper must statesmanship the movement to establish a concert the year.
"The Fox! He's coming after
"For it will be a New Year on me!"
be silenced by some method, however brutal. Will of the Americas is again under way. Not even the
Kittie dropping her
momentous achievements
Washington confer- Sunday," the lady mouse teacher box ofgasped
the people allow this to happen? These men com- ence can vie in importanceof the
paints on the floor.
with this dream which had told the animal children, ' and
us
with
to
silence
no
us
money.
effort
"Nonsense!
I
don't see any Fox,"
by
pliment
paints American continental unity as desirable and we shall have a little holiday. Then
old
Uncle Wiggily, looking from a
jumped,
The ice Is possible.
The people should feel encouraged.
you may all blow your New Year said
side
window.
"No
KitFox
at
The
time
for
the
all,
International
deliberations
New
Fox
of
great
horns."
breaking up. There is hope that the people
tle.
have superseded everything else, but the policy of
you sure you didn't
The animal
unlike dream Are
children,
Mexico will yet come into their own. Do not rock the present
it?"
administration more firmly to cement some
you real children, went to
the boat.
the relations between the United States and all Latin school of between
"How could I dream in the day- out of a potato she fastened them
Christmas
and
America has not been lost sight ot for a moment. New Year's.
light when I was walking along?" on the face of the cabbage.
But they did not asked
So far as America is concerned it is one of the bigKittle. "I did see the Fox
course!
war.
Of
"Now some ears of corn," she
denies
the
The
have to study very hard in fact.
starting
gest questions in the world.
said, and Uncle Wiggily gave them
there was a great deal of fun in and he chased me."
It was forced on him when Belgium Invaded
It is said that a
congress will meet the hollow stump
"Well, he Isn't here now," to her. Kittie fastened the ears
school.
shortly after the adjournment of the Limitation of
corn on the head of cabbasie.
'I had fun." mewed Kittle as spoke Uncle Wiggily, again look- of con
Armaments Conference, the meeting probably to be
from
the
side window. Truly "I
make a mouth with my red
ing
she
was
walked
'It
softly
along.
busmean
called
the
Chile.
will
conference
Not quite as much interest Just now over back iness IsbyindicatedThat
lots of fun when the ladv mouse enough no Fox was in sight and paints and with, pink paint I can
C.
the
in
of
Herbert
appointment
for a
reason he had hidden make your twinkling nose," said
pay as there is in how long it will be before the old Hoover to succeed Secretary Mellon as chairman of teacher let me make a funny face himselfgood
under a bush, not far from the pussy girl, and this she did.
on the big sheet of paper with my
the International High Commission.
pay comes back.
Soon she had something that
the
bunny's bungalow.
The desirability of the closest possible relations box of paints."
like a rabbit.
Kittle was carrying home with or "I'll Just wait here until Kittle looked a little
between the United States and Latin America should
Opening the front door Kittie
Uncle Wiggily comes out." said
TRIBUTES TO "MARSE HENRY."
be obvious.
Trade is enhanced by friendship. In her a box of colored paints that
rolled out the head of cabbage
the past there have been matters which have in- had been given her for Christmas. the Fox to himself, as he crouched with
its potato eyes, Its ears of
the next day was the last one down, "and then I'll get one of corn and
"Marse Henry" celebrated Christmas with hla clined our southern neighbors to entertain suspic- As
its painted nose and
them."
ions of our motives. These disturbing factors In for the year, Kittle was taking her
kindred spirits of the editorial pen, Dana, Greeley, the way of complete accord largely have been re- paints home with her to paint a After a while KIttle's heart did mouth.
"Oh, there's Uncle Wiggily! I'll
Chllds, Bowles, Halstead and the rest, with whom moved. It is now possible to develop friendliest re- little picture for her brother Jole. not beat so fast and as she grew get him!" howled the
Fox as he
or vigorous oppon- lations and establish a trade bond with the nations
And when Kittle was going more quiet she was less frightened. sprang from the bush and raced
he engaged as cumarde-in-arm- s
I
Fox
of
guess
the
has
the
can
which
south
underan
maybe
the
woods
disturb,
nothing
wondering
through
after the rolling head of
ent In the old days when he was one of the great
standing for mutual benefit, which ultimately will what sort of a picture she would gone," she said to Uncle Wiggily. Then Kittle slipped out cabbage.
of the
I can go home, now, with my back door and ran
personal forces in American Journalism and a moul link the' United States, Latin America and Canada paint for her brother,
all of a sudsafely home,
der of thought whose Influence was felt around the together as the world's most independent and pow- den there was a rustling in the paints."
while Uncle Wiggily stayed safely
The American states- bushes and out leaped the old
"I guess so," spoke the bunny. in his bungalow.
world. His writings helped as tremendously in re' erful political combination.
man who will make the
But when Kittle started out of the
of this Interna- Fuzzy Fox.
And you can Imagine how angry
storing harmony between the north and south as tional allocation his causeadvocacy
and carry it to vlctoy
"Oh. dear!" mewed Kittle, and front door, suddenly the old Fox that Fox was when
he found out
in the days of the war they had bolstered up the will rank higher than that rare genius who made she gave such a quick Jump and a popped out from
behind the bush. he had been fooled by Kittie's
Victoria Empress ot India.
run that the Fox couldn't get her.
courage of the Confederacy.
dear.
He
"Oh,
hasn't gone trick. And how Unclei Wiggily
Henry Watterson was a commander of words as
well as of men and he marshalled them into sen'
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
(Copyright 1821 by George llttthew Adams Trade Mark Registered U. 8. Patent Office)
The impress he
V tences of conquering strength.
made upon the world of his time Is attested by
I i
i
.
tributes from the press and men high in publie life.
Political partisan and opponent alike admired him.
His death la felt as a personal loss In every news
paper office in the land.
re-a- s-
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INCOME PROPERTY
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You

will agree that this is a
mighty good value when you
look it over.
Eight rooms, nice porches, fireplace, plenty
large
closets,
basement with laundry tubs,
etc., gas; large lot, sidewalks,
shade trees, lawn, garage; best
of location.
Near Robinson
Park. Terms.

1

furnished
nicely
modern house, with three can- vassed-i- n
sleeping porches and
screened
front porch;
large
garage, sheds, walks, shade.
Fine location In Highlands,
Hents for $93.00 per month.
Owner leaving town and will
sell complete for 14,750,

HURRY

REAL BUY. Completely furnished,
brick, two sleeping porches, fire
feaplace, good floors built-iA

D, T, KINGSBURY,

m

REALTOR

n

tures, all modern improvements,
located close to Central Avenue.
Best location in Highlands.
Jf. (lAffUU
ni,rciduii t uiiinui!
120 S. Fourth. Albuquerque, N. M.

Loans and Insurance.

.

210 W. Gold.

rbone

907--

BIDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the West) ren
white stucco bungalow, ders sudden servlo on Kodak finishing
$4,000
built-i- n
feature!, to
loora,
hardwood
people who demand quality. Work
Fourth ward, new.
before 11 a. m. nailed same nay.
6 p . m. mailed noon next
14,000 Double cottage, three rooml, bath, Work In nature
Address work to
on
aide,
aach
completely
day,
glassed porch
THB RED ARROW,
furnished, rente for $80 per month!

Las Vegas
Albuquerque
(We want a repreaentatlrt in iojk
cement block bungalow,
$6,000
bookcase, territory.)
modern, fireplace, built-i- n
buffet, furnace; Fourth ward.
H.

East Central.

A. TWSXMM, Realtor
J"insurance
all Its brunches, loans,

"SOME BARGAINS"

In

Ill

frame
flame

Surety Uonds.
South Fourth Street. Next to T. O.
Thone 614.

adobe,

'

LEAVING THE CITY.

$1,100
......... .$1,250
$1,500

large lot.,.

modern, 4th ward. $3,500

Mcdonald
Real Entate

i worsiiam.
Insurance.

house, Phono 00G-108 6. Third.
Owner will sell
modern except heat. Well
in
In,
high
T.nrated close
lands. This is a snap. The price to
AUTOMOBILE,
once
is
at
oniy
it
mpve
?iTxiCJrlay cult for used" ForUaT
North High.
R0LLIN E, GUTHRIDGE
TO TKAJJK-Go- od
WANTED
truck for
314 W. Gold
touring oar. R. N., Journal.
Phone 1023
O. K.
six-roo- m

fur-.i.h-

f

.6

EXPERT
Radiator
Repairing.
Sheet Motal Wurkg, 218 North Third.
llulcit
FORBALF,
louring car;
HOW MUCH RENT
firat-cius- a
Co.,
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
city.
Have You Paid This Year?
Ford delivery truck
FUR SALE 1020
with top and curtains.
Inquire 410
and
Figure it up then come
West Central.
brick we
room
five
the
buy
FOR SALE Some extta good used cars;
have; small cash payment, balMcintosh Auto Co $08
easy terms.
ance like rent. It pays to pay Went
Central.
the rent to yourself.
MUST SELL, at once, leaving town,
uldsmobile, In
GOBER, SHORT & GOBER
fine condition. Phone 2120-220 West Gold
or car;
Used Kurd chassis
WANTED
reasonable: pay cash.. Call after e
o'clock or Sundays, at 609 South First.
FOR SALE Oldsmobile six, In excel
WANTED Position
a bargain: cash or
lent condition;
terms. 1304 West Central, phone
as salesman; expen-ence1VANTKU-Posit- ion
Journal.
Address B.N.,care
FOR SALE Will sell Chevrolet touring
"
car reasonable, or will trade for voru
wants position,
PRACTICAL" NURSE
charges reasonable. Mrs. Uarter, 04 runabout. 302 South Broaden.
South Third.
BTuRAGE Several spaces yet open. $3
per month: drive over and see me. Kin:
MAN WITH CAR desires reliable connections to handle good selling proposition. Avenue Auto Laundry, 710 Kent, phone
064.
Addreas Box 81. care Journal.
and FOR BALE Ford light truck, $150; oneWE AUU1T. CHECK. OFB.
ton Ford truck. 1300, worm drive; o
WILLIAMS 4 ZANO,
keep Books.
Phone 701-light Hulck, fin. 116 West Oold.
Mellnl building.
room
West Gold.
WANTED Position driving any kind
AUTO COMPANY for
BEE McINTOall
own
do
my
truck or automobile: aleo care
used tires, ail sizeo, used parts; Max
Jour- repair work. Addreas Driver,
Reo
and Chalmers cars.
well,
Studebaker,
nal.
608 West Central.
KL'RSE wants position, nursing and keepWANTED USED CARS
ing house for Invalid or healtbseeker;
used can of any
two years' experience in hospital, i'hone WE 1AY CASH for
viaauct
make, regardless ox condition,
1319-W- ,
601) South
Second.
Garage.
WANTED Position, by married .nan,opra
SALE
Ford
honeycomb
FOR
sedan,
iaa
old, good bookkeeper,
diator, shock absorbers, motor-mete- r.
machlna, wr!l
erate Burroughs posting use
41
A good buy.
Korber
J.
extras.
other
typewriter,
show
cards,
mercantile
to kep toi ko Co., Auto Dept. Phone 783.
good salesman. Willing
13- books.
wiU
one
not
also
busy
SALE
when
clerk
FOR
Dodge battery,
and help
plata battery fits Studebaker, HutcK,
Living salary. Address P. O. Box 2,
Overland Six, etc. Both are practically
Southland, Texas.
new nnd can be bought very reasonable.
Mcintosh Auto Company, 608 West Cen
BUSINESS CHANCES
tral.
FOR bALK
Oarago, best location In IF THESE CARS are sold before Jan- town. Phone 879.
uary 1, we make the following prices:)
FOR SALE Small rooming house; long Maxwell, $200; Oakland Big Blx, $360;
lease. Address Cora, care Journal.
Chevrolet, $300. Now Is the time to buy
-- .Small
a used car. They will bo higher In he
grocery and five-rooFOR
Hoover Motor Co., 418 West
Call at 810 Buutit Seventh. spring.
FOR SALE A meat market; everything Copper.
Central.
c mplcte. Call at 1105 East
BOMB unusual used car bargains, 1921
11121
Dodge touring, driven 3,000 miles; 1920
phone TOi-Oakland coupe,
practically new;
FOR SALE Ono of the bestSUbusiness
A-- l
a
and
S.iuih
condition,
Ford
touring,
properties In Albuquerque.
first-clas- s
condition:
touring,
First street. Inquire, at Bavoy Hotel of Mitchell
In.
car
or
Id
will
your
terms
trade
eaey
fice.
o
west cen
Mcintosh Auto cocpany,
FOR SALE At a bargain, five
table, tral.
hand pool tables and one billiardtwelve-foot
one
also
flrs'.-clacondition;
In
SALE
Miscellaneous
soda fountain, A- -l condition. In FOR
ouira at 120 West Sliver.
Wirtiim"
Phone
FOR BALE
hay.
established
Old
2409-RSALE
FOR
BUSINESSmm
,.,,. n
located on rall- - TRY BODDY'S MILK. BEST IN TOWN.
himlnefis.
road. Will sell for value of Improvements
Phone 2413-R"oo." reason ror seum.
alone.
proposition, ad- FOR SALE Bicycle, $16. 1209 North
terestcd In good-sise- d
Second. Call evenings,
dress postofflca box 638, Albuquerque.
FOR SALE Cement bloctte, cheap. 628
South, Walter, phone 2314-"DRESSMAKING
DENVER POST delivered at your door,
WANTED Plain sewing,
65c per month.
Phone 1049-Edith.
Edison machine and forty-fiv- e
Children's dresses a FOR SALE
PLAIN" SEWING
Phone
records;
good as new.
2404-Jspecialty. Phona 1218.
SwuTiTi-HiNfi- .
nteiLririK. Williams' Mil
FOR SALE Fresh eggs, 80a per dozen.
777-llnery. 200 gnuth Broadway, ph.
Ely's Poultry Yard, 62$ South Eighth,
SlUS
and DoZ phone 1168.
ani.rcllon.
m
nrllfra
N. Crane, 116 North FOR SALE Lady's new fur coat, dandy
314.
806
Seventh; Crane Apartments, phona
for auto; will sell reasonable.
South Edith,
KlATTRESS RENOVATING FOIt'SALE
conIn
Kimball piano
good
iTATTilKt-dition, at a bargain. Owner leaving
HliNOVATlM), U M and Up.
fur city. Phone 805-- J,
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, Bed
FOR SALE OR RENTV-Slng- er
aewlng
niture packing. Phuue 471. Ervln
machine. The Exchange, 120 West
ding Companr.

,n

'

FOR RENT

Office Rooms

FOR HUNT 1'hrar vry desirable uftice
rooms light, heat and water: will rent
senaratoly or as a whole. A, B. MUner,
HSVi West Central, phone 23.

WANTED

Rooms

WANTED Bv voung business woman.
room and sleeping
nicely furnished
Close In. It. A., care
porch If possible.

journal.

TYPEWRITERS
WRITERS
f KPE
and rennlreil.

A II makes overhauled
Ribbons tor every ma- clrlne.
Typewriter
Albuquerque
121 Snatb Fnunb.
Whangs, phona S0I-- J.

s,
t
si.

E

If
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CHILD ALMOST STRANGLED,
Mrs. O. Grab, 8116 Washington
Ave., New Orleans, La., writes:
"My child had a cough so bad she
would almost
strangle Coughing,
Fcley's Honey and Tar relieved her
cough, and I recommend It to any
mother." Foley's Honey and Tar
gets right at the seat of trouble.
clears nose and throat of mucus.
heals raw and inflamed surfaces,
loosens tightness of the chest and
checks croup, whooping cough
bronchial and "flu" coughs. Sold
everywhere.

NOTICE.
The regula. annual meeting of
the stockholders of ,the National
Ufe Insurance Company of the
. Southwest will he held at the com
pany's toffice on Saturday. January
14th, 1922, at 2 o'clock, to elect
directors for the ensuing year and
transact such other business as
i may come before the stockholders.
E. T. CHASE,.
Secretary and( General Manager.

Gold, phone 1111.

and 6
FOR SALE Used tractors,
with gang plows. Hardware Department J. Korbet A Co,
a large consignment
JUST RECEIVED
of plnuns, 16c the pound. Robert
1114 West Central.
CLARIFIED and Pasteurized milk. There
Is only one place to obtain It. Albuquerque Dairy Association. Phona 161.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cotin gallon
tage cheese; also fresh milk 1916-lots,
bwaynes Dairy, phone
vriR Kil.K- - Chfcken sandwiches. Pig'n
Whistle candles, best Ice cream In the
We deliver
free, college inu.
city.
phone 841
SEND a genuine NAVAJO 11 U J l.r
PILLOW TOP home for
Christmas; bargains at 100$ East Cen
tral, phone 1410-BUTTER Ask your grocer for Albuquerque Dairy Association butter; It
your grocer can not supply you, call at
the dairy, 317-3jJortn eecono.
SOFT BPOTS Heel and arch cushions
prevent fallen Insteps; cures ait 1001
troubles, $1. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos.
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central.
FOR SALE Frees, ova-fe- d
pork; whole
or halt hoc; half will average about
W. B.
seventy pounds; . 18o a pound.
Hicks, phone 260, J. C. Penney Store.
A SRRSTI18
ROOF PAINT
GOOD for all kinds of roots, $1 per gal310
South
Co.,
The Mazano
lon.
WsJnut, phone 1834 J. Try a built up
as
the
a
last
will
building.
roof,
long
FOR SALE Five hundred shares of City
E eclrlo Hallway, below par. Dr. B.
L. Huat, K. T. Armljo building.
AUTO TOP and seat
EPFECTO
drasslns'. Errecto Auto Enamel. ValS'
par, Valspsr Enamels on automobiles.
Paint, Homestead
Plymouth Cottage
Floor Paint. Roof Paint and Cement Sat
F. Keleher Leath
Thos.
Isfactlon assured.
er Co., $08 West Central, shone 1057-- J,
USB

m

Realtor.

DO YOU WANT TO MAKE
ON YOUR MONEY?
20

A. L MARTIN' CO.
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance.
123 W. Gold.
Phone 156.

SHELLEY
459--

REALTY

J.

CO.

S16 W. Gold.

furnished
house will do it.
are
six
There
apartments, well
furnished, in best location in
city, a rare bargain. Owner has
a large proposition, wants to
sell this one. Desirable terms
can be arranged. See us without delay.
DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
Phone 670.
809 W. Gold.
This

twenty-roo- m

apartment

Ta Husbands I
Bvery Mother longs for "Horn for
elf and Children." She has besn a
good wife and a good Mother and
you owe It to her to satisfy thta
yearning. Tou can If you will but
only make the start Delay Is dan
gerous and time Is fleeting. Make
her happy this gladsoma Plrrlstmas
to
by presenting her with a con'.-uone of our choice
'oi. Ton
will both be happier for the giving.
$20 cash starts you "Homew wl."

Start the New Year right with a
home of your own. How's this?
Seven-roobrick stucco, steam
floors, built-i- n
heat, hardwood
features, lot 150xS00 feet. Located in the heart of the best
residence section of the Fourth
ward. Priced at bedrock.

-

Phone

FESAIE

s

;

FIGURE UP
The amount of your rent fof
1921. What have you to show
for It? Also figure on' this
home? Large
dandy three-roonewgarage; and see If you
don't feel better in 1922. .

II

A HOME

W.
705

C.

III

THAXTON

Mountain

Road

.

$300.00, YOUR HOME.
and sleeping
classy,
floors, built-i- n
features, gar- porch, hardwood
oak floors, built-i- n
locafeatures, fine lot,
age, In Luna district. Price only tion, "heat; $500.00 splendid
balance
cash,
terms.
$5,250; good
as rent.
R. McCLUGHAN, Realtor.
J. P. GILL, Real Estate.
Real Estate, Loans, Insurance.
115 S. Second.
Phono 723-- J.
Phone 442-804

That will appeal to you, new
brick, white finish, furnace,
five-roo-

m

A

five-roo-

J.

W.Gojd.

A GOOD BUY
In the Fourth ward, a four-- (
room, modern home for $2,950.
Terms.

.

M

MWHMMMMSMMMPMMHBlBBBMBMHSMBHiBB

START RIGHT

,.

PARK VIEW COURT

FOR RENT
Five-roo-

oak
ward.

modern new home,
Fourth
floors, fireplace;

FOR SALE
Desirable building lots In all
parts of the city.
We also have a large and
complete listing of homes for
sale on easy payments. Call
on us today.
J. D, KELEHER, Realtor,
211 W. Gold.
Phone 410.

GOOD INVESTMENT
Modern apartment, close in, fine
location, completely furnished, income ovor $300.00 per month. Let
us show you this, also 6 room
floors, heat,
cottage, hardwood
$5,500.00.

W. H, McMILLION,

Steam heat apartments fronting open court that faces Highland Park. Roof garden with
In
best view
city. Garages.
Ready for rent about March.
See J. A. HAMMOND, Agt.
824 E. Silver.
Pnone I522--

$6500

$6500

Buys

Four brand

new, newly furnished
houses in University
Heights. Three are rented for
$100.00 per month, owner
other. A rare bargain
for some one with the ready
cash. Act quick.

FRANKLIN

TREES

Realtors.
Third and Gold.
Phone 657

WANTED

Miscellaneous

For

Rent-Room- tt

BEAUTIFUL BRIGHT
HOME.
On West Central avenue, large
lot and priced to sell; good
terms.
Living room, fireplace; dining
room with bay windows, built-i- n
features; ktchen has gas and
nice cupboards, two nice large
bedrooms,
plenty linen and
clothes closets;
bath, lovely
large front porch, large back
Whole
house
surrounded
porch.
with vines well trained; lawn,
sidewalks,
driveway,
garage
and large outbuildings,
fruit
and shade trees, garden, etc.
When you see all that there Is
to this piece of property, considering Its fine location for
$7,200.00,
you will say. It's
ours.
THIS YTLETIDE
SEASON
HAVE YOU A nOME?
If not, why not decide to have
one now? Get your University
Heights lot today. Tomorrow It
may be sold. We sell 'em every
day.
DANDY INVESTMENT.
You never miss $10 cash and
$10 per month. Later on if you
must leave town or do not wish
to build they always sell.
HOUSES FOR RENT

& CO.

200 West Gold

FRUIT

& CO.,

OWNER LEAVES THE CITY
JANUARY I1RST

Nine-roo-

Several good houses and apartments for rent.

LEVERETT-ZAP- F

REALTORS

cf

BUT ON -- EC0ND
THOUGHT..! THINK
. HAD
CSTTER,

AN JUbT OUT

PER A VALX
MICHTJUTA--

By George McManut

Bervloe.

8

U

Registered

with Board

Life Is Service.
We Render Both Gladly.
Second and Gold Avenue.
Phone
640

.........

ROOMXnd BOARD. 219 VVestCoaiT"
pnone RUOM AND BOARD, alt conveniences.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
2409-R611 South Broadway.
J, L, Phillips,
AllllR.Mt.ie
Room and board; $10.50 a
and
dinners
RENT
FOR
and
cocking
For
serving
BARGAIN
A
Real Estate.
JOU2S W. WILSON,
week.
I'hone 1720-parties, phone 15S9-110 South Third Street,
Attorney.
HAULING of all kinds done. Joe Coro- - NICELY,
furnished loon, with board; ftooru
Two frame houses on East San18, 17 and 19, Cromwell Building.
mi, phone 1S20-private family; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
ta Fe, one four rooms and
1151-Phune
Cord
wood saw first class ROOM AND BOARD with sleeping porch,
WANTED
porches, the other two rooms
I'HVSK 1A. iM) BiatiKONSl.
condition. Phone 2408-R-adjoining bath. 1636 East Central.
FOR RENT Rooms
and porches, on good sized lot,
ROUGH and dry wash; all CAN ACCOMMODATE
SUNSHINE
one gentleman DR. S. L. litKl'ON,
are both in good condition, revHUH 11E.M
120 Boulll
Disease of tue Stomach.
i.i.Lin.
hand jwork. Plione216-J- .
FOR SALE Houses
convalescent
Apply Casa de Oro, 112
enue $45.00 per month, will sell
Harnett Building,
Suite,
Oold.
West
tt'OR
HAUL
RENT
severat unrurnlshed rooms.
SCAVENGER
AND GENERAL
for $2,800; $800 cash balance
new
BALE
Two
tent
houses,
Fu.t
124 South Edith.
dandy
ING. Reasonable rales. E. A. Orlffllh, FURNISHED room
with or without DR. S. C. CLARKE,
$Sd per month Including inCheap, Call 7 20-2S99-22
Nun
and Throat
Esst Iron, phone
Kye, Pur,
board, use of bath; no sick. 725 South
FOR UENX Furnished
room, furnaco FUR SALhl
terest. See
houtt. EXPERT PIANO TUNING and player Arno.
Barnett Building.
Phune $$(.
By owner, tour-rooheat. 307 South Walter.
1015 West Fruit
A. C. ST A R E S.
Office Hours
Inquire
Furnaced-heate- d
James
front
RENT
Duran,
FUR
phone
repairing.
piano
RENT
FUR
Nice
furnished rooms, 316
2 to I p. m.
11 a. m
to
and
on
Phone 108.
S19 W. Gold.
11120 Now York.
1974-s'UR
brick
SALE
1207
house,
if
East
room with garage
desired.
South Second, phone 820-DK.
North Edith. I'hone 2401-RlAlt;Altl.T CART WRIGHT,
of melala; Central.
AND CUTTING
WELDING
FUR RENT Tinea furnlsned housekeepOffice Grant Bldg., Room 18. Phone ITS.
FOR SALE 'On easy turms,
for
carbide
and
welders'
itoom
also
supplies
RENT
and
FOR
rooms.
DID
porch
North
sleeping
Fourth
street.
ing
1123 East Central
Residence
modern bungalow; will take good lota sale. N. M, Sieel Co., Inc., phone 1947-with board. 215 Stanford, Unlvesity
FOR RENT
rooms, hot water heat, no or real estate paper. Phone 2040-Phone 671.
Dwelling
furnished
furniture
and Height.
Secondhand
WANTED
no children.
414
West
Sliver.
suk;
ruom
nousehouga
lour
FOR BALE
By owner, new modern
trunks. We buy everything In
bun rt,.Vi611 small
GOOD BOARD and
lodging private
FUR RENT Two furnished front rooms
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
South Elm.
near Robinson park, $500 hold goods.
Max's Bargain Slors, 316
home; also garage for rent. 821 North
tor housekeeping. 60s South Second. cash, $60house,
Phone 868
South First.
per month. Phone 1825-Practiin Limited to
FOR RUNT New house. Call Averlll
Eighth.
FOR
Five-rooRENT
Furnished
room
316
South
$.
with
FUR SALE
priviApartments, apartment
frame, modern, MAX BARGAIN 8TORS, at
FUR KENT Large furnished room with GENITO - URINARY DISEASES
of parlor; garage available. Phone
lege
lor
two
for
convenient
will
Four-roothe
lot;
217
families;
largs
prices
highest
pay
First,
AND
rates
house.
table
fur
two
modern
FOR RENT
DISEASE'S OF TIIK SKIN
board;
people.
1714-J- .
easl front; highlands. Phone lSOK-clothing, ahues and South Fourth.
your secona-han- d
824 East Silver, phone 1522-Witeeerniun
s.aboriitory In Connection.
858.
FOR
Uood
Phone
RENT
furniture.
furnished
room
BALE
one
FOR
By owner,
cotttge
FOR RENT Glassed-i- n
FOR SALE OR RENT Furnished or unsleeping porch Citizens Rank Bldg. Phone H88.
on first floor. 618 Norui
148
35 ft.
y
lot
upartmuiit,
with
screened
RUG
CLEANERS
porch;
of
719
for
best
with
621
house.
board,
furnished
ut
gontlcman
Apply
ft.; city water; $300 cash. Inquire 1902
9x12 Rugs Cleaned, $2 00.
CHIROPRACTORS
South Walter. I'hone 1686-RENT Furnished rooms; also Can- South High.
MATTRtasKs lenovsvu. $3.uo and up. JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location for
furnished house, FOR
FOR RENT Two-rooary birds for sale. 218 South Walter, FOR SALE Nice four room brick with
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin
now
few
reservation
hcaltheeekers;
with sleeping porch. 1300 North)
Chiropractor.
phone ItiOi-bath, well furnished; close in. Price Bedding Co., phone 471.
Phone 2238-available.
19 and 20 Armljo Building.
FOR RENT Furnished light housekeep $4,800; $1,600 down; $45 month Includ- BETTER DOKAK
FINISHING It Is F R RENT Room ana sleeping porch,
four-rooFOR
RENT
1925-.
oom
l
Phone
interest.
tor .lady, iio per mouth. 4'ji ing
ing
better. Return postage paid on mall
vlih board for convalescent.; gentle
FOR RENT Apartments
house, at 32$ North Fourth. Dr.
South Kuith.
FOR SALE By owner, 718 West Coal, orders. Tho Barnum Studio, 219 is West men
only; private home. Phone 1148-frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 2 Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR RENT Two large furnished rooms
FuR
RENT Two-rooapartment, furwith sleeping
FOR RENT Nicely furnished house at
and
fur light housekeeping. 408 large porches, newly decorated, vacant. WANTED $300.00 from suitable person FOR RENTwithNice rooms
nished; modern. 823 South Third.
board, for convalescents,
1008 South Ariio.
Cull at 1702 East North porch,
porches,
Terms If declred. Phone 1803-Arno.
one year s lease on M.s.
Two
.rooms, tat
furnished
and
burs
furniture
RENT
FOR
Reed, 612 Bouth Broadway, phone
Grand.
FOR REM' Two nice large cleau well FOR SALE By owner, two room cot- 9 rooms, bath and large sleeping porch; 5211.
light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
FUR RENT Five rooms furnished, sleepventilated bed rooms; furnace heat.
tage with sleeping porch and garage; close in; rent $25 per month. Bee own- FOR RENT Room and board for one 724 Bouth Second.
ing porch, bath, also garage. Apply 108 South Arno.
Three-roo- m
city water at $700; $200 cash, balance er, 315 South Third st.
apartment and
or two men, In
homo, $46 per FOR RENT
626 South Arno.
like rent. Inquire 1902 South High st.
CLEANING PAPER and kalsomlne, wax- - month. 12:3 West private
s'OR
rooms
fur
bath, partly furnished. Apply 806 North
gentlesleeping
Mountain road, phune
FOR RENT Three-roofurnished house,
Ina- floors, house and window cleaning, 1474-men employed, $8.00 up; no sick. $16 FOR BALE OR RENT Six branu new
Eluhth, after 12 o'clock.
four-roosleeping porch, $25; key at 706 Easl West silver.
houses, corner Ninth and and all kinds of repair work; work guarRENT Two largo sunny rooms,
MODERN
ACCOMMODATIONS
for FUR
Santa Fe.
will sell, one or all on reasonable anteed. John Goodson, phone B34-furnished for light housekeeping. 417
FOR RENT Two rooms, furnished for Coal;
healtfisoeker, In country home; special South
H. Strong, or I C Ben- WANTED
See
terms.
F.
FOR RENT Five room house unfurKodak finishing. care
Careful
1727 West Central,
Walter. Phone 1903-car
to
light
housekeeping,
bed
to
close
patient;
nett. Phones 75 or 145.
nished. Rent reasonable. Address J, phone 1,'40-Twice dally service.
Remember, satis. line. given
Address Box 224, city.
FOR RENT A sunny rurnlshed apartfurK., care Journal,
Account
Send
FOR
SALE
finishing
your
faction
city,
leaving
guaranteed.
of three rooms, bath and screened
ment
M1RAMONTES-ON-THE-ME8Full REN'l Large outside room, suit
unfurnished
mod to a reliable, established firm, lianna
FOR RENT Four-roomodern house,
able for sleeping or housekeeping. 414 ernnished or screened
for tubercular porch. 401 South Seventh.
A SANATORIUM-HOTEar
nicely
house;
Master
two screened
porches,
Photographera
and
Hsnna,
garage.
Gold.
West
porches
convalescents; graduate nurse In at- FUR RENT Three room apartment wl'sl
ranged for two families. West Central, ALBUQUERQUE WINDOW CLEANING
Phone 1238-rote by the week or month.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room. In near park.
bath, furnished, no sick, no children!
Phune owner, 2204-ana noora tendance;
- house
FOR RENT Three-roowith
CC Windows cleaned
Call 2400-Jnice location. 112 South Ninth.
modern home. Mrs. Fred Hamm, 63 FUR BALE By owner, five-rooand scrubbed: stores, offices and houses
glassed sleeping porch, furnished, $46. North Second
Two rooms and sleeping
RENT Furnished room with board. FOR REN
front porch, modern bungalow, cleaned: reasonable rate
and nonest FOR
Phone 1568-first,-clas- s
home cooking, for two genFORRENT Nicely furnished room, In large
porch, unfurnished; private entrance;
east lront work.
Postofflce box 101. A. Granone
good .residence section;
FOR RENT Two room cottage, furclose in, two btucks from postotflce; no lawn and trees, in very best oondltlon; leav your calls American Grocery, phone tlemen; private entrance, $11 per week, no small children. 208 North Walnut.
702 FOR
nished. 609 East Pacific. Inquire 614 sick. 417 West Lead.
$45 per mouth; all conveniences.
Three-roowould sacrifice for quick sale; leaving 261.
RENT
apartment
East Santa Fe.
South Third.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, out- town. Phone 1486-modem, completely furnished, close In,
now
OR REN r burnished
St.
had
bs
RESERVATIONS may
at
cottage
water paid. Phone 640 or 907; no chil
side entrance; also garage; no sick. FuR BALE House,
WANTED
HELP
rooms
and
fou
wun sleeping porcn. rnone aiae-- ,
cr 1118 North Second.
John's Sanatorium (Kplscopal): rates, dren.
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, front and
can 1203 Jiast Copper.
$17.60 to $25 per week; Includes private FOR RENT Two-rooMale.
FOR RENT Furnished room with sleep- back porch; big basement; furnace; comapartment furroom
with sleeping porch, connected to
a
FOR RENT Five-rooIs
modern house,
completely for light housekeepHorseslioer for Headquarters bath and toilet;
WANTED
ing porch. Near good boarding home. pletely furnished; large lot; thla
medical care, medicines, ing,nished
furnished or unfurnished, Fourth ward; 212 North
621 North
no
car
on
rear
sick,
Albu
good buy; easy terras. Address box te,
line;
at
High.
stables,
Troop.
Apply
general nurelng; excellent meals, tray
for information phone 168,
care Journal.
querque Greenhouse.
STATE HOTEL
LUht
houaekeeplng
service; no extras. All rooms have steam Third;
FOR RENT New cottage, two roomij
rooms,
four-rooFurnished
three
RENT
rooms for rent. Under new manage- FOR SALE Modern
Rev. FUR
house, on EMPLOYMENT OFFICE We furnish all heat, hot and cold running water.
110 W. II. Zlegler, Superintendent.
porch, water, $12 month. 1806 South ment. Fourth and Central.
Phone
private bath and sleeping porch; heat,
East Santa Fe, near car line; we are
kind, of helD. Try our service.
354-Edith; key at 1709 South Edith,
furnished.
water
and light
Apply 100
491.
DESIRABLE room for gentleman, ad- anxious to sell before Friday and will South Third, phone
West Central.
WELL furnished cement block bungaMan to make appointments
210 handle It on $276 cash, balance monthly. WANTED
outside entrance.
bath,
joining
three-roofurWould consider vacant lot In exchange.
low, glassed sleeping porch, sunny and North Walter.
FOR SALE Ranches
FUR RENT Two and
goou
for commercial
The
Furniture Store, 130 West pay. Actress B. Y. photograpner;
warm; reasonable. Apply 218 South High. FOR
apartments, hot and i ld water
si., care journai.
RENT Furnished S small house- Gold. Exchange
altalfa rancn, andnished
FUR BALE Forty-aci- e
and
steam
telephone
paid.
heat;
light
FOR RENT Three-roolurniehed cot
con
onil-drereliable
400
West
MEN
four mil from city. Inquire
Big,
keeping rooms. Ground floor; no
ATTENTION,
4 2 1 Sou t h Broadway.
tage; bath, sleeping porch, 714 East
modern bouse In
BY OWNER,
415 West Lead.
cern with nationally aaverusea pro Gold.
Hazeldlne.
Call at 702 South High,
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, lire. duct can us
four men, age 6 to 86, FOR SALE Country home, stucoo house, FOR RENT Three room and alseplng
FOR
Two rooms and sleeping
RENT
1310-phone
completely furnished; on and
porches, three Spanish or American nationality, excel
place, large scriened
seven rooma steam heated, electric one-ha-porch,
furnished for light housekeeplf
blocks from postofflce; no sick.
large lent ftmlmrs ana opportunity lor ad
FOR RENT Two, three, four room ing.porch,
e
light airy bed roor.eon with extra
621 South High.
ranch; In alfalfa and In ;uire 703 West Silver.
lights; on
'
fronts east
and houses; some fur
closets,
large lot with vancement. Phone 198S-- J for Interview orchard.
apartments
or
box
277,
Adtreas Postofflce
wo
nished, steam heat. W. H. McMilllon, FOR RENT Two nice, clean rooms for lawn, trees, etc; everything la excellent now. References requlrsd.
FOR RENT Two-roo2407-Rapartment
phone
2U6 West Gold.
terms It desired. Phone WANTED
siousekeeplng; convenient to town, also condition:
clothes closets and large pantry, bath
First clans dry goods man for FOR SALE Four-acr- e
to shops.
miles
409 West Iron.
two
1877-- J.
ranch,
for
furnished
lnrffn country ators. Must understand
completely
FOR RENT Unfurnished four rooms,
from postofflce, on main ditch; uub.e adjoining,
616 West CuaL
bath, basement and two porches, at FOR RENT Room and glassed-i- n sleepRARE OPPORTUNITY.
8panlsh fairly well, and hav knowledge house. Karaite,
chicken Houses, t uls, housekeeping.
1201 East Copper.
ing porch, gentleman only. 126 South ONE) of Albuquerque's best homss eon of general
mercnanaise.
Inquire at 210 North Walter.
uepenoauie
fur
also
blooded
.ONK STAR ALTO LINK
chickens and turkeys;
Phone Z27
references. rsaulred. Good pay for right niture: terms
Cedar, phone 2378-slstlng of 10 rooms with glassed-i- n
Phone 2418-JTh orang colored cars, Engl, Els-pha- nt
to hit
furnished house, FOR RENT Furnished front room, five sleeping poroh. fireplace, s bath rooms, man. Do not apply unless willing
FOR Rent Three-rooButt Dam and Hot Bprlngs, N.
SALE Five-acr- e
ranch, on mile
blocks from postofffce; private en- maple floors, all built-i- n
features, steam the ball. Address E. L. M., car jour FUR
sleeping porch and bath, at 201 Sou.n
west of Barelas bridge, on mam dltcrr; M. Meet all traina at Engle, leaving
heat, laundry room, fruit room; corner nal.
Edith; will be vacant December 13. In trance. 401 South Seventh.
no betHot Springs at 11:30 a. m. and 1:10 p. m.
alfalfa, fruit, grapes and berries; 2411-RFOR RENT Two modern rooms with lot with fine lawn, roses and trees, douquire 224 South Edith,
Frmnie.
ter land In the valley. Phone
Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam cars on
P.
further
For
ble
Information,
garage.
811
five-roofor
MODERN
porch,
light housekeeping.
house,
garage,
or write A. H. Sherer, general delivery, the Dam line. We drive our own car.
WANTED
O. Box 182, Albuquerque, N. M.
Experienced collar girl.
South High, phone-1921-Fourth ward; three and four-rooWrite for reservations at our expense.
city.
oelslnr Laundry.
houses, flghlands or lowlands. Rollin k. FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and
HEFFERNAN BROS., Prop.
Livestock
SALE
OK
salesladies.
Ap
WANTED
Experienced
no
SALE
Quthrldge, 214 West Gold.
two
for
Furniture
FOR
persona;
Hot Spring. N. M.
sleeping porch,
ply The Economist.
FOR SALE Good Jersey cow. Just fresh.
furnished house, children. 110 Bouth Walnut .
FOR RENT Three-rooEdison
In
SALE
FOR
machine,
housework.
166S-for
Sol
WANTED
Girl
and
South
at
Phone
general
bath,
PAINTING
sleeping porch
IMPERIAL ROOMS flee, clean rooma;
condition. 810 North Thirteenth.
Apply 409 West Lead,
Edith; will be vacant December 19; also
rates by day or week. Over Pastime FOR SALE Bucks,
does and frying
:N YOU consider paiutlnf,
pliOD
four room modern house, sleeping porcn Theater, 211 Vj, West Central.
Maid for general housework. FOR SALE Leather davenport and three WH
710 West Leadj
WANTED
rabbits.
fcU
1M7-217
eatimatea furnlahtd
South Tenth.
chairs.
and bath at 116 North Sycamore. Inquire FOR RENT Glassed-i- n
Apply morrllngs, 823 West Copper.
no
too
porch and two FUR SALE Fresh Jersey cow and gentle
work
Job
224 South Edith.
largo.
guaranteed;
and
REPAIRING
upholsterboard across street. 114
Phone 2405-RWANTED Experienced girl to do gen FURNITURE
rooms;
pony.
airy
riding
Phone 471. Ervln Bedding Co.
lug.
FOR RENT House, five rooms and bath North Maple, phone 1S88-eral housework. Apply at 809 West
TIME CARDS
FOR SALE Fresh young cow, giving Gold.
room, electrlo light, screened porches,
FOR SALE Beds,
mattresses, tables,
front sleeping room, bath; prithree gallons milk. 717 South Arno.
stable, two and a half blocks north' of LARGE
chairs
and rugs, all In good condition.
house
emfor
Woman
or
WANTED
one
two
vate
ladles
general
100
family;
Two
FOR BALE)
Central avenue: sultabla for laboring peohorses, two colts,
1007 Pouth Arno.
118 South Seventh.
work: must be good cook, ivo west
cbickina and good collie dog, cheap,
ple. No. 216 West Grand avenue. Call ployed.
FOR SALE Two library tables, two
Lead.
at bouse or address X. U. T care Jour FOR RENT Two housekeeping rooms, Mr. Lawrence, 1204 North Eleventh.
dressing tables, two heavy leather arm
with sleeping porch; lights and water FOR SALE Best grade young Duroo Jer WANTED Woman or girl, from 1$ years chairs,
nal,
one kitchen table, and several odd
up. for housework. Call at 218 Bouwi
and use of bath, $36. Phone 1611-on the
for
purposes
sey
406 West Central.
breeding
hogs
chairs.
"FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- s
rooms aud market. Address Charlee K. Raft, Los Second.
ELGIN
HOTEL Slteplnt
Morris chair, china cabinet,
SALE
FOR
State ex
M.
WANTED
N.
stsnographer.
the
Lady
by
Lunas,
day.
apartments,
housekeeping
SALE
Six
hens
and
Island
Rhode
WESTUOUN.-- )
FC'l
dresaers and large
kitchen
Dally.
perience and salary wanted, P. O, Box stock of cupboard,
one rooster, 1008 East street, phone week or month. 60? Vj West Central.
FOR SALE Or trade for hogs, good
high-grad- e
used
Arrive.
furniture, Train.
Depart.
266, Clty
be
166.
about
1100;
on
work
1
326
south
7:30 pm 1:10 pm
horse, weight
South First.
No.
FOR RENT One room and glassed
Th
Scout....
right.
priced
north end WANTED Cashier at once; must have
11:
am
lo:30
Limited.
side sleeping porch, completely fur- seen at C. W, Hunter ranch,
No.
Calif.
I
WE BUY POULTRY AND RABBITS 'if
SALE Furniture at factory prices
Z409-R-Liberty Cats, 105 FOR
good reference.
101 South nished for housekeeping. 618 West Coal, Rio Grande blvd. Phone
all kinds. Phone 161-which makes It cost less than tecond No. T Fargo Fast. .10:60 am 11:10 ana
unfurnished FOR SALE Gentle driving horse, light West Central.
nice
Broadway.
hand goods. Come and see K yourself. No, 1 Th Navajo.. 12:35 am 1:0$ am
FOR RENT Two
of
A cook In a family
four;
SOUTHBOUND.
rooms with bath and large sleeping
spring wagon and buggy harness; also WANTED
Furniture Co., 221 South SecFOR SALE One pure bred S. C. R. I.
Mrs. D. American
10:1 pm
east of
good wsges to right party.
El Paso Exp
No
ond.
Red cockerel and a few hens.1 $00 porch. $16 West Mountain Road. Phone good atock saddle. One block
'
11:1 am
17
Weinman, 708 West Copper.
El
.'
No.
Paso
Armljo postofflce. phone 2402-JExp
West Lesd. Phone 1102-and
SALE One bedstead, mattress
FOR
EASTBOUND.
month
$10
and
Room
some
EARN BOARD
FOR SALE We have
FOR SALE Only a few of those fine WOODWORTH
Newly furnished, nice. HORSES
pad, gas No. 1 The
springs, sanitary couch and
1:10 pro 1:40 pm
free.
mules
for
school;
while
catalogue
sale,
horses
and
work
Navajo..
d
second-hanattending
good
rooms
and
arm chair, good
clean
housekeeping apartPlymouth Rock and R. I. Red pullets
6:40 pm
4 Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm
North Broadway, Prices are cheap Uackay Business College, 906 y, Bouth range,
good condition; No, 1 S. F.
left; Just beginning to lay. 1701 North ments, by day, week or month, $11 810
sewing machine; all In
1:10 pm
No,
also heavy set of harness and heavy sad Main, Los Angeles.
Eight.. 7:25 pm
South Third. .
never used by elck. 207 North Arno.
Second.
am
7:20
1:6$ am
10
Scout
Th
dle
No.
for sale.
WANTED A competent woman or glr!
FOR SALE Entire stock puro bred S. C. FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
SOUTH.
FROM
Missouri
Ten
with
of
mules.
head
for general housework and assist
with or without sleeping porch; suit- Fori SALE
R. I. Reds, breeding pens ir singles;
8:15
18
El
Paso
From
No.
pra
ten bead of work horses and mare cooking, In a family of thre adult. PErnFCfiTDYHE
also a fine lot of bronze turkeys. Mis. able for one or two gentlemen; close In.
ODD
JOBMAN. No. 30 From El Paso 7:00 am
and twelve head of Holsteln and Jersey Apply 220 North Seventh.
416 South Third.
.
H. B. Watklns. phone 8416-JFhone 1671-kind of work
No. 10 connect at Telen with No. tl
will trade on
or
milk
sal
for
cow,
cheap
-Nsw
Mexuo
over
Ladle all
RED POULTRY YA RD8 Thoroughbred FOR RENT One aunny upstairs room, town lots. Cows at corner of Mountain WANTEP
City and
for Clovl. Pece Valley. sCansOdd
paintsix windows, two large closets, sink mad and Fourth; miles and horses at - to take order for my medallion.; good WANTED roof Jobs carpentering,
S. C. R. I. Reds, Ringlet Barred Rocks,
1466-O
Phune
Oast
and
repairing.
ing
houseHarry
for
particulars.
pay. Writ ml '
cockerels for breeding, fresh ground green and running water, furnished for
- at Belen with No. 11
941-connect4$.
19
or
No.
Phone
Stable.
Bell's
Livery
Second,
AlbiquTqur, BUILDING, alterations, repairing; lave
Rea, (06 Vorth
411 West Atlantic, phone 1483-bone.
keeping, $I4permontltN6yyestCoal.
Clovle and points east and south
New Mexico.
Jobs or small; work by contract or ny frra
"MOUNTAIN
VIEW" S, C. P.. I. Reds, FOR RENT Two large front rooms, furreason
PERSONAL
and
mechanic
th
careful
dav:
modin
nished for light housekeeping,
a superb lot of cocks and cockerels for
LOST AND FOUND
able prices; work guaranteed; estimates
ordera now, for BABY ern home; light, clean and airy; car stops BArISer FirpTIvaeouisipn
sale. Book
tree. Call 1756-YOUNG" MAN, driving to Ef Paso," about Ldsi' Lady' gold via'tch; reward. West-erCHICKS; by so doing, you Insure delivery In front of house. 122$ South Edith.
exact date desired. C. P. Hay, 13$ North FOR RENT Comfortable furnished room,
School, phone 901-January S. will take one passenger.
High.
pup.
wearing collar;
separate entrance, bath and toilet ad- lady or gentleman; references, Address LOST Airedale
Box 100, care Journal.
return to 601 North First, phone 319.
joining; can be used for light housekeepbrooch
of
ing, $12 and up. 816 North Arno, phune' MADAME
LOST Lady's Shrine
pin. Finder
PETITE, at the request
,
ei!?rlenced Salesmen1 1766-WANTED-Tereturn to W. B. Hick, J. C. Penney
evenings.
friends, will resume business for a rew
can
who
and
Co.
from
She
read
Reward.
who have automobiles
Store.
strictly
days only.
the most ob LOST Waterman fountain psn, valued
the first to the ninth
FOR SALE Real Estate science and will convince
itart to work from COLT
LIGHTING and
of January, to sell
stlnate skeptic. The nerve do register
aa
Xmas gift; finder pleas notify Mis
Call
BALE
200
South
Lots.
High.
COOKING PLANTS' In New Mexico and FOR
truth. 1724 West Central.
Ina Miller. $33 South Arno.
at 1315 Bouth High, ask for a. W.
Seven-rooeastern Arliona. We have the best lightdwelling on East Silver Avenue Modern In
Tortoise-shel- l
LOST
glasses, lost in acalso the Kllgore.
"MONEY TO LOAN
ing plant on the market today,
every respect. Sleeping Porches, Steam Heat; 150 Feet
cident, corner Central and Second, Debest selling proposition with one of the FOR SALE Fine 60 too', lot on, East
Frontage Will Be Sold at a Sacrifice. Easy Terms.
most reputable companies standing back
Silver at reduced price. J. A. Ham MONEY ' TO LOAN On watches, dla cember $3. Phon 684: suitsbl reward.
Blond's, gun and everything valuable.
of It from start to finish. Salesmen's ex- mond, 124 East Silver.
Ranches
RENT
FOR
Mr. B. Marcus, 111 South First.
penses are paid weekly, commissions paid
PAPERING
monthly. Those Interested call In perMONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches FOR RENT Ranch. Apply M. Mandell,
PAINTING
son, or write W. M. Foster, 110H West
118 West Central.
and gold Jewelry; liberal reliable, con
Central Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico.
fldentlal. Gottlieb Jewelry Co., 10$ N. Is FOR RENT OR SALK Eighty-acr- e
Ing or kalaomlnlng, call 234, or call at
It you are thinking of a change, and
Ground Floor Cromwell Building.
house, seven miles
ranch, four-roowant to start the new year with a line 107 East Central, for Hanson a powers, CONFIDENTIAL loan nn Jewelry, dla.
monds watches, Liberty bonds, piano. east of town; fireplace, water and telepainters and paperhangers;
that will net you a nice Income, It will first-claCentral, phou
phone. Call at 110$
pay you to hear our proposition. First we guarantee all our work; no Job tou automobiles. Lowest rates. Rothman
.
Bonded te la state.
.,
Mf or too small.
.. 117 Bouth First
......
applicant get most oholce territory.
SHADE TREES AND ORNAALBUMENTALS
QUERQUE NURSERIES .
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNG & CO.
Albuquerque, N. M.

FROM

WAN'lED

Cattle

10

feed.

rent

$;

........

jCRPNTERNG

WANTEDSaleamen

P.

Et

IF.

MeMIM,

Here

Is

Something That

Butter

and eKKs
Prepare now for
pare for two days.

afe

lower.
New Years.

Is Good.

Only one more day to

Marble

LET'S

Phones

Avenue.

GC

IEET

PHflll

1

T0DflY

J

1!

LIGHTS ARE L
at

Star

Brilliant

Tho

Japanese
ATTRACTION

ADIE1)

CLYDE COOK
REGtXAK

Ills

Members of the Albuquerque
Business and Professional Women's
club and the Rotary club had an
a host of
opportunity to learn
seldom-use- d
"first names" at a
at
joint luncheon of the two clubs
club last evening.
the Country
from
There was a large attendance
both organizations at the dinner.
Musical numbers and addresses
filled the program, which was in
H. B.
charge of Arthur Prager.
RoHenlng, vice president of the
the meeting to
tary club calledintroduced
prethe
order and and
Strong,siding officer, Mrs. E. J.organizapresident of the women's
laugh fest of the evening
came in the talk by Charles M.
Barber, which had been Intended
as a serious finale to the social
Inadvertently, Mr Barevening.
he
ber let fall the expression that
wanted to present a "few refleccrowd
tions on women," and the Mrs
roared its delight. In a flash
the bouquet
Strong presented him she
had preof carnations which
viously received,
straight
Mr. Barber plunged
an
ahead, prefacing each try with
assurance that he was trying to be
He sougnt to cm "
serious.
women had advanced
step" but made it strip by strip. for
been climbing
"You have
to his femin- 2,000 yours," he said
vvnon
a rum b""ino hearers,
desire to
that, ho unnounced his
but his audiwomen,
the
for
speak
iinally
ence preferred to laugh,
attempt
tho speaker gave up the to
the.ii
!,ind called the Rotarians
the women.
feet to drink a toast to
Each member of the twohisclubs
and
present was introduced byname
and
her "neighbor" by first
the
gave
profession. Mrs. Strong
on the
first talk of the evening business
ot the
ihwory and idealswoman's
national
professional
.
organ zatiun anu iue
A.
The Rev. Hugh
ocal club.
meanCooper spoke on the Rotary
motto
Us
of
ing and interpretation
"'lir Kveiiiy Frlsbie, of the woman's
on
club,' read an excellent paper af- women's participation in world
She, Kiinsjesioutli amm. ill tllfi OL
ii....,
w t."1- - nvi
man 3 ciiiu iunu

Best

in "THE

TOREADOR"

ADMISSION'

PRICES

i'"'

LOCAL ITEMS

PRE-INVENTOR-

Y

SALE

CoPhone 4 and 6.
There will be no regrtilar meeting ot the Woman's club this
Election of officers will take

noa.1 SudoIv

after-noo-

place on January

All Merchandise In Stock
At Greatly Reduced Prices

6.

Harry Frank has gone to Denver on a business trip, lie will be
absent
from the city for several
day.
Dr. Murray, Osteopath, P. 644-Th mnmhin nf Tomole Albert
will celebrate the Feast of Lights
The emmren or me
tonight.
school will participate In the
nt 7:30
service, which logins
The public Is Invited.
o'clock.
her two
G.
Pollard
and
Mrs. K.
have been
children, of Raton,
guests of the E. 11. Sisks during the
return to
holidny week, They
Raton today.
Save costs of a suit
y paying
your poll tax this week. Pay nt
or
at the High
State National ijank
school.
No.
1, I. O. O.
Lodge
Harmony
F will meet in regular session tonight. There will be work in the
Initiatory degree.

Roth man's
Music and Jewelry Store
117

ran-bat- h

b. First

Phone

St.

917--

J

LOANS HUSBAND'S GUN
BARREL OF WHICH
MONEY WAS CONCEALED
IN

Mltchner,
with Mrs.
Harrv
Mitchner and daughter, formerly
nf
now
of this city,
Denver, Colo.,
were here yesterday.
They had
heen at Santa Fo vlsltinir Mr, find
Mrs. J. E. Saint, parents of Mrs.
Mitchner. They returned to Santa
Fe yesterday afternoon and from
there will continue on to Denver
today bv automobile.
Mr. a'nd Mrs. Joe Bnrnett left
Calif.,
yesterday forwillLos Anpreles,
remain for some
where they
time.
Albuquerqus music store will
start moving Faturday into their
new store at 405 West Central ave-

place
mnn

rv

The AHNoelaU'iI

thieves would

search

a mistake, nowever. in
not taking his wife into the secret,
neighbor called a few days later.
in the absence of the man of the

He made

,..

V.

-l

...

APPROVES

IN
CAMPING
MOUNTAINS
MANZANO

WHILE
Hubert

avenue.

halv

nut

hunting and camping.

u.om

stock and Agricultural
poration when it held its regular
monthly meeting yesterday.
l no loans approved yesrermy

A

npplrlenta IIV O ISCnarKea
tho hmi.d where they
were staying and the bullet passed
ana nuiuin.
through thewaslioor
down stairs, In the
Owens, who
i
mui-iemwas
lert tool, lie
,,n

REQUESTS

lion West Iron Approximately $ 100,000 In loans
local hospital with were approved by tho executive
tnnt tb result Of committee of the New Mexico LiveLoan cor-

fnlnro,!
a gunshot wound received the first
of tho week near Barton, In the
Moudy range. A number of boys

irpm

$200,000

IN LOAN

Owens,

Is at a

4,1

K

:

k

Y
t

--

'.

!

.'I

adopting

THE

All of the county btlla are not
yet received, but bills at hand
amount to about $24,000. The pro,
rating of the available funds would'
have paid about 5 per cent.

C.

PHONE 078
I IB West Silver
A. HODGES, Prop.

Having
connection

Let Us Send a Man

AT

To replace that broken window
w.
juuihuki
giasa. AiuuiiutM --que
.
nui m Mm,
i mine 4x1.

WANTED
Delivery Boy

Palace Drug Co.
Coal! Coal! Coal!
Good, Clean Gallup Lump Coul
11.00 Per Ton

FOR

SALE

0 r.i

'.

A

APPROVED

BY BOARD

FOGG,

The Jeweler

n The Anorlated reflH.)
Watch Making, EnWashington, Dec. 29. Approval Expert
for
advances
117
of
agricultural graving, Jewelry Repairing
and livestock purposes, aggregat-toOpposite Postoffice.
122 S. Fourth.
Phone U03-ing $3,6119,000 was announced
day by the war finance corporaJ.

'
"
V
'

:

;

N. Chaves
CHAVES Domingo
died last night at his apartments,
from bright's disease. Mr. Chaves
has been ill for nearly two years.
son, Miguel
He is survived by one
.
;

New Mexico.
arrangements are still
pendiD , .Crollott ia in charge,
Funeral

t

i

-jj

Money Savings

We have a great line of

JEWELRY

IJTDIAN BEADED

BAGS

"The Best What Is"

Aztec Fuel Co.
L.

we

Get

not

do

mention.
before you

our prices

buy your gifts

B. Marcus
213 South

First St.

Machine,

Shelled Pinon Nuts

nf llemtna--

j
1

Fannie S. Spitz. Tel H02, 323 N.
Tenth St. Send for mail order list

car for

Leaving next week
Gallup and all towns en route.
Can accommodate two or more
Rawson
salesmen. Phone 1771-In

20c Pound

Manhattan Cafe
124 North Fourth
FOR YOCIi MEALS

1
Ford Speedster, guaranteed
condition, run 6,000 miles;
many extra accessories. A bargain. Apply
213 South First
A--

ELMSHOTEL
Finest rooms In the state;
steam heat,
hot and cold
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, J4 toJlOweek
Transient rate $1.50 single;
?.00 double.
With bath 2.50 single anu
double $3.00.

FOR
New

RENT
House,

with

or without garage.

Call 501 South First St.

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

Albuquerque... 7:45 am
In Kanta Fe, .10:45 am
4:00 pm
Santa Fe

Phone

7:S0 pro

600

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Singer

210

Wet

ADDED ATTRACTION
A Two Reel Comedy

"BETTY'S

Featuring

On account

of not having our
retail yard in readiness. It will
be necessary to sell our coal direct from mines to consumer,
temporarily.
Three Ton Lots Lump Coal,

I)

S0t North First Street. '
Fbone 190
Phone Fs Yonr Order We
Will do me Best.

CREAM COFFEE
Sold at this Store.

WeSellSKHfNER'S
tha highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
ther Macaroni Product.

ll.HHIllJII..III.J.'i..

m.wi'ii;.liti.i.w,i
'"
,;T-- fJ

I,'W.I!!'WW

m.wM'!"f";'

"'1

La
1

CONTINTJOCS

TO

It

P.

M.

TODAY AND TOMORROW
ARE

SMUGGLERS

ACTIVE!

A girl of eighteen
captures dangerous band
on lonely island and has many strange adventures. She
thwarts the schemes of a society dowager to marry her
daughter to a wealthy youth. The atory is full of dramatic situations and is visualized by
single-hande-

d

CALEIOUH

ALICE

820

"THE MATRIMONIAL WEB"
A photoplay written especially for this star by C. Graham
Baker. A strong cast under the direction of EDWARD
JOSE was engaged for Miss Calhoun.
ADDED ATTRACTION

"JUST

You

TlftlF

IN

tho Humanzee

Featuring "SNOOKY"

1.

REGULAR

for the

WSI.

BUSINESS
with
SHAW-WALKE-

SAFES

L

.

igjsstWiihttiA

REUBEN

B. WALTON

PERRY

COAL and WOOD

YEAR'S

NEW

?

PRICES

Prepared
QUALITY

SATISFACTION

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
4
Let our

PHONES

5'

Tracks Bring Comfort to Tour

Home

FILING

R

DESKS

ROTARY NEOSTYLES
GRAPHIC
DUPLICATORS

CHOCOLATE

:

PRICES

REGULAR

Delivered $11.00 per ton.
IIAGAN COAL MINES

Phone

OSTRICHE

MURIEL

IIAGAN COAL

AT LAST

MOHSTER"

GREEN-EYE- D

See Them

At

STRONG'S
BOOK STORE
"The Office Man's
Supply House."

WHY PAY MORE
WHElN $1.00 WILL PAY YOUR
POLL TAX FOR 1921
The law requires the payment of $1.00 poll tax
for 1921 on or before the 31st day of December.
After that date suit for collection is made mandatory on the authorities.
Why permit costs of suit to pile up on you, when
$1.00 paid now will pay in full?
For convenience of the public a clerk ha been
placed in the State National bank during banking
hours, to receive poll tax payments.

BOARD OF EDUCATION

CERRILL0S EGG COAL
Price, $11.25 Per Ton

STAGE

In Albuquerque

IT IS FASCINATING!

iseman

15c a Pound
Any quantity.
1114 West Central Ave.
Phone 109

(J

'

IT IS STRANGE!

OUR

EQUIPMENTS
EFFICIENCY DESKS

324 W. Lead

FOR SALE

Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

While Paris played,
While New York slept,
While London laughed,
a startling drama was
being enacted, a remarkable love story
was being unfolded.

TRY THE

STEEL

SALESMAN

FOR GOLD

he plotted and planned.

MOCCASINS

ALL-STEE-

TRANSFER

Phone 371

GOLD

he lived and dreamed,

and many other articles that

BACON
GUYS

An Internztioml Romanes

SERVICE

COAL $11.00 PER TON
Gallu p Lump

M

glutton for gold?

J. MILLER, Pres.
Phone 251

y J

M

Can a man be normal in
other ways and be a

FOR

tion.

The. loans distributed Included
1
$424,000; Texas,
HERRERA The funeral of Car- -' California,
and
Mr.
olina Herrera, daughter ofheld
yes- Airs. Juan Herrera, was
We deliver any size any
from
o'clock
8
at
terday morning
Barelas where.' Henry Transfer Con
the family residence, 1223 church.
road, to the Sacred Heart
939.
Burial was at San Jose Cemetery. Phone
Lrollott was In charge.

''ha.,.

-i

"

LUMP COAL

SUGAR-CURE- D

W

'

1

g-

Why is it that when

money enters, friends
and love fly out?

ERA

Only

CARNEAU SQUABS
Phone 1957--

per-son-

FARMERS, STOCKMEN

if

For Saturday

'

Nelson,
NELSON Beatrice
daughter .of Mrs. Clara
Nelson, died at their home, KU7
West Gold avenue, at 3 o'clock yeafternoon. The Nelsons
sterday
came to Albuquerque nine years
ago from Dawson, Minn. Besides
her mother, she Is survived by one
brother and one sister. Funeral ar- rangements will be announced
inter. C. T. French is in charge.

Off
Wagons
20 to 50
Off
25

TRANSFER
ALBUQrERQCK
Phono 842, 401 North First St.

;

J,

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

TODAY AND TOMORROW

itors.

and Storage

vnt

"SPRINGTIME"

i.,c

Kiddie
Kara

0.

'Ivvr'

mlttee who attended..i1Vo
the meetim;
CRYSTAL IN JANUARY
yesterday were Gregory Page, Gal
W. R, Morley, Magdalena; C.
is
lup:
where
reported
he
here
hospital
"Springtime," a musical extravto be getting along as well as could G. Mardorf, Santa Fe; Hoy McDonald. Albuquf rque; and C. E. Hige-lo- aganza which has been presented
be expected.
Albuquerque, manager of the in many cities with signal success
corporation. y, D. Murray of Sil- willed be staged here about JanuUNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
ver City, the only other member ary 20 under the auspices of Ballut
of the committee, was not In
DOINGS
Abyad temple, It was announced
Tho performance will
yesterday.
be put on by by John B. Rober.l,
W. L. Harlow, has purchased a
a professional director who Is In
lot on Columbia avenue south of C. T. FRENCH ISSUES
the city.
Coal and will begin the building
A SACRED CALENDAR
Three performances will be givof a modern bungalow immediatetho receipts of the show to be
FOR THE NEW YEAR en,
ly after the first of the year.
used to send the Shrine patrol and
the
with
W.
Le
Bow,
Bernard
band to the imperial conclave In
Gas company, has purchased a lot
Following his custom of the past Com uvnnciqeo In .Tune. atChoruses
on Cornell avenue and intends to few
once in
years, C. T. French has Issued and cast will be selected
begin building early In the spring.
a 1922 sacred art calendar which order that rehearsals may negin
& Co. sold four
Leverett-Zap- f
is being distributed to his friends as soon as possible. There will be
lots Wednesday in the Heights fo
The ca- a hundred singers in the cast. An
In throughout New Mexico.
build
to
ready
getting
buyera
lendar contains twelve famous re- elaborate costuming and scenic
the springy
in
color
and each equipment will be supplied.
ligious pictures
of the year is recorded with an
day
.DEATHS AND FUNERALS appropriate Bible verse.
C. H. CONNER, M. V. D. O.
Specialist.
Osteopathic
Although a large number of the
2033-disNelson
calendars have already been
Stern Bldg. Tel. 701-REEVES The body of
'
his
Mr.
afterFrench
died
tributed,
expressed
Wednesday Arno
Reeves, who
wish last nlirht that one of them inimi inn mill
noon at his home on South
miini
after- should be In every home In Bernastreet, will be shipped this
s
JOHNSON COAL CO.
New
to
2
lillo county and urged that all
noon on train number
for burlnl
Conl anil Wood.
desiring one of tho unusual
Pennsylvania,
Castle,
and
11&n h Ton
The body will bo accompanied by calendars call at his office
r:.iinn T.,imn
the
the widow, who wj here atC. T. secure one free of charge.
(900 NORTH FIRST STREETS
death.
husband's
time of her
Phone 388-' French is In charge of arrange-- '
117 ADVANCES FOR
itmmaammmBmmBmm
ments.

RTHEATRE

FAULTY WIRING IS
WATCH REPAIRING
Hungry cowa have eaten away
OF MAL0NE
CAUSE
Must
Meet the Rigid Requirements
the approaches to the temporary
TAXI CAR BURNING nf tho Santa Fe Tune Service
the Rio
bridge placed across
Department.
Grande at Barelas, according to reVANN
A
ports made to the chamber of comBulck automoThe bile belonging to the Malone Taxi Watch Inspector. Santa Fe R'y.
afternoon.
merce yesterday
embankments were made of earth company was almost completely
and straw and the cows have eaten destroyed by fire last night. The
the straw. It is reported that a car was parked back of the Malone
C.
number of automobiles had great taxi stand on Central avenue when
trouble making the crossing yes- the fire was discovered. City fireterday afternoon.
men extinguished the blaze, but be- EXPERT WATCHMAKER,
Acting secretary of the chamber, fore their nrrival tho top, seats and JEWELER and ENGRAVER
Matt Drexel. and County Agent Lee several 'other inflammable parts of
215 South Second St,
expected to Investigate the car had been ruined.
Reynolds
It Is
the situation yesterday afternoon, thought that the fire started from
Mr.
as
to
were
unable
Reynolds
but
a short in the wiring system.
was called out of the city. They
will make a survey of tho bridge
probably
thin mornirur and will
PIRION HUTS
make a report to the state highway
Brown's Transfer
commission, which erected the
For Holiday Gifts
temporary bridge.

'

TO PRESENT

-

Tea
Wagons
25
Off

BRIDGE AT BARELAS

m-- i

ui .uiii- to SHRINERS
corporation

Back bills owed by Bernalillo
county will not be prorated Febru- ary 1, according to a decision made
by the county commissioners yesterday. Just how the bills will be
met is not certain as chairman Albert Slmms. who voted for pro
rating the bills, declared that he
would stand in the way of any
other manner of payment as the
small creditors had a right to receive their share of the available
money as well as the larger cred-

in tho lower floor
county offices was decided by the
The county assessor
commission.
will move into the rooms now occupied by the Justice of the peace.
The justice will be obliged to shift
for himself and if he cannot find
office space In the court house, will
move Into quarters outside of the
building. Tho front treasurer's office will he used by the probate
court and the remainder of the
Mrs. Philip Fatchin.
treasurer's office rooms will be
Mrs. Philin Patchin. wife of thrown Into a suite with the rooms
now occupied by tho county assesPhilip Patchin, state department
The object of the chango is
official, is prominent in the Wash-- i sor.
more room for the
to
ar-- !
provide
affairs
social
D.
C,
infrton,
treasurer and for the public which
and
arms
the
for
delegates
ranged
is greatly Inconvenienced by the
other distinguished visitors and smnll
office when paying taxes.,
tneir wives.
The board will reorganize January 3 electing a new chairman,
and will then make a number of
COWS EAT TEMPORARY
new appointments to county berths.

INOUiCEIlT

fi

1921.

3Q ,

te

A change

business
discontinued
with the Albuquerque
core the musically
son
association
Dairy
u.o.n)""" :ang "the mle y)eatwin..
10
Dec. 1st, 11121, 1 wish to announce
-ora-A
''i'"""""'
jnn
nnn.m(lt
ae
of Albuconsumers
to the milk
Mr. Faw
i
the
querque that we will
.fie Sto rU, nnae e int- - d tic , sall
I loin, as they
retail and wholesale1 of milk and'
Suiiposni..
cream January 1, 922. An upOne.
delivery system will be
ii.eii nnrt ''4wake Dearest
Thomns Evans gave a ccuicn
put on, and we earnestly solicit
o!osue.
the palpxnago of the paople of
and guarantee a
Albuquerque,
pure, whole milk and cream of
23 BOYS RETURN
own
our
production, delivered
FROM CAMPING TRIP
farm at 1902
from our dairy
street.
Fourth
TO MOUNTAINS TODAY North
r'nnGtiiei- us .nt votir service, and
business
trip at itwillwillbe prompt, and your
The three day camping
Phone 1046.
appreciated.
in Cienegn
the RDtarv club cabin twenly-thre111 ZlvMEK
DAIRY
e
canyon enjoyed bv
James Uezemrk, Prop.
i
"nys underthen leadernmp
F.xecutive t.ii v.
293 TAXI PHONE 2Si
at noon
pected back in the city
and
CITY Kl.rXTKIC SHOE SHOP
on the hiking
They
.
2IS Soulh Bcrond.
rbune
camping trip on Wednesday.
t ree ( nil anil Deliver.
is
composed
The camping party
of the following boys:
Hill.
J. W. BRASFIELD
Stanley Stubbs, William Alfred
Clifton Howell, Lucien Rice. Robert.
Watch, clock and jewelry repaired.
Hammond,
Swiss and English
Paul
How
Charles American,
Cheney, Archie O'Harrow,Lee Vnnn, makes.
Renfro. Everett Renfro,
Phone 917-- J
S.
117
First
HenEarl Watkins, Richard Vann, W.
D.
Stamm,
ry Heflin, Raymond
Malone Taxi & Iransfer 153
Cravitt, T. J. Williams, Frank
Dana
dimmer, Walter Lookard.
bam
and
Louis McRae
Todd,
Blair.

hmhi amuuin

approved by the
about $5,000,000

i

K'f'':!.nr'Vturoinby

for Vnfinlshed Symphony.versatilean.f""
Mrs.

H--

1

;h

I'ri'sfi.)

house, and asked for the loan of
the gun to get a hare.
Trie hare escaped ana wnen me
peasant came In that evcnini his
wife remarked that the neighbor
must be a very bad shot.
"Why?" the peasant asked.
nue.
"Because he used both charge
C.
E.
Mrs.
of your gun on a hare without
Born to Mr. and
Mrs.
son.
a
of
Madrid,
Weldinfrer
- hitting:
Weidinger was JHm Flora Henn"My shotpun?" Inquired the
rich of Albuquerque.
1111 .
tusii, "1 HIV 111.1run
truea .v, n a n , .iiiiiw
wood,
Factory
iiiiiii(ih ', ILi lui; luiii.-- i n mi
..
.... ...
aonars.
naiin
turn
lour n Of
"'"i""" the weapon nung
T.l,
Tho civil court of the
unendlne the holl men of Morb an will havedepartt T lTntov
to do- dap's with lils parents nt Ottawa eide the delicate point nf whether
111.
He will return In about three: tho ,lolghbor is responsible for tho
weeks.
loss of tlio 1,500 francs.
.
Coal Supply Co. Thono 4 and 5.
,
LOAN
CORPORATION
BOY SHOT IN FOOT
I

,

for mothe
a club program
She pointed out tn at
young girls.
3.
of
in
Tho
Dec.
ingenuity
Paris,
chief contribution of w men
French peasants in hiding money llie world kuccchs is in liltmg the
has surpassed Itself in the casa of race consc'lou.-'nes-s.
numbers on the
Kntertainment
a man near Lorlent who received
furnished
by memwere
a
note
program
and
franc
a
1,000
Mrs.
bers and guests of both dubs
500 franc not in payment for prodand Mis. u.
uce. Ho hid them in tho muzzles Lewis B. Thompson
pleading pianoB
double-barrele- d
of his
shotgun, W Faw Played afrom
Schubert
bolievinff that would be the hist du'et, a fragment
1$.Y

Pro-Ra-

e

is

"WHERE

With Business and
fessional Women; Many
first Names' Unearthed.

to
Them From1
Small Available Funds;
Offices Changed.
j

""-rii-

HAYAKAWA

iESSUE

Commissioners Decide Not;

Pro-

72-- 1

--

j- -i

DISCUSS1

OF

'7fs

Luncheon

Hold

Rotarians

pre-

BILLS

STILL SUBJECT

11 JOINT

SOCIAL EVENING

HOMER H. WARD

WARDS STORE.

PLAYS PROMINENT
COUNTY
PART IN PARLEY
SOCIAL AFFAIRS

IlBUSINESSGLUDS

flood to eat and a pood barpuin. With every pound of our
toRood fresh National Biscuit Company's lmlk rakes bought
Unit lonKi wo will give a regday or tomorrow (if stock lnsta Uiaciilt
for le. No chsimre in
ular 10c size packnpe I'nocda
Total for cakes and
tho price of the rakes, 35c n pound.
Unccdas 3(ie. KoRUlar price 4.ric.
One huiulreil one lb. boxes of the same fancy chocolate
arrived. On sale today
candy to sell at 5!lc special, has just &9c.
and tomorrow account New Years at
One more bargain: rillsbury's rancake Flour is here
again and note our price is only Vic per package.

315

December

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1

Parre Eigiu

Cigar Store,
Central

NEW YEAR'S' EVE
SANDSTORM

DANCE

ORCHESTRA
x

Armory Hew Year's Eve

Burns Longer
Produces More. Heat
Nicest Cedar Kindling, Stove and Fireplace Wood,
Real Gallup Lump Coal,

Least Expensive.

.

IIAIIII COfiL CO.
PHONE 91.

FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT AD

